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I.
INTRODUCTION
1. INTRODUCTION
Determinations about unconscionability are subjective. To
Todate
dateno
noone
one has
has been
been
empower the
the judiciary
judiciary to
able to articulate an objective standard.
standard. Statutes
Statutes that empower
to make
make
Judges
findings
unconscionability almost uniformly fail
fail to
to defne
define what
what qualifes.2
qualifies.2 Judges
findings ofofunconscionability
are left to
are
to fashion
fashion solutions
solutions that
thatthey,
they,and
andthey
theyalone,
alone,believe
believeaddress
address their
their charge.
charge.
Different results
Different
resultsfrom
fromdifferent
differentjudges
judgesare
arewhat
whatcan
canreasonably
reasonablybe
beexpected
expected absent
absent an
agreed upon
upon definition.
definition.33 The issue takes on the character of
of the
thedebate
debate some
some decades
decades
agreed
ago
around defining
pornography. Recall
Recall the
the famous
famous statement
statement by Mr.
Mr. Justice
Justice
ago around
defining pornography.
Stewart who
who acknowledged
acknowledgeddefeat
defeatininarriving
arriving at
at an
an actual
actualdefinition
defnition of
Stewart
of pornography
pornography

1
IOf
Banks Shapiro
Shapiro Gettinger
Gettinger&
& Waldinger,
Waldinger, Mt. Kisco, N.Y.
Of Counsel,
Counsel, Banks
N.Y.B.A.
B.A.Case
Case Western
Western
ReserveUniversity,
University, J.D.
J.D.New
New York
York Law School.
Reserve
School. IIwish
wishtotothank
thankthe
theHon.
Hon.Charles
Charles G.
G. Banks
Banks
for his
his valuable
valuable comments
comments and
Esq., for
for his
his valuable
valuable
andinsights
insightsasaswell
wellas
asHilary
Hilary B.
B. Miller,
Miller, Esq.,
suggestions, insights
insights and persistent skepticism.
suggestions,
2
An exception
exception is §§ 2-719(b)(3)
the Uniform
Uniform Commercial
Commercial Code
Code that
that defines
defines
2An
2-719(b)(3) of
of the
unconscionability as:
excluded unless
unless the
the
unconscionability
as: “Consequential
"Consequentialdamages
damagesmay
maybe
be limited
limited or excluded
limitation or
Limitation of
for injury
injury to
limitation
or exclusion
exclusion isis unconscionable.
unconscionable. Limitation
ofconsequential
consequential damages
damages for
the person
person in
case of consumer
consumer goods
unconscionable but
the
in the case
goods isis prima
prima facie
facie unconscionable
butlimitation
limitation of
damageswhere
wherethe
theloss
lossisiscommercial
commercialisisnot.”
not."U.C.C.
U.C.C.§§2-719(b)(3)
2-719(b)(3)(1998).
(1998). In New York
damages
York the
the
General
“abnormal disruptions
disruptions of the
the
General Business
BusinessLaw,
Law,§§ 396(r)
396(r) defines
defnes price gouging during "abnormal
market" as being
being unconscionable.
unconscionable. N.Y.
N.Y. GEN.
Bus.
LAW
396(r) (McKinney
(McKinney 2004).
US. L
AW §§ 396(r)
2004).
market”
GEN. B
3

3"The
decided cases
casesdo
donot
notinvoke
invokethe
thedoctrine
doctrine of
of unconscionability
unconscionability in any
“The decided
any systematic
systematic or
even coherent
coherent way.
way. Claims
Claims of substantive
are mixed
mixed with
even
substantive unfairness
unfairness are
with suggestions
suggestions of fraud,
fraud,
cognitive defciency
so that
that it is
cognitive
deficiency and
and duress,
duress, so
is not
not possible
possible to
to discern
discern aa pattern
pattern in the
the factual
factual
situations.”
CHARLESFRIED,
FRIED,CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS AS A PPROMISE
ROMISE 103
situations." CHARLES
103(1981).
(1981).
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but who
declaredcategorically:
categorically:“I"I could
could never
never succeed
succeedintelligibly
intelligibly in
who nevertheless
nevertheless declared
so. But I know it when
when II see
seeit.”
it."4
doing so.
If only
If
only ititwere
were so
so simple!
simple! As
AsProfessor
ProfessorLeff
Leffnoted
notedininhis
hislandmark
landmarktreatise
treatise on
on the
the
subject of
of unconscionability,
unconscionability,55 “[W]hat
"[W]hat may
subject
may permissibly
permissiblymake
make the
the judges'
judges’pulses
pulses race
race
redden, as
asso
sototo justify
justify the
the destruction
destruction of
of a particular provision, is,
or their cheeks
cheeks redden,
one would suppose,
what the judge ought to have
one
suppose, what
have been
been told
told by
bythe
thestatute."6
statute.”6 Leff
Leff
concludes that
that there
there is
is “nothing
"nothing clear about the meaning
concludes
meaning of `unconscionable'
‘unconscionable’ except
except
7
perhaps
thatitit isis pejorative.”
pejorative."'
He
on to say
say that
that without
without more
more of
of aa definition,
defnition,
He goes
goes on
perhaps that
all attempts
are
doomed
to
failure,
and concludes,
concludes,“[I]t
"[I]t is easy
to say
say nothing
nothing with
with
attempts are doomed to failure, and
easy to
8
words.”
words."'
From the perspective
of the legislature,
From
perspective of
legislature, the failure to
to settle
settle on
onan
anacceptable
acceptable
definition
no accident.
accident. By
Bycharging
chargingthe
thecourts
courts totomake
make determinations
determinations “as
definition is no
"as a
matter of law,"
law,”legislatures
legislatures have
have created
created a failsafe mechanism for protecting
protecting against
against
any predatory
not otherwise
addressedby
by the
the law,
law, practices
that might
any
predatory practices
practices not
otherwise addressed
practices that
create an
anuneven
unevenplaying
playingfield
feld for those
who lack
lack either
either the
the ability
ability or the
create
those who
the savvy
savvy to
realize what itit is
is they
they are
are confronting.
confronting. OfOfcourse,
course,this
thisassumes
assumes that
that there
there is
is aa need
need
for a failsafe mechanism
in the
the first
frst place.
mechanism in
place. This
ThisArticle
Articleargues
argues that
that the
the need
need is really
quite limited because
the existing
are so
so complex
complex and
and so
so far
quite
because the
existing legislative
legislative designs
designs are
reaching
that the
the doctrine
doctrine of unconscionability,
as it presently
reaching that
unconscionability, as
presently exists,
exists, is no longer
longer
required.
conditions. One
required. ItItisistime
timetotoupdate
update the
the doctrine
doctrine to reflect current conditions.
One of
of the
the
byproducts of the
is the
the acceptance
acceptanceofofaadefinition
defnition that
the updating
updating process
process is
that eliminates,
eliminates,
to the extent possible,
possible, subjectivity.
subjectivity.
subjectivity come
comeinto
intoplay?
play? I submit that
that subjectivity
subjectivity is aa function
function of
of
How does
does subjectivity
the focus
focus of analysis.
analysis. Courts
Courtsdetermine
determine unconscionability
unconscionability by determining
determining how aa
the
suspect term
term impacts
impactsthe
theparties
partiestotothe
theagreement.
agreement.II propose
proposeaadifferent
different approach.
approach. I
suspect
suggest that
that rather
rather than
than looking
looking at the impact on the parties, the focus should be on
suggest
the impact that aa suspect
suspectterm
termhas
hason
onthird
thirdparties.
parties.With
With this
this in
in mind, II submit
submit that
that a
term is unconscionable
only if:
if:
unconscionable only
1.
1.
With
respect to any contract:
contract:
With respect
a.
undermines the
the integrity
integrity of the contracting system
itself, or
a.
The term undermines
system itself,
b.
b. The
undermines the
any statutory
statutory scheme
scheme granting
The term undermines
the integrity
integrity of any
granting to a
court the power
power to
to review
reviewagreements
agreements allowed
allowed by
bythe
the statutory
statutoryscheme.
scheme.
2.
2.
With
respect to matrimonial
matrimonialagreements:
agreements:
With respect
a.
a.
The
operation of
any party
party to the
the
The operation
of the
the term
term appears
appearslikely
likely to
to result
result in
in any
public assistance,
agreement seeking public
assistance, or
b.
interferes with
with the ability
ability of
b. The term interferes
of aa party
party to
to seek
seek reform to avoid having
to seek public
public assistance,
assistance, or
c.
Adversely
c.
Adversely impacts
impacts the
the interests of children
children of
of the
the marriage.
marriage.

4
4Jacobellis
v. Ohio,
Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197 (1964) (Stewart, J., concurring).
Jacobellis v.
5

5Professor
Leff was
was commenting
commenting on
on §§ 2-302
2-302 of
of the
the Uniform
Uniform Commercial
Professor Leff
Commercial Code.
Code.

6

Arthur Allen Leff,
Leff,Unconscionability
Unconscionabilityand
andthe
the Code
Code -–The
The Emperor's
Emperor’sNew
New Clause,
Clause, 115 U.
6Arthur

PA.
PA. L. REV.
REV. 485 (1967).
771d.

at 487.
Id. at

8

'Id.
Id. at
at 559.
559.
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Issues
unconscionability are
often encountered
encountered in two
twoarenas:
arenas:
Issues of
of unconscionability
are most
most ofen
9
commercial agreements
agreements9
and
familylaw
lawagreements.
agreements.InInthe
thefirst
frst arena
this Article
commercial
and
family
arena this
proposes
that the
the analysis
analysisshould
shouldfocus
focuson
on the
the impact
impact of aa suspect
term on the
proposes that
suspect term
the
integrity of the
the contracting
contracting system
contract term
term
integrity
systemor
or to
to an
an enabling
enabling statute.
statute. If aa contract
compromises the
the integrity
integrity of the system
for contracting or
materially undermines
undermines or compromises
system for
the integrity of
should be
be found
found unconscionable.
unconscionable. In
In the
the family
family
of an
an enabling statute,
statute, itit should
of the relationships
law arena
arena things differ
differ because
because of the
the substance
substance of
relationships involved and
and
because
theneed
needfor
for mutual
mutual consideration
considerationisis de-emphasized.
de-emphasized.Accordingly,
Accordingly, in this
because the
arena there
thereare
areadditional
additionalcriteria.
criteria. IfIfthe
arena
theterm
termhas
has aa materially
materiallyadverse
adverse impact on
on the
the
state as
as the
the default
default provider
provider of
of public assistance,
or ifif the term interferes
state
assistance, or
interferes with the
the
ability of
orifif
ability
ofaa party
party to
to seek
seek reform to avoid having to petition for
for public
public assistance,
assistance, or
the term adversely impacts the
the interests
interests of
of children of the marriage, itit should
should also
also be
be
deemed unconscionable.
In all
all other
other instances
instances and
and in
in either
either arena,
arena, where
where there
there is concern
concern about either the
the
conditions
operation of the
the term
term on
on the
the parties
parties
conditions that
that brought
brought about
about aa term
term or the operation
themselves,
there is
is no
no need
needfor
for the
the court
court to
to consider
consider unconscionability.
unconscionability.
themselves, there
What do II mean
mean by
by "undermining
“undermining of
of the
the integrity
integrityofofthe
thecontracting
contractingprocess"?
process”?
precedent that
that is
is in
in
This Article
Articleproposes
proposes that
that where
where enforcement
enforcement of
of aa term
term creates
creates a precedent
conflict with
conflict
withan
anestablished
established requirement
requirement for
foran
anotherwise
otherwiseacceptable
acceptable and
and enforceable
enforceable
where enforcement
enforcementof
of aaterm
termwould
would sanction
sanctionaaviolation
violation of
of public
public policy,
contract, or where
itit can
undermines the
theintegrity
integrity of
of the contracting
contracting process.
process. For
can be said that the term undermines
example,
contract is
is framed
framed as
as aa mutual
mutual exchange
exchange but contains
contains aa term that
that
example, ifif aa contract
defeats this
this purpose
purposeand
andisisin
in reality
reality nothing more than an
an illusion,
illusion, itit can
defeats
can be
be said
said that
to uphold
uphold itit would
woulddefeat
defeataa basic
basic purpose
purpose for
for the
the contracting
contracting process.
process. The
Thesame
same rules
rules
of construction apply
apply to
to the
the undermining
undermining of
of the
the integrity
integrityofofan
anenabling
enablingstatute.
statute.
At
seem strange.
strange. After
Afer all,
At first
firstglance
glance the
the proposal
proposal may seem
all,the
theproposal
proposal isis at
at odds
odds
all settled
settled thinking about
about unconscionability.
really goes
goes to the heart
heart of
with all
unconscionability. But itit really
of
the problem.
problem. In
Intoday's
today’sworld
worldwe
wefind
findaaplethora
plethoraofofregulatory
regulatoryprograms
programs applicable
applicable
to a wide
wide variety
variety of
ofschemes
schemes and contracts.
contracts. The
The need
need to
to protect
protect contracting
contracting parties
parties
through indeterminate
indeterminate judicial
judicial oversight
oversight has
has been,
been, in
in large
large measure,
measure, supplanted
supplanted by
legislation. The
legislation.
Thetraditional
traditionalpurposes
purposes supporting
supporting the
the doctrine
doctrine of
of unconscionability
unconscionability
have been
been dramatically
dramatically diluted
diluted by
by these
schemes. Where
Where there
there is
is no controlling
have
these schemes.
legislation, the primary
primary and
and overriding
overridingpurpose
purpose for
for the
the doctrine
doctrine should
should be
be to
to protect
protect a
public
public interest
interest and/or
and/or the
the interests of those who, while
while not
not parties
parties to
to the
the negotiations
negotiations
be nevertheless
neverthelessdirectly
directly and
andadversely
adverselyimpacted
impactedby
bythe
theterms
termsofofthe
thecontract.
contract. In
can be
themselves should
should expect
expect to
to be
be bound
bound by their arrangement
short, the parties themselves
arrangement subject
to public policy
policy concerns.
concerns. Protection
Protectionofofthe
theparties
partiesfrom
froman
anunwise
unwisearrangement
arrangement is
unwarranted unless
unless there
there is
is aalegislative
legislative foundation
foundation for
for the
the judgment.
judgment.
Claims
“unfairness” resulting
resulting from
from inequalities
inequalities in
in bargaining
bargaining power,
power, over
over
Claims of "unfairness"
reaching,
oppressionor
or any
any one
oneof
of aa myriad
myriad of other conditions mentioned
later in
reaching, oppression
mentioned later
this article, are
are trumped by the
the reality
reality that
that not
not signing
signing aa given
givenagreement
agreement is always
always
an option. Removing
an
Removingthese
these excuses
excuses from the
the determination
determination of
of unconscionability
unconscionability
deletes from
from the
the equation
equation the
theunbridled
unbridled subjectivity
subjectivity that
that is
is so
so prevalent
prevalent today.
today. The
deletes
The
question is
is no longer "why
question
“why did
didthe
theparty
partysign"
sign”but
butrather
rather"what
“whatconsequences
consequences does
does

9

Commercial agreements
fullspectrum
spectrumincluding
includingbusiness-to-business
business-to-business
9Commercial
agreementsinclude
include the
the full
employment agreements.
agreements, consumer agreements and employment
agreements.
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enforcement of this agreement
have for
for the
the legal
legal system?”
system?" The
agreement have
The answer
answer to the revised
ruling as
question yields a ruling
as a matter of law.
law.
It is
is axiomatic
axiomatic that
that parties
parties to
to any
any contract
contract must
must stand
stand behind their commitments,
commitments,
even if
if itit turns
even
turns out
out that
thatwith
withthe
theadvantage
advantage of
ofhindsight
hindsightaacommitment
commitmentseems
seems to be
be
unwise. Society
Society does
does not
not and
and should
should not,
not, have
have an
an interest
interest in
in determining
determining the
the
unwise.
propriety of aa given
given contract.
contract. The
The public
public interest
interest is
is in
in making
making sure
sure that
that aa term
term is
is
propriety
enforceable unless
unlessitit operates
operatestotoundermine
underminethe
theoverall
overall integrity
integrity of the
enforceable
the contracting
contracting
process.
process. Within
Withinthis
thisframework,
framework,unconscionability
unconscionabilityshould
shouldbe
besaid
said to
tobe
be available
available as
as
a defense
defenseonly
only when
when itit is believed that a given term serves
to undermine
undermine the
the integrity
integrity
serves to
of the
the system
system ofofcontracting.
contracting.
This
approach provides
for
This approach
providesaa definition
defnition for
unconscionability.
of
unconscionability. IfIfthe
theconcept
concept of
of unconscionability
unconscionability is thus
thus limited, the
the scope
scope of
subjectivity is in
in turn
turnlimited
limitedtotodeterminations
determinationsabout
aboutwhat
whatdoes
does and
and what
what does
does not
undermine the
the reliability
reliability of
of our
our system
system of
of contracting.
contracting.
The present
method of
of defining unconscionability
focuses on
on the
the impact
impact of aa
The
present method
unconscionability focuses
If determinations
of
determinations of
given term
term solely
solelyon
onthe
theimmediate
immediateparties
partiestotothe
theagreement.10
agreement.10 If
unconscionability
unconscionability are
are deemed
deemed sui generis, the rulings
rulings have
have no
no precedential
precedential value
value as
as
each ruling
ruling is tailored solely to the facts
facts of
of the case
casebefore
beforethe
thecourt.
court. This,
This, in
in and
and of
of
each
where the
the ruling
ruling is made
made under
under the
theauthority
authority of
of the
the Uniform
Uniform
itself, is
is questionable,
questionable, where
Commercial
similar statutes,
statutes, because
because of
the requirement
requirement that
that such
such
Commercial Code
Code or
or similar
of the
11
determinationsbe
bemade
madeasasa amatter
matterofoflaw,
law,not
not fact.
fact."
Moreover,
is a very
determinations
Moreover, there
there is
very

10

i0The
current focus
focus is
is thought by some
be intentional. See
The current
some to be
See Ex
Ex Parte
Parte Foster,
Foster, 758
758 So.
So. 2d
1999) (“Alabama
("Alabama law provides no explicit
explicit standard
516, 521 n.4 (Ala. 1999)
standard for determining whether
a contractual provision
provision isisunconscionable;
unconscionable;instead,
instead,each
each case
case must be decided on its own facts,
facts,
based on
on several
several important factors
of both procedural
based
factors that
that encompass
encompass aspects
aspects of
procedural and
and substantive
substantive
1976),
unconscionability”). InInWille
Willev.v.Southwestern
Southwestern Bell
BellTel.
Tel.Co.,
Co.,549
549P.2d
P.2d 903,
903, 906
906 (Kan. 1976),
unconscionability").
the court observed
observed that
UCC neither
neither defines
defines the
the concept
concept of
of unconscionability
unconscionability nor
nor
the
that “[t]he
"[t]he UCC
provides
or perimeters
perimeters of
of the
the doctrine.
this was
was the
the real
real intent
intent of the
provides the
the elements
elements or
doctrine. Perhaps
Perhaps this
the
drafters
application, and
its
draftersof
of the
the code.
code. To
To define
definethe
the doctrine
doctrineisistoto limit
limit its application,
andtoto limit
limit its
application is
is to
to defeat
defeat its purpose."
purpose.”
11

"See
See Uniform
Uniform Commercial
CommercialCode
Code §§ 2-302:
2-302:
(1) IfIfthe
the court
court as
as aa matter
matter of
of law
lawfinds
findsthe
thecontract
contract or
orany
any clause
clause of
of the
the
at the
the time
time it was
contract to have been
been unconscionable at
was made the court
refuse to enforce
enforce the
the contract,
contract, or
or itit may enforce the remainder
remainder of
of
may refuse
the contract
contract without the unconscionable
clause,or
oritit may
may so
so limit
limit the
unconscionable clause,
the

application
any unconscionable
unconscionable clause
avoid any
any
applicationofof any
clauseasas toto avoid
unconscionable result.

(2) When
When itit isis claimed
claimed or
orappears
appears to the
the court
court that
that the
the contract
contract or any
any
clause thereof
thereof may
may be
the parties
parties shall
shall be
be afforded a
clause
be unconscionable
unconscionable the
reasonable opportunity
present evidence
its commercial
commercial
reasonable
opportunityto
to present
evidence as
as to
to its
setting,
court in
in making
making the
the
setting, purpose
purposeand
andeffect
effecttoto aid
aid the
the court
determination.
U.C.C.
U.C.C. §§ 2-302
2-302 (1998)
(1998)(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
New
New York
Yorkhas
hasaa similar
similarstatute
statutetailored
tailoredfor
forreal
realestate
estateleases.
leases.
1. If
If the
1.
the court
court as
as aa matter
matter of
oflaw
lawfinds
findsaalease
leaseor
orany
anyclause
clause of
ofthe
thelease
lease
to have
unconscionableatat the
the time
time it was
have been
been unconscionable
was made
made the court may
refuse to enforce the lease,
or it may enforce
lease, or
enforce the
the remainder
remainder of
ofthe
the lease
lease
without
clause,or
oritit may
mayso
solimit
limit the
the application
application of
of
without the
the unconscionable
unconscionable clause,
as to
to avoid
avoid any unconscionable result.
any unconscionable clause as
result.
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subtle implication inherent
subtle
inherent in
in the
the sui
suigeneric
generis approach.
approach. Beneath
Beneaththe
thesurface
surface these
these
determinations
become
the
foundation
for
the
doctrine
that
courts
should be
be
determinations become the foundation for the doctrine that courts should
encouraged
to
utilize
subjectivity
when
reaching
determinations
about
encouraged to utilize subjectivity when reaching determinations about
unconscionability. Implied
Impliedisisthe
thesuggestion
suggestion that
that courts
courts act properly by leveling the
the
playing field
when the
the legislature
legislature fails
Without placing
placing limitations
limitations on
playing
feld when
fails to
to do
do so.
so. Without
subjectivity there
there is
is aa real
real risk that
the judiciary will
subjectivity
that the
willuse
use its
its discretion
discretion to
to promote
promote
social
Provisions in
the fne
fine print
printofofananagreement,
agreement, say,
say, eliminating
eliminating aa
social concerns.
concerns. Provisions
in the
may appear
appear unconscionable
consumer protection but
warranty, may
unconscionable to
to aa judge
judge who
who favors consumer
may seem
reasonableto
to aa judge
judge who believes such matters are best
determined by
seem reasonable
best determined
the legislature.12
legislature.12 Similarly, an
an arbitration
arbitration clause
clause in
inaasales
salesagreement
agreement may
may seem
seem
unconscionable
to aa court
court concerned
concernedabout
aboutaaunilateral
unilateralobligation
obligation for
for arbitration, but
unconscionable to
may be
perfectly acceptable
acceptabletotoaacourt
court that
thatisis concerned
concernedwith
withthe
theefficiency
effciency of an
may
be perfectly
an
arbitration clause.13
arbitration
clause.13
these realities
realitiesinto
into account.
account. The failure
It is time
time to
to update
update the doctrine by taking these
to modernize the
the doctrine
doctrine has
has four
fourundesirable
undesirableand
andyet
yetavoidable
avoidableconsequences:
consequences: (1)
Decisions that are
are to
to be
be made
madeas
asaamatter
matterofoflaw
laware
areactually
actuallylimited
limited to unique factual
circumstances and
and are
aretherefore
thereforeof
of little
little precedential
circumstances
precedential value.
value. (2) The existing doctrine
can be
be used
usedto
tocorrect
correctfor
for buyer’s
buyer's regret.
regret. This
can
This consequence
consequence implies that the law is an
instrument to
the integrity of
of the
the contracting
contracting
instrument
to be
be used
used to
to undermine,
undermine,not
not fortify,
fortify, the
process
becauseitit encourages
encouragescontracting
contractingparties
partiestotobelieve
believe that
that itit is
process because
is acceptable
acceptable to
enter into an agreement
without really meaning
enter
agreement without
meaning it.
it. (3) Decisions
Decisions are
are inconsistent,
inconsistent,
platform
predictability all
making predictability
all but
but impossible.
impossible. (4) The doctrine is positioned as
as aa platform
by the
the rigors
rigors of
of
for judicial
judicialactivism
activismconcerning
concerningareas
areas of
of social
social policy
policybest
best addressed
addressed by
the legislative
legislative and
and political
politicalprocesses.
processes.
Existing law
that, if
if properly
Existing
law contains
contains seeds
seeds that,
properly cultivated
cultivatedcan
can be
be extended
extended to support
the
proposaloutlined
outlinedin
in this
this Article.
Article. This
the proposal
This isisespecially
especially true
true in
in the
the family
family law
lawarena
arena
where much
much has
has already
already been
been done
reduce judicial activism
activism and
and unrestrained
unrestrained
where
done to reduce
subjectivity.
thisarena
arenaunknowns
unknownsassociated
associated with the
the so-called
so-called "procedural"
“procedural”
subjectivity. InInthis
component of
of unconscionability,
unconscionability, i.e., the conduct
component
conduct of the
the parties
parties during the
the contract
contract
havebeen
beenalmost
almostentirely
entirelydefined
defnedby
bylegislation.
legislation. But
formation process,
process, have
But even
even in this
arena, much
much room
room still
still exists for improvement.
arena,
Consider
of of
aa
finding
Consider the
the consequences
consequences
fndingofofunconscionability.
unconscionability. ItIt affords
affords relief
from
the consequences
consequences ofofthe
participated in the
the
from the
the commitment
commitmentby
by aa party
party who participated
2. When
Whenititisisclaimed
claimedororappears
appearstotothe
thecourt
courtthat
thataalease
lease or
orany
anyclause
clause
thereof may
may be
be unconscionable
unconscionable the
be afforded
afforded aa
thereof
the parties
parties shall
shall be
reasonable
opportunity to present
as to its setting,
reasonable opportunity
present evidence
evidence as
setting, purpose
purpose
and effect to aid the court in making the determination.
(emphasisadded).
added). New
New York
York Real
Real Property
Property Law
Law §§ 235–c
235-c (McKinney
(McKinney 2004).
(emphasis
2004).
12

135 Cal. App. 3d
12See
A&M Produce
ProduceCo.
Co. v.
v. FMC Corp.,
(Cal. Ct. App.
See A&M
Corp., 135
3d 473,
473, 491-93
491-93 (Cal.
App.

1982).
1982).
13

13
Compare Ferguson
Fergusonv.
v.Countrywide
Countrywide Credit
Credit Indus.,
Indus., Inc.,
Inc., 298
298 F.3d
F.3d 778
778 (9th
(9th Cir.
Cir. 2002) with
Compare
ConsecoFin.
Fin. Corp.
Corp. v.
v. Wilder,
Wilder, 47
47 S.W.3d
S.W.3d 335
335 (Ky.
(Ky. Ct. App. 2001). In
Conseco
InGreen
Green Tree
Tree Fin. Corp.
Corp.
1999), the
the court summarized
the controversy: "The
Wampler, 749 So. 2d 409, 416 (Ala. 1999),
summarized the
“The
v. Wampler,
doctrine remains
remains on
on the
the launch
launch pad,
pad, regardless
regardlessofof personal
personalviews
viewsregarding
regardingthe
theefficacy
effcacy of
doctrine
arbitration versus
arbitration
versus litigation
litigationinincertain
certainsettings,
settings,until
untilsuch
suchtime
timeas
asCongress
Congress or
or the
the United
UnitedStates
States
Supreme Court
Court directs
directs otherwise.”
otherwise." For
For aa detailed
discussion of
of the
the controversy
Supreme
detailed discussion
controversy within the
the
compare Northcom,
Northcom, Ltd. v.
So. 2d 1329 (Ala.
context of
of employment
employment agreements,
agreements, compare
v. James,
James, 694 So.
1997), with Armendariz
1997),
Armendariz v.
v.Found.
Found.Health
HealthPsychcare
Psychcare Serv., Inc.,
Inc., 66 P.3d
P.3d 669 (Cal. 2000).
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negotiations and
andaccepted
accepteda agiven
giventerm.
term.ItIt is
is aa “get
"get out
out of jail
negotiations
jail free"
free” card,
card, valuable
valuable
currency, which should not be
be made
made readily available. The
Theparties
parties totoan
anagreement
agreement
should not be encouraged
to expect
expect relief
relief from missteps
should
encouraged to
missteps or bad judgment
judgment simply
because
oneor
ormore
moreof
of the
the parties
partieslater
laterperceives
perceivesthat
thatan
anaccepted
acceptedterm
termisisunfair.
unfair.IfIf
because one
the
the judicial system
system is drawn
drawn into
into such
such aa quagmire,
quagmire, itit risks
risks protecting
protecting contracting
contracting
parties
from their
their own mistakes
or whims.
whims. There
parties from
mistakes or
There is
is no
no public
public interest
interest in
in such
such an
an
unless itit serves
serves to
to protect
protect an
an underlying
underlying interest benefiting
benefting the
outcome unless
the greater
greater good.
good.
used to
to describe
describethe
thesitus
situsof
ofunconscionability,
unconscionability, “procedural”
"procedural"
Even the vocabulary used
and "substantive,"
attitudesabout
aboutthe
the impact
impact of the
and
“substantive,” bespeaks
bespeaks attitudes
the agreement
agreement on the
the
parties and not the interests that society has
has in the contracting process
process or an enabling
statute.
Neither component
component suggests
suggests any
statute. Neither
any concern
concernfor
for the
the collateral
collateral impact
impact of aa
suspect
contract.
suspect term
term on those
those not a party to the contract.
The result is a thicket of
of conficting
conflictingdecisions
decisionsand
andunstructured
unstructured rules
rules that
that cite
cite as
as
the basis
such as
as “oppression”,
"oppression", “unfair
"unfair surprise",
basis for unconscionability vague
vague terms
terms such
surprise”,
“harshness”,
“overly harsh",
harsh”, "one-sided",
“one-sided”,
"harshness",“unequal
"unequal bargaining
bargaining power”,
power", "overly
"unreasonably favorable
favorable to
to the
the drafter”,
drafer", and
“unreasonably
and "shocks
“shocks the
the conscience".
conscience”. These
These words
words
say
perhaps even
is
say very
very little, perhaps
evennothing,
nothing,ifif they
they are
are employed
employedininaa vacuum.
vacuum. Why is
disparity of
of bargaining
bargaining power
power relevant?
relevant? How
How much
much disparity
disparityisisneeded
needed to
to create
create the
the
imbalance that
proffered to
problematic? Why
party’s education
education aa
imbalance
that isis proffered
to be problematic?
Why is
is aa party's
consideration, given the reality that
consideration,
that some
some very well
well educated
educated people are
are still unable
unable
comprehend all
given term
term and
and that
that some
some very
very savvy
savvy
to comprehend
all the
the implications
implications of
of a given
individuals lack
individuals
lack any
any education
education at
at all?
all? How
Howmuch
mucheducation
education isis required
required to
to ensure
ensure that
of aa given
given term
a party can be said to have entirely
entirely comprehended
comprehended the consequences
consequences of
or agreement?
agreement? When,
is aa contracting
contracting term
termharsh
harsh or
oroppressive?
oppressive?
When, as
as aa matter
matter of law, is
When, as
goes on
Something
as a matter of law, is aa surprise unfair? The list goes
on and
and on.
on. Something
more tangible is required,
required, i.e.,
i.e., aa context
context that
that incorporates
incorporates the
the fundamental
fundamental concerns
concerns
of society
society in
in resolving
resolving the
the issues
issues troubling
troubling contracting
contracting parties.
The contextual
contextual
parties. The
in this
this article reduces
reducesthe
theconsiderations
considerationsinvolved
involvedininthe
thefinal
fnal
framework advocated
advocated in
judicial
makes itit easier
easier to
to predict
predict the
the outcome.
outcome. Without
judicial determinations
determinations and makes
Without such
such a
contextual framework,
framework, the
the muddle
muddle knows
knows no
no bounds.
bounds.
The uncertainty resulting from
from the
the current
current approach
approach led one
one judge,
judge, commenting
commenting
on a family
family law
lawagreement,
agreement, to
to observe:
observe:
majority's disregard
The majority’s
disregard of
of our
our standard
standard of review and its application of a
nebulous unconscionability
unconscionability standard
standard invites,
invites, even
even compels,
nebulous
compels, judges
judges to
patronizingly and
stipulations of
of
and paternalistically meddle in the
the proposed
proposed stipulations
presumptively competent
guidance or
presumptively
competentdivorcing
divorcingadults,
adults,with
with very
very little guidance
principle other
of what
what feels
feels fair and
other than
than our
our own
own personal
personal sense
sense of
and right.
right.
of aa government
government of people, rather than
That strikes me
me as the very essence
essence of
government of laws. When
a government
Whenthe
theoutcome
outcomeofofaacase
case can
can depend
depend not upon
rules, laws and standards
of review, but upon what
standards of
what strikes
strikes appellate
appellate judges
judges
as fair and
as
and equitable, then this Court
Court has
has assumed
assumed more power than wise
14
people ought
ought to
to be
be comfortable
comfortable exercising.
exercising."

what this Article
quite harsh.
harsh. They would
To some,
some, what
Article proposes
proposes may seem
seem quite
would argue
argue
that the
the playing feld
involved in
fieldisisuneven
uneven and
and that
that courts
courts should properly become
become involved
the restoration of fairness when the need
presentsitself.
itself. The
need presents
The answer
answer to these
these critics

14

14Crawford
Crawford, 524 N.W.2d 833, 837 (N.D.
Crawford v.v.Crawford,
(N.D. 1994)
1994) (Neumann,
(Neumann, J.
J. dissenting).
dissenting).
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the playing field
feld really
is that the
reallyisisnot
notas
asdistorted
distorted as
as they
they may fear. On
Onbalance
balance the
the
benefits realized
the doctrine,
doctrine, i.e., reduced
reduced subjectivity
benefits
realized by
by modifying the
subjectivity and
and judicial
activism, trump the
the fears
fears of
of those
those who
who perceive
perceive the
the need
need for aa fail-safe
fail-safe mechanism
mechanism
even ifif it permits unrestrained
judicial subjectivity.
even
unrestrained judicial
This Article's
Article’s proposal
proposal will
no doubt
doubt have
have its
its detractors
detractors in the
the ranks
ranks of the
the
This
will no
judiciary
reasons. To
To date,
date, the
the judiciary
judiciary has
has willingly
willingly struggled
judiciary for
forunderstandable
understandable reasons.
struggled
with the
inherentinin aa definitional
defnitional vacuum.
the challenges
challenges inherent
vacuum. From
From this
this great
great effort
effort has
has
emergedaasearch
searchfor
forwhat
whatisisfair
fairand
andjust.
just. But in
emerged
in reality,
reality, this
thisfocus
focus has
has resulted
resulted in a
systemthat
thatisis rife
rife with
with confusion
and unpredictability.
unpredictability. With
system
confusion and
Withtime,
time,that
thatperspective
perspective
will
the judiciary
judiciary will
methodology in
in favor of a
willchange
change and the
willdepart
depart from
from the
the present
present methodology
system that
that supports
supportsthe
thepublic
public good
good by
by providing aa simpler
system
simpler and
and more
more predictable
predictable
system for
for dealing with
with the
system
the question
question of
of what
what isis unconscionable.
unconscionable.
proposal does
Finally, my proposal
doesnot
not leave
leavecontracting
contractingparties
partiesout
outininthe
thecold.
cold.IfIf it is
agreedthat
thataagiven
given practice
practiceisisthought
thoughtto
to be
besufficiently
suffciently offensive
agreed
offensive and
and unfair as
as to
require a declaration
declaration that
that itit is against
the public’s
public's interest,
the proper
proper forum
forum for that
against the
interest, the
debate
legislature where
system of regulation
regulation can
can be
be
debate should
should be
be before
before the
the legislature
where aa system
considered and
and adopted.
adopted. Whatever the
considered
the issue,
issue, the legislative
legislative process
process is best
best suited to
finding
solution that
thathas
has broad
broad application,
application, as
as isis evidenced
evidenced by the
the existing
existing
finding aa solution
abundance of
of legislative
abundance
legislative schemes
schemes governing areas
areas such
such as
as consumer
consumer contracts and
sale of securities
credit, insurance,
insurance, credit cards,
cards, auto leasing,
leasing, mortgages,
mortgages, sale
securities and real
real
estate offerings
offerings and,
estate
and, of
of course,
course, domestic
domesticrelations.15
relations.15
this Article
ArticleI also
I alsorestate
restatethe
thevocabulary
vocabularytraditionally
traditionally used
used totodescribe
describe
In this
unconscionability.
unconscionability. Virtually
Virtuallyallallcourts
courtshave
havecome
cometotoaccept
acceptthe
theidea
idea that
that there
there are
are
two "components"
“components” for
for describing
describing the
the geography
geography associated
associated with unconscionability,
unconscionability,
16
i.e.,procedural
procedural
substantive
unconscionability.l6
system the
i.e.,
andand
substantive
unconscionability.
This systemThis
for arranging
for arranging
the not
inquiry does
does
unconscionability. ItIt just
just tells
tells us
us
judicial
inquiry
not provide
provide aa definition
defnition of unconscionability.
where to
look for
forevidence
evidence ofofunconscionability.
unconscionability. Procedural
Proceduralunconscionability
unconscionability
where
to look
relates to
the actions
actions of the
the parties
parties during
during the
the negotiations
negotiations leading
the
relates
to the
leading up
up to the
acceptance
For example,
example, perhaps
perhaps one party takes
takes unfair
unfair advantage
advantage
acceptanceof
of aa given term. For
during
the negotiation
negotiation process
during the
processby
by embedding
embeddingaaterm
term deep
deepinto
into aa series
series of
of form
contracts where
whereitit is
is unlikely itit will
contracts
willbebeuncovered.
uncovered.This
Thisscenario
scenariohas
hasbeen
been declared
declared
some courts
courts totobebeevidence
evidenceof of
proceduralunconscionability.17
unconscionability.17 Procedural
by some
procedural
unconscionability isis about
parties and
and not
not about
about the
the actual
actual
unconscionability
about the
the actions
actions of
of the parties
operation of
of the
the agreement.
agreement.
Substantiveunconscionability
unconscionabilityisis focused
focusedon
on the
the operation
operationof
of the
the terms
Substantive
terms of the
the
contract on
on aa given
given party.
party. For
that entitle
entitle one
one party
party to
to litigate
litigate in
contract
For instance,
instance, contracts
contracts that
the courts while compelling
compelling the
the other
other party
party to
to resort
resort to
to arbitration
arbitration have
have been
been found to
18
be substantively unconscionable.
unconscionable."
15

15

For example,
example, if itit isis determined
determined that
that itit isisunfair
unfairtotoprivately
privatelymandate
mandatethat
thatdisputes
disputes about
about
malpractice claims must be submitted to arbitration,
arbitration, legislation
legislationcan
can be
be put
put ininplace
placetotoaddress
address
practice. See
v. Paulos,
Paulos, 924
924 P.2d
P.2d 357
357 (Utah
(Utah 1996).
such aa practice.
See Sosa
Sosa v.
16
16These
termshave
haveeven
evenfound
foundtheir
theirway
wayinto
into some
some of
of the controlling
These terms
controlling legislation.
legislation. See
See
MINN.
STAT.
519.11 (1a),
(1a), (2)
(2) (c ) (2004).
M
INN. S
TAT. §§519.11
17

11 (2d Cir. 1968);
1968);
17See
Sivestriv.v.Italia
ItaliaSocieta
SocietaPer
PerAzioni
Azioni Di Navigazione,
See Sivestri
Navigazione, 388
388 F.2d
F.2d 11
Kinney v.
Kinney
v. United
UnitedHealthcare
Healthcare Serv.,
Serv., 70 Cal. App. 4th 1322, 1329-31 (Cal. Ct. App.
App. 1999).
1999).
18
18See
casescited
cited supra
supra note 13.
13. Compare
Compare Rosenberg
Rosenbergv.v.Merril,
Merril, Lynch, Pierce,
See cases
Pierce, Fenner
Fenner &
1999) with
with Harris v. Green
Smith, Inc., 170 F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 1999)
Green Tree Fin. Corp., 183 F. 3d 173 (3d
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The
problem is that
that ininaccepting
accepting the
the terminology,
terminology, the
the courts
courts inadvertently
inadvertently
The problem
superimposeanother
anotherlayer
layerofofcomplexity
complexity into
into the
the analysis
analysisrequiring
requiring one
oneto
to first
frst ask,
superimpose
ask,
what is meant by the nomenclature?
The terms
terms seem
seemtototake
takeon
onaalife
life all
all their own.
nomenclature? The
own.
In virtually
virtually all
allreported
reported decisions
decisions involving
involving the
the doctrine,
doctrine, courts
courts feel
feel compelled
compelled to
devote at
at minimum
minimum multiple
about what
what their
their terminology
devote
multiple paragraphs
paragraphs of explanation about
is intended to do. Since
Since the
the terms
terms describe something, is it not better to just say what
they describe and go from
from there?
there?
Using the
the accepted
accepted terms,
inquiry about
about unconscionability
unconscionability is as
as
Using
terms, the
the judicial
judicial inquiry
follows: Can
to unconscionability if there is only
follows:
Canaacourt
courtarrive
arriveat
at aa determination
determination as
as to
aa showing
showing of
of either
either procedural
procedural or
or substantive
substantive unconscionability
unconscionability or
must both
both
or must
components be established?
actually contains
contains five
fve questions
complexity to
This statement
statement actually
questions adding
adding unnecessary
unnecessary complexity
any analysis.
Thequestions
questions are:
are: (1) What is
is meant
meant by
by procedural?
procedural? (2) What facts
facts
analysis. The
constitute procedural? (3) What is
is meant
meant by
by substantive?
substantive? (4) What facts
facts constitute
constitute
substantive?And
And (5)
(5) must there
substantive?
there be a showing
showing of
of both
bothprocedural
procedural and
and substantive
substantive
facts? Instead,
facts?
Instead, why not
not simply
simply ask:
ask: During
Duringthe
thenegotiations
negotiations leading
leading to
to aa contract
contract
have the
the parties
parties done
doneanything
anything that
that is
is unconscionable,
unconscionable,and
andifif so,
so,did
did itit result in a term
or agreement
agreement that
operates in
an unconscionable
unconscionable manner?
greatly
that operates
in an
manner? This
This would
would greatly
simplify the
the analysis
analysis because
not
becauseitit focuses
focusesthe
theinquiry
inquiryon
on what
what isis and
and what
what is not
unconscionable,
noton
on what
what is
is first
frst meant
unconscionable, not
meant by
by procedural
procedural or
or substantive
substantive and,
and, only
then, what is
is meant
meant by
by unconscionable.
unconscionable.
Part II of
Part
of this
thisArticle
Articleexamines
examines inindetail
detailthe
theproposition
proposition that
that unconscionability
unconscionability
refers solely
the degradation
degradation of the
the integrity
integrity ofofthe
thecontracting
contractingprocess
process as
as
refers
solely to the
the commercial
commercial arena.
arena. Part
Part III
III examines
the issue
issuewithin
within the
the context
context of
of
applicable to the
examines the
family law.
II.
RETHINKINGTHE
THEROLE
ROLEOF
OFUNCONSCIONABILITY
UNCONSCIONABILITY IN
IN THE C
OMMERCIAL A
RENA
II. RETHINKING
COMMERCIAL
ARENA
the proposition
This Part
Part explores
explores the
proposition that within
within the
the commercial
commercial arena
arena aa contract
contract
should
deemed unconscionable
can be
be shown
shown that
that its
itsenforcement
enforcement
should be
be deemed
unconscionableonly
onlyifif itit can
undermines
the integrity of
undermines the
of the
thecontracting
contracting process
process as
as evidenced
evidenced by
by an
an adverse
adverse
our system
system for
for contracting
contracting or
oran
an enabling
enabling statute.
statute.
impact on our
A. The
The Basic
Basic Premise
Premise

The freedom
freedom to contract
contract is not without
without consequences.
consequences. Parties
Parties who freely enter
enter
into agreements
arerequired
requiredtotohonor
honortheir
their commitments.
commitments. Through legislation and
agreements are
and
the courts,
courts, society
society provides
provides mechanisms
mechanisms to insure
insure that
that contracts,
contracts, once
once made,
made, are
are
adheredto.
to. Society has
an interest
interestinin the
theefficacy
effcacy of this system.
adhered
has an
system. For
For the
the most
most part
takes no
no position on the appropriateness
of aa contract
contract term
term and
and does
does little
little to
society takes
appropriateness of
keep
parties from
from entering
keep parties
entering into ill-advised
ill-advised arrangements.
arrangements. But
But there
there isis an
an apparent
apparent
of which are situation
exception: unconscionability. An
Anassortment
assortment of
ofstatutes,
statutes, some
some of
regulatory
and some
someof
of which have
regulatory schemes
schemes and
have broad
broad and
and unspecifed
unspecified application,
application,
permit judicial intervention
intervention to regulate
regulate against
against the
the enforcement
enforcement of
terms or
permit
of terms
conditions
be unconscionable.
unconscionable. There
There is broad
broad
conditions determined
determinedas
asaa matter
matter of
of law
law to be
support for the
support
the proposition
proposition that
thatan
aninadvisable
inadvisablearrangement
arrangement is
is not
notunconscionable
unconscionable
without
without something
something more.
more. That
That "something
“something more"
more” isis what
what converts
converts the
the imprudent to
the unconscionable.
unconscionable.
1999); Armendariz,
Arniendariz, 6 P.3d
P.3d 669;
669; Iwen v. United
Cir. 1999);
United States
States West Direct, 977 P.2d 989 (Mont.
1999).
1999).
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But what qualifes
qualifiesas
as "something
“something more"?
more”? How
Howdoes
doesaa court
court differentiate
differentiate between
between
one that
that is so
so unfair
unfair as to be unenforceable?
unenforceable? In
In the
the days
days of
of
a foolish arrangement
arrangement and one
the early common
common law,
law,the
thestandard
standard was
was aa contract
contract "such
“suchas
as no
no man
man in
inhis
hissenses
senses and
and fair man
not under
under delusion
delusion would make
make on the
the one
one hand,
hand, and
and as
as no honest
honest and
man
would accept
accept on
on the
theother."19
other.”19 This
standard was
time when
when
would
This standard
was adopted
adoptedatat aa time
sophisticatedregulatory
regulatoryschemes
schemessimply
simplydid
didnot
notexist.
exist. In
sophisticated
In modern
modern times
times there
there are
are
countless statutory
statutory designs
designsthat
thatclearly
clearly provide
provide aa declaration
declaration as
astotowhat
whatpublic
public policy
policy
countless
is in matters of contract etiquette
etiquette and
andpropriety.
propriety. The judicial
judicial role
role as
as a policing
policing agent
agent
has been
beenlimited
limited by
by legislative fat.
has
fiat.Nevertheless,
Nevertheless,courts
courtsperceive
perceive aa charge
charge to
to make
make
determinations of
of unconscionability if
if they
that aa given
given contract
contract or term “is
"is
determinations
they suspect
suspect that
so
grossly unreasonable
unreasonable or
of the
themores
mores and
andbusiness
business
so grossly
or unconscionable
unconscionableinin light
light of
practices of the time
time and
and place
place as to be unenforceable according to its literal
literalterms."20
terms.”20
But when
when is
is aa contract
contract term
term "grossly
“grossly unreasonable"?
unreasonable”? And
And more
more importantly,
importantly, why
does
of the
the contracting
contracting process
process is
not
does society
society need
needtoto intervene
interveneifif the
the integrity of
is not
destabilized?
Most courts
courts make
make determinations
determinations about
about unconscionability
unconscionability by evaluating
evaluating the
the
behavior of
of the
the parties
parties during
during the
the negotiation
negotiation process
process and the operation of
of the
the terms
terms
the parties
parties of
of the
the contract.
contract. At
sense. But
on the
At frst
firstblush
blushthat
thatseems
seems to
to make
make perfect sense.
inherent
inherent in the simplicity
simplicity of
ofthat
thatapproach
approach isis aa serious
serious risk:
risk: the
the court
court may
may become
become
involved
involved in
inaa dispute
dispute in
in which
whichsociety
societyhas
has no
no interest,
interest, and, in doing
doing so,
so, the court may
establish an
aninappropriate
inappropriateprecedent.
precedent.This
Thispitfall
pitfall is a by-product of the
establish
the legislative
legislative
failure to defne
definethe
theterm
term"unconscionable"
“unconscionable” and
and the
the delegation
delegation of that
that task
task to the
the
judiciary.
People who sign contracts
are presumed
presumedto
tohave
havedone
doneso
sovoluntarily
voluntarily and
and without
without
People
contracts are
duress. Said
duress.
Said another
another way, the
the parties
parties to
to aa contract
contract are
are presumed
presumed to have
have acted
acted in
their own
interests during
during the
the negotiation
negotiation process.
process. To overcome
own respective
respective best interests
overcome this
presumption,
presumption, facts
facts must
must be
be presented
presented that establish either that the negotiation
negotiation process
process
was tainted by duress
duress or
or fraud
fraud or
or that
that the
theterm
termsought
soughtto
tobe
beenforced
enforcedisisininviolation
violation of
of
public policy.
policy. IfIfthis
thisburden
burdencannot
cannot be
be met,
met, the
the plaintiff
plaintiff can
can still
stillprove
prove facts
facts
public
establishingunconscionability.
unconscionability. Facts
Facts establishing
establishingthat
thatitit was
was not
not a good idea
establishing
idea to
assumeaa certain
certain set
set of
of obligations
obligations are
are insufficient
insuffcient totoovercome
assume
overcome the
thepresumption.
presumption.
Many courts,
courts, however, ascribe
ascribe to the belief that a showing that one party or another
another
has
"overreached"isissufficient.
suffcient. In
has “overreached”
Inother
otherwords,
words, ininthe
the analysis
analysis of
of unconscionability,
unconscionability,
overreaching, duress
duressand
andfraud
fraud are
are given
given the
the same
same status.
status. The
overreaching,
The three
three factors
factors are
are
thought to
interfere with a true
true meeting
meeting of the
the minds
minds and
and the
the possibility
possibility of true
true
thought
to interfere
mutuality. One
Onecan
caneasily
easilyunderstand
understand the conclusion
conclusion of duress
duress ifif there
there is proof that
an
agreement was
the intentional
intentional
an agreement
wassigned
signedwhile
whilefacing
facingaaloaded
loadedpistol.
pistol. Similarly, the
concealment of a material fact
concealment
fact reasonably
reasonably leads to the conclusion that there could be
be
of the
the minds.
minds. But
no meeting
meeting of
But ininthe
thecase
case of
of aa claim
claim of
of"overreaching"
“overreaching”ititbecomes
becomes
more difficult,
diffcult, ififnot
more
notimpossible,
impossible, to
to know
know when
when the
the victim is actually
actually trying to work
free of an agreement that has
has been
beendetermined,
determined,with
with the advantage
advantage of
of hindsight,
hindsight, to be
unwise. Judicial
Judicial scrutiny
scrutiny ininthe
thename
name ofofunconscionability
unconscionability based
based on actions
actions or
unwise.
behavior attendant
process isis risky
risky because
of the
the possibility
possibility that
attendant to the negotiation process
because of
the court will
will become
about the
the advisability
advisability of
of
become involved in
in aa de
de facto
facto determination
determination about
the
undertaking. ItIt isisdiffcult
conjure
the undertaking.
difficultto to
conjureupupa scenario
a scenariowhere
wheresomething
something less
less than
than
19

19

Earl of
of Chesterfield
Chesterfieldv.v.Jannssen,
Jannssen, 28 Eng. Rep. 82, 100 (Ch. 1750).

20
20

(N.Y. 1951).
Mandel v. Liebman, 100 N.E.2d 149, 152 (N.Y.
1951).
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actual duress
duress–- that loaded
loaded pistol
pistol –- can
actual
can be
be said to actually result
result in
in someone
someone having
to sign
sign aa contract.
contract. InInthe
theabsence
absence of
of duress,
duress, the
the option
option not
not to sign
sign is
is always
always
available.
concerns are
are present
presentifif the
the determination
The same
same concerns
determination about
about unconscionability is
of aa given
given term.
term. IfIf the
linked to the operations
operations of
the singular
singular complaint
complaint is
is that
that the
the term
operates on
on one
one of
of the
the parties
parties in
in an
an unfair manner, the question must be asked:
asked: Why
Why
operates
sign it in
did he or she
she sign
in the
the frst
firstplace?
place?Absent
Absentaashowing
showing that
that the
the term
term impacts
impacts the
the
of the
the contracting
contracting process,
process, the
served by
integrity of
the public
public interest
interest is
is not served
by judicial
interference in what may be no more than
than an
an afterthought
aferthought about propriety,
of
propriety, because
because of
the
the risk that
that the
the determination
determination will
willbe
bemade
madebased
based on
on aa subjective
subjective determination
determination
about the
the operation
operationof
of aa suspect
suspectterm
termon
ona aparty
partytotothe
thecontract,
contract,i.e,
i.e,isisit it“fair?”
"fair?" This
about
possibility is overcome
for judicial involvment is restricted
to claims
claims of
of
overcome ifif the basis
basis for
restricted to
unconscionability
linked to the
unconscionability linked
the integrity
integrity of
ofthe
thecontracting
contractingprocess
process or
or an
an enabling
enabling
statute. Typical
statute.
Typical ofofsuch
suchsituations
situationsare
are terms
terms that
that operate
operate to
to render
render an
an otherwise
otherwise
agreement an
an illusion.
illusion.
enforceable agreement
Consider aa contract
contract pursuant
pursuant to
to which
which aa seller
seller “consigns
"consigns absolutely
absolutely and
and forever”
forever"
Consider
paintings to an art dealer
undertakes no
no obligation
obligation to actually sell the
dealer who undertakes
the paintings,
but who agrees
that if
if aa sale
will receive
agrees that
sale is realized,
realized, the seller
seller will
receive an
an amount
amount equal
equal to
the attorney
attorney for
for the art dealer
dealer drafts
drafs the
50% of the proceeds.
proceeds. Assume that the
the contract
contract
in question
the seller
does not
not consult
consult an
an attorney.
attorney. The
question and
and the
seller does
The paintings,
paintings, with one
one
exception,are
are never
neversold
sold and
and seller
seller receives
receivesvery
very little
little in exchange
exception,
exchange for the
the
consignment
last "absolutely
“absolutely and
and forever."
forever.” That
That was
was the
the situation
situation
consignmentthat
thatisis to
to last
21
confrontinga aNew
New
York
court
in re
In re
Estate
of
confronting
York
court
in In
Estate
of Friedman.
While the
the court
court
Friedman.21
discussed
the“substantive”
"substantive"and
and“procedural”
"procedural" problems
problemsitit identified,
identifed, these
discussed
the
these were given
secondtier
tierposition
position for
for the
the determination
determination of
of unconscionability.
unconscionability. The
aa second
The court
court found
found as
as
the central reason
reason for
for declaring the agreement
unconscionablethat
thatitit was
was so
so illusory
illusory
agreement unconscionable
as to lack mutual
and in so
that, ifif the
as
mutual consideration,
consideration, and
so doing
doing squarely
squarely recognized
recognized that,
the
agreement were
were allowed
allowed to stand,
stand, the
the integrity
integrity of
would have
agreement
of the
the contracting
contracting process
process would
have
22
been
undermined.22
Moreover,
in reaching
itsthe
decision,
theinto
court
been undermined.
Moreover,
in reaching
its decision,
court took
account
23
the
accepted
businesspractices
practicesof
of the
the art
art field
feld23 and
and thereby acknowledged that any
took
into account
accepted
business

21

21407
N.Y.S.2d999
999(N.Y.
(N.Y. App.
App. Div.
Div. 1978).
407 N.Y.S.2d
1978).

22,,
22

`sale' was
“In
sum, the `consideration'
‘consideration’ given
this ‘sale’
was so
so contingent
contingent and
and so
so dependent
dependent
In sum,
given for this
upon the discretion of one
had aa ‘built-in’
`built-in' confict
one who had
conflictofofinterest
interestasastotobe
begrossly
grosslyinadequate.
inadequate.
This patent
patent inadequacy
inadequacy so
so permeates
permeates the
the ‘agreement’
render itit unconscionable.
unconscionable. As
`agreement' as
as to
to render
Virginia
`[there] is nothing in it for
artist."' Id.
VirginiaZabriskie
Zabriskieput
putititatatthe
the hearing,
hearing, ‘[there]
for the artist.’”
Id.at
at 1009.
1009.
23

23The
court stated
statedin
in its
its opinion:
opinion:
The court
At
witnesses testified
testified for
for petitioner
At the
the hearing
hearing before
before the
the Surrogate,
Surrogate, three expert witnesses
petitioner as
as to

("usage of trade")
the regular
regular method
method of dealing
dealing (“usage
trade”) between
between artists
artists and
and art
art dealers.
dealers.
the
Virginia
operatedthe
theZabriskie
ZabriskieGallery
Galleryin
in New
New York
York
Virginia Zabriskie,
Zabriskie, an
an art
art dealer
dealer who has operated
City for
for 22
22years
years (and
(and who
who also
also operates
operates aa gallery in
in Paris),
Paris), testifed
testifiedthat
thatdealers
dealers
generally take paintings on consignment or
or purchase
purchase them outright. In
In the
the former
formercase,
case,
the consignment
would normally be
consignment would
be for
for two
twoyears
yearsbecause
because artists
artists usually want to be
be
shown at
at least
least every
everytwo
two years.
years. Estates
Estateswould
would consign
consign paintings
paintings for
for aa longer
longer period
period of
of
time and might
might be
be exhibited
exhibited every
every three
three years.
years. The
Thelongest
longestconsignment
consignmentshe
she had
had ever
ever
handled was five years,
has never
never heard
heard of
of aa consignment
consignment lasting 14 years or
years, and she has
more. When
When aa dealer
dealer purchases
purchases paintings
paintings outright,
the consideration
consideration is
an
outright, the
is an
“[absolutely]
sum” of money
money payable
payable “[then]
"[absolutely] fixed sum"
"[then] and
and there”
there" or
or “over
"over aa period
period of
time”. The
Thecontract
contract under
under consideration
consideration at
customary in
time".
at bar
bar is
is not customary
in the
the art
art field
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ruling
would be
be against
againstprevailing
prevailing industry
industry standards.
standards. And
And
ruling upholding
upholding the
the agreement
agreement would
ifnally, the
test. Unconscionability
finally,
thedecision
decision of
ofthis
thiscourt
court was
was free
free of
of any
any subjective
subjective test.
Unconscionability
was
defined within
within the
the context
context of
of the
the integrity
integrity of
of contracts
contractsused
usedininthe
theart
artfield,
feld, with
with
was defined

the impact
impact of
of this
thisparticular
particular agreement
agreement on
on the
the parties
parties being
being aasecondary
secondary
the
consideration.
this court
court applied
applied any
any other
other standard,
standard, it would
would have
have been
been
consideration. Had this
compelled to address
whetherthe
theterms
termswere
were“fair”
"fair" for the
compelled
address whether
the petitioner,
petitioner, aa subjective
subjective
test.
test.
The arbitration clause
presentedininVilla
Villa Milano
Milano Homeowners
clause dispute presented
Homeowners Association
v. IlIl Davorge,24
is an
an example
example of
of aa term found to manipulate
Davorge,24 is
manipulate a result not
not otherwise
otherwise
recognized under
There, pursuant
pursuant to
state law,
recognized
underestablished
establishedprinciples
principlesofoflaw.
law. There,
to state
law, a
developer
condominium project
project prepared
prepared and
recorded aa declaration
declaration of
developer of
of aa condominium
and recorded
covenants, conditions
conditions and
and restrictions
restrictions that
that contained,
contained, among
among many
many other
other things, aa
covenants,
(embedded on page
clause (embedded
page 66 of the
the filing)
filing)that
thatrequired
required the
the purchaser
purchaser of
of aa
condominium unit to
to arbitrate
arbitrate complaints
complaints for
fordamages
damages arising
arising from
fromdesign
design defects.
defects.
No purchaser was given an opportunity
opportunity to
including the
to negotiate
negotiate any
any of
ofthe
theterms,25
terms,25 including
26
arbitration provision.26
provision.
Most
important, the
by the
the
Most important,
the court
court noted
notedthat
thatthe
thefiling
fling by
developer appeared
appearedtotobe
beaaunilateral
unilateral attempt
attemptto
to circumvent
circumvent aa statutory
statutory prohibition
prohibition
developer
against using
using an
an arbitration
arbitration clause
clausein
in aareal
realproperty
propertytransaction
transactiontoto“preclude
"precludeor
orlimit
limit
against
any right
right of
ofaction"
action”for
forconstruction
constructionand
anddesign
designdefect.27
defect.27 The court held the attempt
to circumvent
circumvent state
state law
lawwas
wasaashock
shocktotothe
theconscience,
conscience,and
andthus
thusunconscionable,28
unconscionable,28
because
Noobjections
objections were
were taken
taken to any
any of
because“[there]
"[there]isis nothing
nothinginin itit for
for the
the artist”.
artist". No
this testimony.
Id.
Id. at
at 1003.
1003.
24

24

102 Cal.
Cal. Rptr.
Rptr. 2d 11 (Cal.
(Cal. Ct. App. 2000).
102

25

25

declaration of covenants,
conditions and
and restrictions
restrictions contained
contained aa provision
provision entitling
entitling
The declaration
covenants, conditions
purchasers toto seek
the arbitration
arbitration clause
clause in
purchasers
seek an
an amendment
amendmentprovided
providedthat
thatwith
with respect
respect to
to the
particular, no amendment
was allowed without
amendment was
without the
the consent
consent of
of the
the developer,
developer, even
even when
when the
the
owned property
property in
in the
the complex.
complex. “With
"With respect
arbitration provision in
later no longer owned
respect to the
the arbitration
question, then,
then,itit truly
truly is a ‘take
`take it or leave it’
it' proposition,
question,
proposition, with
withno
noopportunity
opportunityfor
forsubsequent
subsequent
amendment at
at the
thesole
solediscretion
discretionof
of the
the homeowners.”
homeowners." Id.
amendment
Id. at
at 6.
26"
26

The arbitration clause
provision did not comply
“The
clause provision
comply with
withthe
theprocedural
procedural requirements
requirements of
of the
the
Code for Civil
Code
CivilProcedure
Procedure in
in that
that the
the arbitration
arbitration clause
clause was
was not properly
properly titled
titled and
and displayed
displayed
prominently
of
prominently in
in the
the fashion
fashion required
required by
by the
the Code for Civil
CivilProcedure.
Procedure. Moreover,
Moreover, purchasers
purchasers of
the units were not required
required to actually
actually initial
initialthe
theclause
clause upon
upon acceptance
acceptance of the terms of the
the
filing, as
required by
by the
the Code
Codefor
forCivil
Civil Procedure.”
Procedure." Id.
filing,
as was required
Id.
27

27

1298.7 of
of the
the California
California Code
Code of
of Civil
Id. at
at 88 (quoting
(quoting §§ 1298.7
Civil Procedure).
Procedure). Section
Section 1298.7,
1298.7,
Effect of
Effect
of arbitration
arbitrationprovision
provisionon
onother
othercauses
causes of
ofaction,
action,states:
states:
an arbitration provision
In the event an
provision is
is included
included ininaacontract
contract or
oragreement
agreement covered by
this title itit shall
or limit
limit any
any right
right of action
action for
for bodily
bodily injury or wrongful
shall not preclude
preclude or
death, or
or any
any right
right of action
death,
action to
to which
whichSection
Section 337.1
337.1 or
or 337.15
337.15 isis applicable.
applicable. §§
§§ 337.1
337.1
and 337.15
337.15 provide
provide for
for a cause
causeof
of action
action for
for latent deficiencies
deficiencies in
in the
the construction
construction of
of
and
real property.
CAL.
P.§§ 1298.7
1298.7 (2004).
(2004).
AL. CODE
CODE CCIV.
IV. P.
C
28
28The

court stated:
The court
stated:

IlIl Davorge
the Villa
Villa Milano
afer the
Davorge recorded
recorded the
Milano CC&R's
CC&R’sinin1992,
1992,more
morethan
than three
three years after
the
1, 1989
1989 effective
1298.7. (Code
(Code Civ.
effective date
July 1,
date of Code
Code of Civil
CivilProcedure
Procedure section
section 1298.7.
Proc., §§ 1298.8.)
maintains that
that doing
doing so
sowas
wasperfectly
perfectlyappropriate,
appropriate,because
because
1298.8.) ItIt maintains
CC&R's are
CC&R’s
are not
notamong
among the
the enumerated
enumerated types of
of real
real property
property sales
sales documentation to
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29
and
and declared
declaredthe
thefilings
filingsininviolation
violationof
of the
the stated
statedpublic
publicpolicy
policyofofCalifornia.
California.'
In
other
found that the
the conduct
conduct of the
the developer
developer coupled
coupled with the
the
other words,
words, the
the court
court found
operation of
of the clause
to undermine
the integrity
integrity of the
operation
clause itself, served
served to
undermine the
the contracting
contracting
process and was thus unconscionable.
30
decision in
in Gray v. Conseco,
Inc.30
involvedaavery
verydifferent
different type
type of
of
involved
The recent
recent decision
Conseco, Inc.
arbitration clause,
clause, one that was
was found
found not
notunconscionable
unconscionable because
because itit presented
presented no
threat to the integrity
integrity of
of the
the contracting
contracting process.
process. Here,
Here, borrowers
borrowers were
were required
required as
as a
condition of
arbitration clause
condition
ofaa loan,
loan, to
to execute
execute aa note that contained an arbitration
clause that was not
binding on the lender but that was
was binding
binding on
on the
the borrower.
borrower. The
The claim
claim that
that the
the oneonenature of
of the clause
clause was
was unconscionable
unconscionable was
wasrejected
rejectedon
oncontract
contract grounds.
grounds. The
sided nature
court held: "First,
“First,under
undergeneral
general principles
principles of
ofcontract
contract law,
law, aa non-mutual
non-mutual contract
contract is
is
valid
valid and
and not
not unconscionable
unconscionable so
so long
long as
as there [is]
[is] some
some consideration
consideration on
on both
both sides.
sides.
Second, aa contrary
contrary rule would impose
Second,
impose aa special
special burden
burden on
on agreements
agreements to arbitrate
arbitrate
31
therefore conflict
conflict with
,31
and therefore
withthe
the federal
federal policy
policyfavoring
favoringarbitration.
arbitration.”
was able
able to
to avoid
avoid the
the trap
trapof
of becoming
becominginvolved
involved in
in an
an illusory
illusory policy
This court was
issue involving
involving a perceived or claimed inequity in
issue
in bargaining
bargaining power
power and
and in so
so doing,
refrained from establishing
that would
would have
have itself been
establishing a precedent
precedent that
been offensive to the
integrity of
ofthe
the contracting
contractingsystem.
system.
integrity

§§ 1298,
1298, 1298.7.)
1298.7 applies. (Code
section 1298.7
Proc., §§
appears Il
which section
(Code Civ. Proc.,
1298.7.) ItIt appears
Il
1298.7
Davorge
the CC&R's
CC&R’s that
that which
which section
section 1298.7
Davorge sought
soughtto
to accomplish
accomplishby
by way
way of
of the
intended to
to bar
bar the
the individual
individual unit
blocked it from
from doing
doing via
viaaapurchase
purchase agreement.
agreement. ItIt intended
owners from
from filing
filing construction
defect actions
actions against
againstititin
in court.
court. This
This flies
fies
owners
construction or design
design defect
in the
the face
face of
of the
the obvious
obvious legislative
legislative intent
intent to
to permit
permit home
home buyers
buyers to have
have their
their
design defects
defectsclaims
claims heard
heardin
inaajudicial
judicial forum. ItIt is
construction and design
is aa blatant
blatant attempt
attempt
to curtail
curtail the
the statutory
statutory rights
rightsofofthe
thehome
homebuyers
buyers and
and simply
simplyshocks
shocksthe
the conscience.
conscience.
102 Cal Rptr. 2d at 8.
102
29
29The
The
court
court
declared:
declared:
construing
our final
fnal consideration
In
construing public policy
policy with
withrespect
respect to
to arbitration
arbitration clauses,
clauses, our
consideration
effect of California Code
Regulations,title
title 10,
10, section
section2791.8,
2791.8,n11
nil governing
is the effect
Code of Regulations,
the
containedin
in CC&R’s.
CC&R's. The
the contents
contents of arbitration
arbitration clauses
clauses contained
The Department
Department of Real
Real
Estate (DRE) adopted
adopted the
the regulation
regulation pursuant
pursuant to
to Business
Business and
and Professions
Professions Code
Code
section 11001.
section permits
permits the
the adoption
adoption of
ofregulations
regulations as
asreasonably
reasonably
11001. That
That section
necessary for
“The purpose
purpose of the
the
necessary
for the
the enforcement
enforcementofofthe
theSubdivided
SubdividedLands
LandsAct.
Act. "The
Subdivided Lands
Lands Act
Act `is
Subdivided
‘is to
to protect
protect individual
individualmembers
members of
of the
the public
publicwho
whopurchase
purchase
from subdividers
subdividers and
andto
to make
makesure
surethat
thatfull
fullinformation
information will
will be
lots or homes
homes from
be given to
concerning....
with reference
the land.’
land.' The
all purchasers
purchasers concerning
. .essential
essential facts with
reference to the
Thelaw
lawseeks
seeks
to prevent
prevent fraud and
and sharp
sharp practices
practices in
type of
of real
realestate
estate transaction
transaction which is
is
in a type
peculiarly open
open to
such abuses."
abuses.” In
In furtherance
furtherance of
of this
this purpose,
purpose, aa subdivider
subdivider is
is
peculiarly
to such
required to obtain a DRE-issued public report concerning a development before it may
commencesales.
sales. As part
commence
part of
of the
the public
publicreport
reportapplication
applicationand
andreview
reviewprocess,
process, the
the
subdivider
DRE copies
copies of
of documentation
documentation it proposes
proposes to use
use in
subdivider must
must submit
submit to the DRE
connection with
with the subdivision, such
as the
the articles
articles of
of incorporation
incorporation and
and bylaws
bylaws of
of
connection
such as
the homeowners association,
association, and
and the
theCC&R’s.
CC&R's.
Id.
Id. at
at 9-10 (internal citations omitted).
30
30No.
SA CV
CV 00-322, 2000 U.S.
U.S. Dist. Lexis
No. SA
Lexis 14821
14821 (C.D.
(C.D. Cal.
Cal. Sept.
Sept. 29,
29, 2000).
2000).
31

31

Id. at
at *14. For
Foran
anexcellent
excellentdiscussion
discussion of
ofjudicial
judicialattitudes
attitudestowards
towardsarbitration
arbitrationclauses
clauses
and
the potential
potential for
for unwarranted
unwarranted judicial
judicial activism
activism see
see Susan
Susan Randall,
Randall, Judicial
Judicial Attitudes
Attitudes
and the
L. REV.
REV. 185 (2004).
Towards Arbitration
andthe
theResurgence
Resurgence of
of Unconscionability,
Unconscionability,52
52BUFF.
BUFF. L.
Arbitration and
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These cases
casesall
all share
shareone
onecommon
commonanalytic
analytic factor:
factor: judicial
judicial refusal
These
refusal to
to impose
impose
subjective
issues involved
the terms
terms being
being
subjective views
views about
about the
the underlying
underlying policy issues
involved in the
as unconscionable.
unconscionable. Instead,
challenged as
Instead, the court
court in
in each
each case
case resolved the matter by
measuring the
the challenged
challenged term’s
term's impact against
the requirements
requirements of
of our system
measuring
against the
system for
meaningful private
private agreements.
agreements.No
Noattempt
attemptwas
wasmade
madetotolevel
levelthe
theplaying
playingfield.
feld. In
meaningful
each case
casethe
thecourt
courtlimited
limitedits
its role
role to
to the
of existing
each
the application
application of
existing law to
to the
the facts
facts
presented
presented by facts before it.
B. Reported
Reported Cases
Cases Where the Court has Legislated on an Ad Hoc Basis

In contrast
Villa Milano
contrast to Friedman, Villa
Milanoand
and Gray,
Gray, the
the following
followingcases
cases illustrate the
problems
associatedwith
with the
the application
application of
of the doctrine
upon judicial
problems associated
doctrine predicated
predicated upon
subjectivity.
eachcase
case the
the court
court expressed
expressed its
private view on
on an
an underlying
underlying
subjectivity. InIneach
its private
policy issue
through the
the political
issue that
that was
was best
best addressed
addressed through
political process
process and
and legislative
legislative
regulation.
regulation.
frst the
unconscionableby
byvirtue
virtue of
of
Consider first
the case
case of a contract term found to be unconscionable
oppressive. One
One party,
party, the
thepurchaser,
purchaser, signs
signs an
an installment
installment credit
credit agreement
agreement
being oppressive.
pledging as collateral in the
together with
with
the event
event of
of non-payment
non-payment the item purchased
purchased together
numerous other
other assets
previously purchased
purchased from
from the same
numerous
assets previously
same seller and
and agrees
agrees that
upon the
the non-payment
non-payment ofof any
the items,
items, the
the seller
seller shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to
upon
any one
one of
of the
repossess
allthe
theitems
itemsthus
thuspledged.
pledged. Is itit unconscionable
repossess all
unconscionable for the
the creditor
creditor to
to seize
seize
and dispose
dispose of
of all the assets
pledged?This
Thiswas
wasthe
thesituation
situationininWilliams
Wlliams v. Walkerand
assets pledged?
Thomas Furniture
The lower court
Thomas
FurnitureCompany.32
Company.32 The
court acknowledged
acknowledged that there
there was no
no
applicable
type of
of sales
sales agreement
agreement and
and for that
that reason
reason
applicable legislation
legislation affecting
affecting this type
grantedthethe
defendant
thetoright
to replevy
all purchased
the itemsbypurchased
granted
defendant
the right
replevy
all the items
the plaintiff.33
by
plaintiff."
Thethe
Circuit
Court
The
Circuit
Courtreversed,
reversed, holding
holdingthat
thatthe
theagreement
agreement was
was unconscionable,
unconscionable, and
and
inding
the
finding
theagreement
agreement unfair
unfairand
andthus
thus unenforceable.
unenforceable.
f
really unfair, or
But was this agreement
agreement really
or more
more to
to the
the point,
point, was
was itit unconscionable?
unconscionable?
Nothing about
about the
agreement conflicted
and the court below
below
Nothing
the agreement
conflictedwith
with public
public policy,
policy, and
acknowledged this.
this. Nothing
acknowledged
Nothingininthe
theagreement
agreementdegraded
degraded the
thecontracting
contractingprocess.
process.
Unquestionably,
Unquestionably, the seller had
had drafed
draftedand
andpresented
presented for
foracceptance
acceptance an
an agreement
agreement
that
the seller
shouldthe
thepurchaser
purchaserdefault.
default. ItIt is common
that gave
gave the
seller every
every advantage
advantage should
common
practice for
against the
the risk
risk of default.
for lenders
lenders to
to take
take all
all precautions
precautions needed
needed to guard against
default.
agreementprotected
protectedthe
theseller
sellerininthe
theevent
eventofofaadefault
default by
by 1.
1. Giving the
The agreement
the seller
seller
every opportunity
opportunity to
to collect
collect what
what was
was rightly
rightly due
the seller,
seller, and
and2.2.Deflecting
Defecting from
every
due the
the seller
seller the
the risk
risk ofofdepreciation
depreciation and
and wear
wear and
and tear
tear that
that could
couldreasonably
reasonably be
be
the
expected due
due to
to the
the purchaser’s
purchaser'suse
useof
of the
theitems
items pledged
pledgedas
ascollateral.
collateral. In short,
expected
short, the
the
agreement was
wascrafted
crafed as
agreement
as it was for
for good
good reason:
reason: the protection of
of the
the seller
seller against
against
purchaser. This
improper actions and conduct by the purchaser.
This raises
raises the question of what
what was
was
wrong
wrong with the
the seller
seller doing
doing so?
so? By
Bytaking
takingsides
sides in
in the
the dispute,
dispute, the Circuit Court
Court
imposed its view
view that
that installment
installment credit
creditagreements
agreements need
need regulation, notwithstanding
the
the reality that
that the
the agreement
agreement was
was in keeping
keeping with
with locally
locallyaccepted
accepted commercial
commercial
practices,
practicesnot
nototherwise
otherwisesubject
subjecttotoany
anypublic
publicpolicy
policy prohibition,
prohibition, and that
that in
practices, practices
no way compromised
compromised the contracting process.
process. There
There is
is no
no doubt
doubt that
that the
the purchaser
purchaser
received the
She also
also made
made no claim
claim that
that she
she was
was
received
the goods
goods she
she contracted
contractedfor.
for. She
hoodwinked into
into the
the transaction
transaction or
or that
that the
the transaction
transaction was
was aa sham
sham or
or that
that she
she was
was
32

32

(D.C. Cir. 1965).
350 F.2d 445 (D.C.

33W
33

illiams v.
Williams
v. Walker-Thomas
Walker-Thomas Furniture
Furniture Company,
Company, 198
198 A.2d
A.2d 914,
914, 916 (D.C.
(D.C. 1964).
1964).
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made aa victim
victim of
made
of fraud
fraud or
or duress.
duress. Perhaps
Perhaps most
most important,
important, there
there was no denial that
she was
wasin
in default
defaultof
of her
herobligations.
obligations. The dissenting
dissenting judge
judge noted
notedthese
thesedifficulties
diffculties in
she
his dissenting opinion:
My view
able court
court which
which made
madeno
nofinding
fnding that
My
view isisthus
thus summed
summed up by an able
there
practice. Rather
there had
had actually been
been sharp
sharp practice.
Rather the
the appellant
appellant seems
seems to have
have
known
known precisely
preciselywhere
whereshe
she stood.
stood.
....
the desirability of
I mention
mention such
such matters
matters only to
to emphasize
emphasize the
of aa cautious
cautious
approach
so long
long has
has
approachto
to any
any such
such problem,
problem, particularly
particularly since
since the
the law
law for so
such great
greatlatitude
latitudein
in making
making their
their own contracts.
contracts. II dare
allowed parties
parties such
dare say
say
there must
must annually
annually be
be thousands
thousands upon
upon thousands
thousands of
installment credit
credit
there
of installment
transactions
transactions in this jurisdiction,
jurisdiction,and
andone
one can
can only
onlyspeculate
speculate as
as to the effect the
decision
these
decision
in in
these
casescases
will have.34
will have.34
doubt,
Without
doubt, the
the defendant
defendant was
was in aa superior
superior position and
and was
was able to dictate
dictate
the terms
terms concerning
Further, the
was not
not
the
concerningthe
thecollateral
collateralfor
forthe
theloan.
loan. Further,
the plaintiff was
sophisticated or
or well educated,
of an
sophisticated
educated, and
and unquestionably
unquestionably did not seek
seek assistance
assistance of
attorney before
before signing the
the installment agreement.
agreement. Nevertheless,
the plaintiff
plaintiff signed
Nevertheless, the
signed
the agreement
agreement and
transfer to the
the
the
andthe
the defendant
defendantcomplied
compliedwith
withits
its obligation
obligation to
to transfer
plaintiff
she bargained
bargainedfor.
for. The
The court
court sided
sidedwith
with the
the plaintiff
plaintiff for
plaintiff the
the property
property that
that she
social policy
policy reasons,
reasons, subjective
subjective in
in nature,
nature, and
and in
in doing
doingso
so created
created aa precedent for the
proposition that
that an
an otherwise
otherwise proper
proper agreement
agreement was
was unenforceable
unenforceable for
for reasons
reasons that
were outside
outside the
the accepted
accepted commercial
commercialstandards.
standards. Thus,
social policy
policy and
and
were
Thus, social
subjectivity
trumped any
any concerns
concerns for the integrity
integrityof
ofthe
thecontracting
contractingprocess.
process.
subjectivity trumped
Had
the court
court considered
considered the
the terms
terms using
using the
the accepted
accepted rules
rules for contract
contract
Had the
formation, the
the terms
formation,
terms in question
question would have
have been
been sustained.
sustained. There
There was
was nothing
nothing
suggested any
any transgression
transgressionthat
thatwas
wasoffensive
offensiveto
to our
our system
system of
of
about the terms that suggested
contracting such
such as
as aa failure of consideration
contracting
consideration or aa manipulation
manipulation that
that attempted
attempted to
disguise
Indeed, just the
the opposite
opposite was
In short,
short, the
the court's
court’s
disguiseaa term.
term. Indeed,
was the
the case.
case. In
enforcement of the agreement
consistent with
with the standards
enforcement
agreement would have been
been consistent
standards of the
day. The
of society in an
day.
The result
result would
wouldhave
havehad
had no
no adverse
adverse impact on the interests
interests of
35
efficacious
system
for
efficacious
system
for contracting.

contracting.35
34

34

35

350 F.2d at 450-51 (Danaher, J., dissenting).

35

Williams case,
Gillman v.
In contrast to the Williams
case, consider Gillman
v. Chase
Chase Manhattan Bank, 534 N.E.2d
(N.Y. 1988).
anobligation
obligation under
under aa letter
letter of credit to
824 (N.Y.
1988). There,
There, the
the defendant
defendant assumed
assumed an
to make
make
full payment
sum, if required, to a designated
third party. The plaintiff
plaintiff executed
full
payment of
of an
an agreed
agreed sum,
designated third
executed a
security
seize any
security agreement
agreementthat
thatgave
gavethe
the defendant
defendantthe
thegeneral
generallien
lienand
andright
right to
to seize
any and
and all
accounts that
that the
theplaintiff
plaintiff maintained at the defendant
bank. After
Afer the
deposit accounts
defendant bank.
thedefendant
defendant made
made
the payments
payments required
required under
under the
the letter
letter of credit, itit learned
learned of
of events
events that
that triggered
triggered the
the general
general
the seizure
seizure authorized
authorizedby
by the
thesecurity
securityagreement.
agreement.Plaintiff
Plaintiffwas
wasnot
notnotified
notified of
lien and made
made the
the seizure and issued
issued checks
checks drawn
drawn on
on an
an account
account that
that was
was seized
seized only
only to have them returned
unpaid. Plaintiff
Plaintiff sued
sued claiming
claimingthat
thatthe
thesecurity
securityagreement
agreement was
was unconscionable
unconscionable and the claim
was
rejected. The
The court
court found the general
was rejected.
general lien to be
be in
inaccord
accord with
withreasonable
reasonable commercial
commercial
practice and
noted that the defendant,
like the defendant
and noted
defendant, like
defendant in the Williams
Williams case,
case, had
had complied
with
with all
all of
ofits
itscontractual
contractual obligations.
obligations. "Moreover,
“Moreover, considering
considering their
their commercial
commercial context,
context, their
purpose,
and their
their effect, those
terms were
were not so overbalanced
in favor of
purpose, and
those terms
overbalanced in
of Chase
Chase as
as to be
be
Id. at 829. In short,
found substantively unconscionable."
unconscionable.” Id.
short, the
the court
court found
found that
that the
the defendant
defendant
was doing nothing
nothing more
more than
than assuring that it was made whole for
for having
having undertaken
undertaken to
to extend
extend
credit
plaintiff. ItItfound
foundthat
thatthere
there was
was nothing
nothing in
in the
the terms
terms of
of the
the agreement
agreement that
credit to the plaintiff.
that ifif
enforced
have had a materially
materially adverse
adverse effect on
on the
the contracting
contracting process
process itself.
enforced that
that would have
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36 v. Wentz36
Theoften
often
cited
of Cambell
Co.
The
cited
casecase
of Cambell
Soup Co.Soup
v. Wentz
underscores the proposition

proposition
thatunderscores
a determination the
about
unconscionability can
can be
be used
usedtotoprovide
provideaa“get
"getout
outof
of jail
jail
about
unconscionability
card" where
free card”
where one party to
to aa contract
contract has
has clearly
clearly made
made aa bad bargain and nothing
agreedto
tosupply
supplythe
theplaintiff
plaintiff with
with all carrots
more. Here
Here aa supplier of carrots agreed
carrots grown
on
price of thirty dollars
dollars aa ton.
By the
the time
time the
the
on aa certain
certain plot
plot of
of land
land at
at aa fixed
fxed price
ton. By
carrots were
were ready
ready for
for harvest
harvest the
the market
market price
price had
had surged
surgedtoto$90
$90aaton.
ton. Realizing
carrots
that it made
made a bad
bad deal,
deal, the
that it could
could not
not meet
meet its
its
that
the grower
grower told
told the
the plaintiff
plaintiff that
proceededtotosell
sellits
its produce
producetotoaathird
third party.
party. The
obligation and
and proceeded
The court
court refused
refused to
grant specifc
specificperformance
performanceciting
citingasasthe
thereason
reasonthe
theharsh
harshterms
termsofofthe
thebargain.37
bargain.37 The
court properly identifed
identifiedthat
thatthe
theseller
sellerhad
hadmade
made aa money-losing
money-losing compact
compact and
and then
preceded
to refuse
refuse equitable
equitable relief
relief on the grounds
grounds that
that to
to do
do so
so would
would be upholding a
preceded to
harsh bargain.
bargain. This raises
thresholdquestion:
question:what
whatisiswrong
wrongwith
with aa court’s
court's holding
harsh
raises aa threshold
aa party
party to the
the proper
proper terms
terms of aa contract,
contract, even
even ifif harsh?
harsh? At
At no
no place
place does
does the
the
Campbell court
court cite
cite any feature
that was
Campbell
feature in the
the agreement
agreement that
was illegal, against
against public
policy
the integrity
integrity of the contracting process.
policy or
or defective
defective because
because itit degraded
degraded the
process. The
The
sole reason
reasonfor
for refusing
refusing to
to uphold
uphold the
the contract
contract was
wasthe
thecourt’s
court's reading
reading of
of aa group
group of
of
sole
terms
and conditions
conditions that
that favored
favoredthe
theplaintiff
plaintiff over the
the growers.
growers. In
terms and
In other
other words,
words, the
the
court was expressing its subjective views
views about
about aa money
money losing
losing arrangement.
arrangement.
Concerns about
about overcharging where parties have negotiated
negotiated the terms
terms should not
Concerns
be
grounds for
for aa decision
be deemed
deemed grounds
decision about
about unconscionability
unconscionability absent
absent an
an objective
objective
standardlinking
linking enforcement
to the
the undermining
undermining of the contracting process.
process. Failure
standard
enforcement to
follow this
this guideline
guideline can
can lead
lead to
touncertainty
uncertainty and
and confusion.
confusion. Consider
Consider the
the
to follow
There, aa salesman
salesman persuaded
persuaded the
the
agreement
Corp.v. v.
Reynoso.38 There,
agreementinin Frostifresh
Frostesh Corp.
Reynoso.38
defendant to sign an
defendant
an installment
installment sales
sales agreement
agreement for the
the purchase
purchase of
of an
an appliance.
appliance.
The salesman
manipulated the
the defendant
defendant by making suggestions
salesman manipulated
suggestions that the
the appliance
appliance
would actually
actually cost
cost nothing
nothing because
because ofof offsets
pay the
the
would
offsetsthat
that the
the plaintiff
plaintiff would pay
defendantifif the plaintiff
defendant
plaintiff made
made sales
sales to
to friends
friends and
and neighbors
neighbors of
ofthe
thedefendant.
defendant.
Compounding the situation, the
the defendant
defendant spoke no English, but
but the
the agreement
agreement that
he signed
signed was
wasentirely
entirely in
in English. In
he
Inreality,
reality,the
theagreement
agreement called
called for
for the
the defendant
defendant
to pay an assortment
of charges
charges and
andfees,
fees,driving
driving the
the cost
cost of
of the
the appliance
appliance up
up from
from
assortment of
$348 to $1,145.88.
$1,145.88. While
$348
Whilethe
the court,
court, citing
citingCampbell,
Campbell,made
made the
the determination
determination that
that
the agreement
was unconscionable
unconscionable on
on the grounds of the
agreement was
the excessive
excessive price, there
there was
was
no need
need for
for it to have
so. Clearly,
have done
done so.
Clearly, there
there was
was no meeting of
of the
the minds given
given the
the
remained out
out of the dispute,
dispute, leaving
leaving the parties
parties to
to comply
comply with
with the
Thus, the court remained
the terms of
of the
the
agreementthat
that they
they had
had struck.
struck. Had
Had the
the court done
agreement
done otherwise,
otherwise, it would
wouldhave
have established
established aa
precedent
declaring it unconscionable for a lender to take
precedent declaring
take any and all
all precautions
precautions in
in the
the event
event
and the
the result
result would
would have
have been
beenaachill
chill for
for commercial
commercial activity
activity
of non-payment by a borrower and
associated
with this type of
associated with
of transaction.
transaction.
36
36172
F.2d80
80 (3d
(3d Cir.
Cir. 1948).
172 F.2d
37

37
The court
court stated:
stated:
The
reason that
instead of reversing
reversing with
an order
order for
for specific
specific
The reason
that we
we shall
shall affirm
affirm instead
with an
performance
found in
in the
the contract
contract itself.
itself. We think itit isistoo
performance isis found
toohard
hard aa bargain
bargain and
and too
too
one-sided an
an agreement
agreementtotoentitle
entitlethe
theplaintiff
plaintiff to
to relief in
one-sided
in aa court
court of
ofconscience.
conscience. For
each individual
individual grower the agreement
madeby
byfilling
flling ininnames
each
agreement isis made
names and
and quantity
quantity and
and
price on a printed form
form furnished
furnished by
by the
the buyer.
buyer. This
This form
formhas
has quite
quite obviously
obviously been
been
skilful draftsmen
drawn by skilful
draftsmen with
with the
the buyer's
buyer’s interests
interests in mind.
Id.
Id. at
at 83.
38
38

757 (N.Y.
(N.Y. Dist. Ct. 1966), rev’d
rev'd 281 N.Y.S.2d 964
964 (N.Y.
(N.Y. App. Div.
274 N.Y.S.2d 757
Div. 1967).
1967).
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manipulations of
Thecourt
court could
could have
have easily found
of the
the salesman.39
salesman.39 The
found the
the agreement
agreement
unconscionable
asbeing
being one
onethat
that undermined
underminedthe
theintegrity
integrity of the entire contracting
unconscionable as
40
system.40
system.
In failing
failing totodo
doso,
so,the
thecourt
courtestablished
establishedas
aspossible
possible precedent
precedent a rule
rule
predicated on subjectivity.

39

39 Should

the inability
inability of
Should aa court consider the
ofthe
thedefendant
defendant to
toread
read the
the text
text of
ofthe
theagreement?
agreement?
On balance,
the answer
answerisis “no.”
"no." The defendant
balance, the
defendant clearly would have
have known that
that she
she could not
read the
said before
before signing
she
read
the text
text and
and she
she had
hadthe
theobligation
obligationtotofind
find out
out what
what it said
signing it. IfIf she
willingly
willinglyand
andvoluntarily
voluntarilywaived
waivedobtaining
obtaininga atranslation
translationand
andperhaps
perhapsadvice,
advice, she
she did
did so
so at
at her
her
own peril.
40
40Consider
NewYork
York General Business
Business Law
Law § 396(r):
Consider New
Price gouging

1. Legislative fndings
hereby finds
fnds that
1.
findingsand
and declaration.
declaration. The legislature hereby
that
during periods of
of abnormal
abnormal disruption
disruption of
ofthe
themarket
marketcaused
caused by strikes,
strikes,
power failures,
failures, severe
severe shortages
shortages or
or other
other extraordinary
extraordinary adverse
adverse
power
circumstances,
distribution of
circumstances,some
someparties
partieswithin
withinthe
thechain
chainofof distribution
consumer
unfair advantage
advantage of consumers
consumers by
consumer goods
goods have
have taken
taken unfair
charging grossly excessive
charging
excessive prices
prices for
for essential
essential consumer
consumer goods
goods and
and
services.
In order
order to prevent
prevent any
the chain
chain of distribution of any
any
any party
party within
within the
consumer
unfair advantage
advantage of
of consumers
consumers during
consumer goods
goods from
from taking unfair
abnormal disruptions
disruptions of the
abnormal
the market,
market, the
the legislature
legislature declares
declares that
that the
the
interest requires
requires that such
such conduct
conduct be
be prohibited
prohibited and
and made
made
public interest
civil penalties.
subject to civil
penalties.
2. During
Duringany
anyabnormal
abnormaldisruption
disruptionofofthe
themarket
marketfor
forconsumer
consumergoods
goods and
and
services
and necessary
necessary for
services vital
vital and
for the
the health,
health, safety
safety and
and welfare
welfare of
consumers, no
no party
party within
within the chain of distribution
consumers,
distribution of
ofsuch
such consumer
consumer
goods or
or services
services or
or both
both shall
shall sell
sell or offer to
goods
to sell
sell any
any such
such goods
goods or
services or
or both for
services
for an
an amount
amount which
whichrepresents
represents an
an unconscionably
unconscionably
excessive price.
price. For
For purposes
of this section,
excessive
purposes of
section, the
the phrase
phrase "abnormal
“abnormal
disruption
the market"
market” shall
shall mean
mean any
any change
change in the
the market,
market,
disruption of the
whether actual
imminently threatened,
threatened, resulting
stress of
whether
actual or
or imminently
resulting from
from stress
weather,
convulsion of nature,
of electric power or
weather, convulsion
nature, failure or shortage
shortage of
other
energy, strike,
disorder, war, military
military action,
action,
other source
source of
of energy,
strike, civil disorder,
national or local
local emergency,
emergency, or
or other
other cause
cause of an abnormal disruption
of the
the market
market which
which results
results in
in the
the declaration
declaration of
of aa state
state of
of emergency
emergency
by the
the governor.
governor. For
For the
the purposes
purposes of this
this section,
section, the
the term
term consumer
consumer
goods
and services
services shall
shall mean
mean those
those used,
used, bought
bought or
or rendered
rendered
goods and
primarily
This prohibition
primarily for
forpersonal,
personal, family
familyor
orhousehold
household purposes.
purposes. This
parties within
within the chain
chain of
of distribution, including any
shall apply to all parties
any
manufacturer,
manufacturer,supplier,
supplier,wholesaler,
wholesaler,distributor
distributorororretail
retail seller
seller of
consumer goods
goods or
or services
services or
or both
both sold by one party to another
consumer
another when
the product sold was
was located in the
the state
state prior
prior to
to the
thesale.
sale. Consumer
Consumer
goods and
and services
services shall
shall also
also include
include any
any repairs
made by
by any party
goods
repairs made
within
within the
the chain
chain of
ofdistribution
distributionofofconsumer
consumergoods
goods on
onan
anemergency
emergency
as aaresult
resultof
of such
such abnormal
abnormal disruption
disruption of the market.
basis as
market.
3. Whether
excessiveisis aa question
questionof
of law
law for
3.
Whether aa price is unconscionably
unconscionably excessive
the court.
(a) The
Thecourt's
court’sdetermination
determination that
that aa violation
violationofofthis
thissection
sectionhas
has occurred
occurred
shall be
be based
basedon
onany
anyof
ofthe
thefollowing
following factors:
factors: (i) that the amount
of
shall
amount of
the excess
in price
price is unconscionably extreme; or (ii)
(ii) that
excess in
that there
there was
was an
an
exercise
unfair leverage
leverage or
orunconscionable
unconscionable means;
means; or (iii)
exercise of
of unfair
(iii) aa
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Entergy Mississippi, Inc.
Inc. v.v. Burdette
Burdette Gin
GinCo.41
Co.41 illustrates how the
the lines
lines between
between
judicial
judicialsubjectivity
subjectivityand
andlegislative
legislativemandates
mandates can
can become
become blurred. There,
There,employees
employees

of the
the defendant
defendant were
were injured
injured while performing
performing aa maintenance
maintenance operation.
The
operation. The
scaffolding they
they were
scaffolding
were working on
on came
came in contact
contact with
with an
an uninsulated
uninsulated power line
belonging to Entergy.
Entergy. As
As aa condition
condition to
togetting
getting service
service from
from Entergy,
Entergy, the
the employer
employer
had executed
an agreement
agreementthat
thatrequired
required the
the employer
employer to
to acknowledge
acknowledge that
that it was
had
executed an
was
unlawful to
within eight feet
to erect
erect any structure
structure within
feet of aa high
high voltage
voltage line and
and further
required that
the employer
employer indemnify
Entergy for any
any claims
claims made
made by
by anyone
anyone
required
that the
indemnify Entergy
injured as
result of
of aa violation
violation of
of the
the eight
eight foot
foot restriction.
restriction. The
as aa result
The Mississippi
Mississippi Public
Public
Service Commission
Commission had
had previously
previously given
given approval
approval to the terms
Service
terms of
of the
the challenged
challenged
agreementand
andall
allof
ofthe
theterms
termsincluding
includingthe
theindemnification
indemnifcation provision. Entergy
agreement
Entergy was
was
sued by
by the
the injured employees
and sought
soughtto
to enforce
enforcethe
theindemnification
indemnifcation provision.
sued
employees and
provision.
The
employer claimed
claimed the
the agreement
agreement was
the
The employer
was unconscionable.
unconscionable. The
The court
court ruled the
agreementunconscionable.
unconscionable. ItIt held that Entergy had
had “legal
"legal resources
resourcesavailable
available. ...
agreement
. . as
as
compared to most of
of its
itscustomers"
customers”and
andthat
thatthe
thecontract
contractwas
wasalso
alsoone
oneofofadhesion.42
adhesion.42
Justicesdissented,
dissented,pointing
pointingout
outthat
thatthe
thecourt
courtshould
shouldnot
notinsert
insertits
its“own
"own public
Three Justices
policy views"
views” in
inaacase
casewhere
where the
thelegislature
legislature has
has granted
granted broad
broad powers
powers to
policy
to aa
commission
the purpose
purpose of
of determining
determining public
publicpolicy.43
policy.43 Nothing
Nothing in the
the
commission for
for the
agreement
undermined
the
integrity
of
the
contracting
process.
Indeed,
the
agreement undermined the integrity of the contracting process. Indeed, the
agreement
The
agreementwas
wassanctioned
sanctionedbybythe
thepublic
publicagency
agencywith
with regulatory
regulatoryauthority.
authority. The
court's intervention
court’s
intervention placed
placed itit squarely
squarely in
in the
the middle
middle of
ofaadispute
dispute that
that focused
focused on
on the
the
combination
both factors
factors ininsubparagraphs
subparagraphs (i) and
and (ii) of
of this
this
combination of both
paragraph.

(b) InInany
anyproceeding
proceedingcommenced
commenced pursuant
pursuant to
this
to subdivision
subdivision four
four of this
section, prima
prima facie
facie proof that a violation
section,
violation of
ofthis
thissection
sectionhas
has occurred
occurred
shall include evidence that
(i) the
disparity between
between the
the price
price of
of
(i)
theamount
amountcharged
chargedrepresents
represents a gross
gross disparity
the goods
goods or services
services which were
were the
the subject
subject of
of the
the transaction
transaction and
and
their value
by the price at
value measured
measured by
at which
which such
such consumer
consumer goods
goods or
services were
were sold
sold or
or offered
offered for sale
services
sale by
by the
the defendant
defendant in the
the usual
usual
course
business immediately
the onset
onset of
of the
the abnormal
abnormal
course of
of business
immediately prior
prior to the
disruption of
of the
the market or
(ii) the
(ii)
theamount
amountcharged
chargedgrossly
grosslyexceeded
exceeded the price at which
which the
the same
same or
similar goods
goods or
or services
services were readily
readily obtainable
obtainable by
by other
other consumers
consumers
in the
the trade
trade area.
area. A defendant
defendant may
rebut a prima
prima facie
facie case
case with
may rebut
evidence that
that additional
additional costs
costs not
not within
within the
evidence
the control
control of
ofthe
thedefendant
defendant
were imposed on the defendant for
for the
the goods
goods or
or services.
services.
4. Where
Where aa violation
violationofofthis
thissection
sectionisisalleged
allegedtotohave
haveoccurred,
occurred, the
the
attorney general
general may
may apply
apply in the name
attorney
name of the People
People of the State
State of
New York
court of
of the
the State
State of
of New
New York
York within
York to
to the
the supreme
supreme court
within the
the
judicial
judicial district
districtininwhich
whichsuch
suchviolations
violationsare
arealleged
allegedtotohave
have occurred,
occurred,
on
notice of fve
fivedays,
days, for
forananorder
orderenjoining
enjoiningororrestraining
restraining
on notice
commission or continuance
of the alleged
commission
continuance of
alleged unlawful acts.
acts. In any
any such
such
proceeding,
the court
court shall
shall impose
impose aa civil
civil penalty in an
proceeding, the
an amount not to
exceed ten
ten thousand
thousand dollars
dollars and,
and, where
where appropriate,
appropriate, order
order restitution
exceed
to aggrieved consumers."
consumers.”
41

41

726 So. 2d 1202 (Miss. 1998).

42

42

Id.
Id. at
at 1207.
1207.

43

43Id.
at 1209-10.
1209-10.
Id. at
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impact of the
the subject
subject term on just
just the
the parties
parties to the
the agreement
agreement in
The
impact
in question.
question. The
public's
andinin particular
particularin
in the
the indemnification
indemnifcation provision
public’s interest
interest in the
the agreement
agreement and
been considered
consideredand
andthe
theterms
termswere
werein
in no
no way
way shown
shown to
to be
be disruptive to
had already been
the integrity of
of the
the contracting
contracting system.
system. These
These realities
realities not
not withstanding,
withstanding, the
the court
court
nevertheless imposed
imposedits
its own
own public
public policy
nevertheless
policy views
viewsand
andstruck
struckdown
downthe
theagreement
agreement as
as
unconscionable,
and in
in doing so,
as precedent
precedentfor
for the
the proposition that
unconscionable, and
so, established
established as
judicial
views
public
policy
be allowed
to trump
of 44
judicial views
onon
public
policy
can becan
allowed
to trump those
of thethose
legislature.
45
theFinally,
legislature
44
Finally, Sosa
illustratesthe
thelengths
lengthsthat
thataacourt
courtwill
will go to impose its
Sosa v. Paulos45
Paulos illustrates
views about public policy.
policy. This
Thiscase
case turned
turned on
on whether
whether or not the plaintiff
plaintiffhad
had been
been
given
a
meaningful
choice
when
she
signed
an
agreement
that
contained
an
given a meaningful choice when she signed an agreement that contained an
and whether
whether or
or not a provision
arbitration clause,
clause, and
provision concerning
concerning the
the payment
payment of
of costs
costs
was unconscionable
unconscionable and
and against
againstpublic
public policy.
policy. Her
Hersurgeon
surgeonproduced
produced the
the agreement
agreement
less than
than an
anhour
hour before
before he
heoperated
operatedon
onher.
her. The
The agreement
agreementcalled
called for
for arbitration and
less
required
that the arbitrators
be board-certified
board-certifed surgeons.
required that
arbitrators be
surgeons. Moreover,
Moreover,the
theagreement
agreement
required the patient
patient to pay
pay the
the costs
costsincurred
incurredby
by the
thedefendant
defendantinindefending
defendinghimself
himselfifif
the arbitration panel awarded
the patient
patient less
less that
that half
half the amount
awarded the
amount being sought
sought in
arbitration. But
provision entitling
Butmost
mostimportant,
important,the
theagreement
agreement also
also contained
contained aa provision
the
within fourteen
fourteen days
days after
afer
the patient,
patient, without restriction, to revoke
revoke the agreement
agreement within
signing.
The
court
struck
down
the
agreement,
citing
the
doctrine
The court struck down the agreement, citing the doctrine of
of
unconscionability. The
The court
court acknowledged
acknowledged that
the Utah
Utah
unconscionability.
that there
there was
was nothing
nothing in
in the
Act prohibiting
prohibitingan
anarbitration
arbitrationagreement
agreement between
between a physician
physician and
and aa
Arbitration Act
44

44

826 So.
So. 2d 709 (Miss.
Four years
later, the
the same
samecourt,
court, in
in East
East Ford,
Ford, Inc.
Inc. v. Taylor,
Four
years later,
Taylor, 826
(Miss.
signed in
in connection
connection with
with sale
of
2002), struck down an arbitration provision
provision in
in an
an agreement
agreement signed
sale of
a truck. The
TheTaylor
Taylorcourt
courtcited
citedasasthe
thebasis
basis for
forthe
thedecision
decisionthe
the discussion
discussion in
in Entergy
Entergy about
about
the relevance
agreementstotothe
theanalysis
analysisof
of how
how aa party’s
party's conduct contributes to
relevance of adhesion
adhesion agreements
the determination
determination of unconscionability. The
Thecourt
courtwent
wenton
ontotonote
notethat
thatthe
the clause
clause in
in question
question
was one-third
one-third the
the size
size of
of many
many other
other clauses
clauses in
in the
theagreement
agreement and
and was
was preprinted.
preprinted. But
was
nowhere in the decision
decision did the
the court
court indicate
indicate that
that the
the clause
clause in
in any
any way
wayundermined
undermined the
the
nowhere
integrity of
and in
in so
so doing,
doing, itit imposed
imposed its
its views
views on
on the
the public
public policy
integrity
of the
the contracting
contracting process,
process, and
mandatesof
of the
the Federal
FederalArbitration
Arbitration Act. One
not in
in the
the result,
result, but in the
mandates
One Justice
Justice dissented,
dissented, not
the
reasoning.
He found
found that
that the
the agreement
lackedmutuality
mutuality of
of obligation and that as such,
reasoning. He
agreement lacked
such, it
undermined the integrity
integrity of
of the
the contracting
contracting system.
system. Id.
Id.atat719
719(McRae,
(McRae,J.,
J., dissenting).
dissenting).
See also
also Sablosky
Sabloskyv.
v. Edward
Edward S.
S.Gordon
Gordon Company,
Company, Inc.,
Inc., 535
535 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 643,
643, 646
646 (N.Y.
(N.Y. 1989).
See
The
Sablosky court
that an
an arbitration
arbitration clause
clause in
in an
an employment
employment agreement
agreement is not
not
The Sablosky
court held
held that
unconscionable
on the
the grounds
grounds that
that there
there was
wasnothing
nothing in
in the
the clause
clause that
that did violence to the
unconscionable on
the
integrity of
follows:
integrity
ofthe
the contracting
contracting process.
process. The
The court
court stated
stated as
as follows:
Mutuality of
Mutuality
of remedy
remedy is
is not
not required
required in
in arbitration
arbitration contracts.
contracts. IfIfthere
thereisisconsideration
consideration
that is suffcient;
for the
the entire
entire agreement
agreement that
sufficient;the
theconsideration
consideration supports
supports the
the arbitration
arbitration
every other
other obligation in the
option, as
as it does
does every
the agreement.
agreement. Our
Our holding
holding isisconsistent
consistent
decisions which
which have
have repudiated
repudiated the
remedy in
with decisions
the necessity
necessityfor
for mutuality
mutuality of
of remedy
contracts and
and with
with similar views of
contracts
of leading
leading commentators.
commentators. Since
Since itit isissettled
settled that
that the
the
of an
anarbitration
arbitration agreement
agreement is to
to be
be determined
determined by the
the law
law applicable
applicable to
validity of
contracts
arbitration
contracts generally,
generally,there
thereisisno
no reason
reasonfor
for aa different
different mutuality
mutuality rule
rule in arbitration
cases. Moreover, recognition that mutuality of
cases.
of remedy
remedy is not required in arbitration is
logically consistent
consistent with
recent statement
statement inin Weiner
that
with our recent
Weiner v.v. McGraw-Hill,
McGraw-Hill, Inc. that
"while coextensive
constitute consideration
consideration for
for each
each other,
other, ‘mutuality’,
`mutuality',
“while
coextensive promises
promises may constitute
in the
the sense
sense of requiring
requiring such
such reciprocity,
reciprocity, isisnot
notnecessary
necessary when
when aa promisor
promisor receives
receives
other valid consideration".
consideration”.
Id.
Id. at
at 646.
646. (citations omitted).
45

45

924 P.2d 357 (Utah 1996).
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patient. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, itit declared
declared that upon "a
“a showing
showing of
of evidence
evidence that
that aa term is
is so
so
one sided
sided as
as to
to oppress
or unfairly surprise
term would be
one
oppress or
surprise an
an innocent
innocent party,"46
party,”46 aa term
be
found to be "substantively"
“substantively” unconscionable.
unconscionable. The
The court
court found
found that
that the
the requirement
requirement
that the patient pay the physician's
incurred in
in defense
defense of
of the
the claim to be
physician’s expenses
expenses incurred
be

“without
precedent in law"
law” and
and both
bothunconscionable
unconscionable and
and against
against public policy.
policy.
"without precedent
Moreover,
that the
the plaintiff
plaintiff was
was placed
placed in
in aaweaker
weaker bargaining
bargaining
Moreover, the
the court
court found
found that
position
position by
by the
the timing
timingofofthe
thepresentation
presentationofofthe
theagreement.47
agreement.47
Clearly, the
the court
court was
was concerned
concerned about
about aa circumstance
circumstance that was not otherwise
otherwise
provided for
the Utah
Utah Arbitration
Arbitration Act,
Act, i.e.,
i.e., the
the propriety
propriety of
of an
an arbitration
arbitration
provided
for in the
agreement
agreementrequiring
requiring aa patient
patientto
to pay
pay costs
costsand
andexpenses.
expenses.Still,
Still, nothing
nothing in the term
undermined the
the contracting
contracting process.
process. The
The sole
sole issue
issue was
was
itself undermined
the integrity
integrity of the
whether or not assuming
assuming such
suchan
anobligation
obligation had
hadprecedent
precedentininlaw.
law. Without
Without question,
question,
the term was
was included
included in the
the agreement
agreement at
insistence of
defendant. The
The
the
at the
the insistence
of the
the defendant.
reason
for his insisting on the provision
reason for
provision is
is self-evident;
self-evident; he
he wanted
wanted to
to discourage
discourage what
he deemed
deemedto
to be
be aa frivolous
frivolous action
with a
he
action requiring him to
to incur
incurcosts
costs associated
associated with
defense. While
defense.
While the
the terms
terms may
may have
have been
been stark in that
that they
they were
were designed
designed to give a
patient pause
the
patient
pause before
before launching
launchingaa malpractice
malpracticeclaim,
claim, there
there was
was nothing
nothing in the
provision
that, if upheld
the court
court to
to issue
issue aa ruling
ruling that
that would
would be
be in
provision that,
upheld would
would cause
cause the
violation of accepted
principals of
of contract
contract law.
law. Finally,
accepted principals
Finally,even
even ififthe
theagreement's
agreement’s
provisions
were unconscionable
and against
against public
public policy, there
provisions and presentation
presentation were
unconscionable and
there
was an
an escape
escapeclause.
clause. Plaintiff
Plaintiff failed
failed to
toprotect
protectherself
herselffrom
fromthe
thevery
veryconsequences
consequences
she was
wascomplaining
complainingof
of to
to the
the court.
court. Even
she
Even ififthere
there was
was no
no meaningful
meaningful choice
choice when
she signed
signed the
the agreement,
agreement,she
shewaived
waivedthe
theright
right to
to cure
cure the
the irregularity.
irregularity.
she
All ofofthe
theabove
abovecases
cases have
have in common
common a stated
stated attempt
All
attempt by
by the
the judiciary
judiciary to
determine
“fair.”There
There isis inineach
each case
case an
an
determinemore
morethan
thanjust
justthat
thatwhich
whichisis or
or is
is not "fair."
expressionof
of concern
concern about
aboutan
anunderlying
underlying policy
policy issue
issue brought
brought to
to the
the fore by the
expression
the
factual
given case.
case. These
These policy
policy issues
issues should
should be disposed
disposed of
factual scenario
scenario of
of aa given
of by
of of
these
legislation, not by judicial
judicialfat.
fiat.Each
Each
theseabove
abovecases
casescould
couldhave
havebeen
been disposed
disposed
the interests
interests of
of third
of simply
simply by
bymeasuring
measuring the
the impact
impact of
ofthe
thesuspect
suspect term against
against the
parties and
court, in each
each case,
case, could
could have
have objectively
objectively identifed
identified terms
terms as
as
parties
and the
the court,
unconscionable.
the risks for abuse
and weighing them against
the possibility
possibility
When considering
considering the
abuse and
against the
of reform
this Article,
Article, recognition must
must be
be given
given to the reality that
reform as
as suggested
suggested inin this
courts rarely declare contract terms unconscionable.
unconscionable. Fears
Fears supporting
supporting the
the professed
professed
need
judicial involvement
involvementtotoguard
guardagainst
against overreaching,
overreaching, oppression
oppression and
need for
for judicial
and unfair
surprise
such threats
they are
are not
surprise are
are almost
almost always
alwaysunfounded,
unfounded,ororifif such
threats do
do exist
exist they
sufficient
and of
ofthemselves
themselves to
to warrant
warrant the
the risks
risks inherently
inherently associated
associated with
sufficient in and
unbridled judicial
activism. Our
Ourmodem
modern legal
legal system
system is
is replete
replete with
with legislative
legislative
unbridled
judicial activism.
schemesthat
thatare
aredesigned
designedtotoprotect
protectthe
theunsuspecting
unsuspectingfrom
frompredatory
predatorybehavior.
behavior. If
If a
schemes
pattern develops
suggesting the
the emergence
emergenceof
of an
an unwarranted
unwarranted practice,
practice, the
the solution
develops suggesting
is to adopt
adopt legislation
legislation banning
The role of the
the judiciary
judiciary should
should be
be
banning the
the practice.
practice. The
and the
the overall
overall protection
protection of
of our
limited to
to the
the enforcement
enforcement of regulatory
regulatory schemes
schemes and
46

46

Id.
Id. at
at 362.
362.

47,,
47

“Backing
surgery at that
that juncture
juncture would
would be diffcult
difficultfor
forthe
theaverage
averageperson
person
Backing out
out of surgery
experiencing the
the apprehension
and anxiety
anxiety common
experiencing
apprehension and
common to
to the
the circumstances.
circumstances. Extraordinary
Extraordinary
assertivenesson
onMs.
Ms. Sosa’s
Sosa'spart
part was
wasnot
not required,
required, since
since itit was
was the
the procedure
procedure controlled
controlled by Dr.
assertiveness
Dr.
Paulos that made
made her
her vulnerable.”
vulnerable." Id.
Id. at
at 363.
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system
contracting from
those practices
practices that
act to undermine
undermine what
what is
is
system for
for contracting
from only those
that act
already in place for the protection of
of the
the public
public interest.
interest.
be updated
updatedto
to reflect
refect the
The doctrine as applicable to the commercial arena must be
reality
designed to
to curb
curb predatory
predatory behaviors
behaviors of
of all
reality of
ofwidespread
widespread regulatory
regulatory schemes
schemes designed
kinds. Given
Giventhe
themodern
modernenvironment,
environment, parties
parties to aa commercial
commercial contract
contract do not
not
kinds.
require the type of judicial
judicial oversight
name of
of
oversight that
that is
is presently afforded to them in the name
unconscionability.
unconscionability. Absent
Absent duress
duress or
or fraud,
fraud, all
allcontracting
contracting parties
parties have
have available to
them
the option
option of simply walking
them the
walking away
away from
from aa contract
contract term
term that
that is
is thought
thought to
to be
be
onerous and
and unacceptable.
unacceptable. The
The proper
proper modern
modernday
dayjudicial
judicial function in this
onerous
this arena
arena
should be
be policing against
terms that
that serve
serve to
to undermine
the public’s
public's interest
should
against terms
undermine the
interest in
system for
for contracting,
contracting, not
not the
the protection
protection of
of parties
parties from
from their own
having a reliable system
missteps and misjudgments.
III.
RETHINKINGTHE
THEROLE
ROLEOF
OF UNCONSCIONABILITY
UNCONSCIONABILITY IN
AMILY L
AW A
RENA
III. RETHINKING
IN THE
THEFFAMILY
LAW
ARENA
term should
should be
be defined
defned
In the
the family
familylaw
lawarena
arena IIpropose
propose that
that an
an unconscionable
unconscionable term

as:
1.
1.

One
that undermines
undermines the
contracting system
any
One that
the integrity
integrity of
of the contracting
system or
or of any

statutory scheme
that regulates
regulates the
the matrimonial
matrimonial agreements;
scheme that
agreements; or
likely to require any party
2.
That appears
appears likely
party to
to aa matrimonial
matrimonialagreement
agreement to
to seek
seek
public
public assistance;
assistance; or
3.
That interferes
interferes with
with the
the ability
ability of aa party
3.
That
party to
to seek
seek reform in order to avoid
having to
having
to seek
seek public
publicassistance.
assistance.
Matrimonial agreements
Matrimonial
agreements are subject to rigorous regulation
regulation by
by statutes
statutes that contain
provisions that
and contain
contain subjectivity.
Thedifferences
differences
provisions
that restrict
restrict judicial activism and
subjectivity. The
between matrimonial
agreements and
between
matrimonial agreements
and commercial
commercial agreements
agreementsdodonot
not end
end with
regulation.
the family law
regulation. Private
Private agreements
agreements and
and settlements
settlements inin the
law arena
arena serve
serve an
an
functions of
assortment
needs not required
required ininthe
thecommercial
commercialarena.48
arena.48 The
assortment of
of needs
The functions
of
are unlimited,
unlimited, so terms are
designed to
to provide a road map
commercial agreements
agreements are
are designed
of each
each individual
individual contract.
contract. Matrimonial
for achieving
achieving the purpose
purpose of
Matrimonialagreements,
agreements, on
the
to address
the other hand,
hand, are designed
designed to
address aa limited number
number of
of issues,
issues, such
such as
as the
the
division of
Matrimonial agreements
division
ofproperty
propertyand
andsupport
supportand
andmaintenance.49
maintenance.49 Matrimonial
agreements are
are

48

48

As the court in DeMatteo
DeMatteo v.
v. DeMatteo
DeMatteo noted:
noted:
Many
valid agreements
agreements may
one sided,
sided, and
and aa contesting
contesting party
party may
may have
have
Many valid
may be
be one
andenjoy
enjoy aafar
far different
different lifestyle
lifestyle after
considerably fewer
fewer assets
assets and
after divorce
divorcethan
thanhe
he or
or she
she
may
the marriage.
marriage. It is
is only
onlywhere
where the
the contesting
contesting party
party isis essentially
essentially
may enjoy during the
stripped
substantially all marital
marital interests
interests that
that aa judge
judge may
may determine
determine that
that an
an
stripped of
of substantially
antenuptial agreement
agreementisisnot
not“fair
"fair and
and reasonable”
reasonable"and
andtherefore
thereforenot
notvalid.
valid. Where
antenuptial
Where
there
in fraud, failed to
fully
there is no evidence
evidence that either party engaged
engaged in
to disclose
disclose assets
assets fully
and
or ininsome
some other
other way
way took
took unfair
unfairadvantage
advantage of the
the confdential
confidential and
and
and fairly, or
emotional relationship
relationship of
ofthe
theother
otherwhen
whenthe
theagreement
agreementwas
wasexecuted,
executed, an
an agreement
agreement
will
willbe
bevalid
validunless
unless its
itsterms
terms essentially
essentially vitiate
vitiatethe
the very
verystatus
status of
of marriage.
marriage.
762 N.E.2d 797, 809 (Mass. 2002) (citations omitted).
49

49

In Bonds
Bonds v.v.Bonds,
Bonds,the
thecourt
courtdiscussed
discussed the
thedifferences
differences between
between commercial
commercial and
and

matrimonial agreements
matrimonial
agreements stating:
stating:

Even
apart from the
the circumstance
circumstance that
that there
there is
is no
nostatutory
statutory requirement
requirement that
that
Even apart
contracts be
be entered
enteredinto
into voluntarily
voluntarily as
commercial contracts
as that term is used
used in Family
Family Code
Code
section 1615,
1615, we
we observe
observe some
somesignificant
signifcant distinctions
distinctions between
betweenthe
the two
two types
types of
contracts.
commercial contract
contract most frequently
frequently constitutes
constitutes a private
private regulatory
regulatory
contracts. A
A commercial
agreement intended
intended to
to ensure
the successful
outcome of the
agreement
ensure the
successful outcome
the business
business between
between the
the
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also unique in that they address
addressrights
rights that
that initially
initially come
come into
intoexistence
existence not
not as
as a result
but by
by virtue of the
of aa written
written agreement,
agreement, but
the family
family relationship,
relationship, rights
rights that
that can
can be
be
determinedby
by aa court
court in the
of an
an ancillary
ancillary agreement.
determined
the absence
absence of
agreement. In
In other
other words,
words,
parties
parties to a matrimonial relationship
relationship always
always have
have an alternative available ifif disputes
disputes
cannot be
be resolved
resolvedprivately.
privately. This distinction
on the
the effort to
cannot
distinction has
has a major bearing
bearing on
"unconscionable" within
define the term “unconscionable”
within the
the context
context of
ofthe
the family
familylaw
lawarena
arenabecause
because
it defeats
signed in the absence
of aa meaningful
defeats claims that aa given
given agreement
agreement was signed
absence of
choice.
addition,by
bytheir
theirvery
verynature
naturethese
thesecontracts
contracts have
have the
the potential
potential to
choice. InInaddition,
adversely
party
adversely impact
impactnot
not only
only the
the contracting
contracting parties
partiesbut
but also
alsoidentifiable
identifable third party
beneficiaries, namely children and the state
state itself.
itself. Given
Giventhese
these peculiarities,
peculiarities, the
the rules
rules
involving
unconscionability part
company from
those applied
applied to
to commercial
commercial
involving unconscionability
part company
from those
agreements.50
50
agreements.
It is
is manifest
manifest that
that the
the family unit
unit is
is central
central to
to the
the well
well being
being of
ofsociety
society and
and
therefore all
are subject
subject to regulation and
all matrimonial
matrimonialarrangements
arrangements and
and agreements
agreements are
and
scrutiny by
consequencesof
ofthe
theregulatory
regulatory involvement
involvement is that
scrutiny
bythe
thestate.51
state.51 One of the consequences
there
considerably less
lessroom
roomfor
forjudicial
judicial activism. Judicial
there is considerably
Judicial attention
attention is
is focused
focused on
the application
application and
legislative mandates.
mandates. For
For
the
and interpretation
interpretationof
of clearly
clearly defined
defned legislative
example, many
many of the
example,
theregulatory
regulatorystatutes
statutes prescribe
prescribe disclosure
disclosure and
and independent
independent
counsel. The
counsel.
The need
need for judicial
judicial determinations
determinations "as
“as a matter of law"
law” isisreplaced
replaced by
by the
the
requirement
that judicial determinations
are to
to be
be limited
limited to fndings
requirement that
determinations are
findingsofoffact.52
fact.52 As a
result, the focus
focus of judicial
judicial activism
activism has
has moved
moved from
from the
the social
social policy
policyemphasis
emphasis we
saw with commercial
saw
commercial agreements
agreements to consideration of the wisdom
wisdom associated
associated with the
the
acceptanceof
of specified
specifed terms and conditions found in
acceptance
in aa matrimonial
matrimonialagreement.
agreement.

contracting
in essence,
essence, to
relationship so
the object of the
the
contracting parties
parties –- in
to guide
guide their relationship
so that
that the
contract
achieved. Normally,
execution of the
the contract
contract ushers
ushers in the
the
contract may
may be
be achieved.
Normally, the
the execution
applicability of
applicability
ofthe
theregulatory
regulatoryscheme
scheme contemplated
contemplated by
by the
the contract
contract and
and the
the endeavor
endeavor
that is the object of
of the
the contract.
contract. As
As for
foraapremarital
premaritalagreement
agreement (or
(or clause
clause of
of such
such an
an
agreement)providing
providing solely
solely for
for the
the division of
agreement)
of property
property upon
upon marital
marital dissolution,
dissolution, the
the
parties
generally enter
enter into
into the
the agreement
agreementanticipating
anticipatingthat
thatitit never
never will
will be
parties generally
be invoked,
invoked,
and the
the agreement,
agreement,far
far from
from regulating the relationship of
and
of the
the contracting
contracting parties
parties and
and
providing the
method for
attaining their
joint objectives,
objectives, exists
exists to
provide for
providing
the method
for attaining
their joint
to provide
eventualities
arise only ififthe
therelationship
relationship founders,
founders, possibly
possibly in
in the
the distant
distant
eventualities that
that will
will arise
future under
future
under greatly
greatlychanged
changed and
and unforeseeable
unforeseeable circumstances.
5 P.3d 815, 829 (Cal. 2000).
50
50

See
Kimberely Thomsen,
Thomsen, Drafting
DraftingMatrimonial
MatrimonialAgreements
Agreements Requires
Requires
See Paul
Paul Marrow
Marrow & Kimberely
Assoc.
Consideration ofPossible
of PossibleUnconscionability
UnconscionabilityIssues,
Issues,76
76J.J.N.Y.
N.Y.STATE
STATE BAR
BAR A
SSOC. 26 (2004).
(2004).
51
"Unlike many
an interest
interest in
in every marriage
contract." In
many private
privatecontracts,
contracts, the
the state
state has an
marriage contract.”
5“Unlike
Re Estate
Estate of
of Lutz,
Lutz, 563 N.W.2d
N.W.2d 90, 98 (N.D.
(N.D. 1997).
1997).
52

52

Id.
Id. InInPenhallow
Penhallowv.v.Penhallow,
Penhallow,649
649A.2d
A.2d1016,
1016,1022
1022(R.I.
(R.I.1994),
1994),the
the court
court noted:
noted:
Section 15-17-6(d,)
unconscionability of
premarital
15-17-6(d,)states
statesthat
thatthe
the “issue
"issue of unconscionability
of aa premarital
agreementshall
shall be
be decided
decidedby
by the
the court
court as
as aa matter
matter of law,"
agreement
law,”and
andunder
undersubsection
subsection
(a)(2)
the agreement
agreement must
shown to have
have been
been unconscionable
unconscionable “when
was
(a)(2) the
must be
be shown
"when it was
executed." The
The act,
act, like
like the
the Uniform
Uniform Commercial
the Uniform
Uniform Marriage
executed.”
Commercial Code
Code and the
Marriage and
and
Divorce Act
of unconscionability in
Divorce
Actbefore
before it,it,establishes
establishes the standard
standard of
in the
the negotiations
negotiations
between parties
parties and
and thereby
thereby provides "protection
between
“protection against
against overreaching,
overreaching, concealment
concealment
and sharp
sharpdealing
dealingnot
not consistent
consistentwith
with the
the obligations
obligations of marital
of assets,
assets, and
marital partners
partners to
fairly with
other."
deal fairly
with each
each other.”
Id.
Id. at
at 1022.
1022.
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Another peculiarity
peculiarity is the
the availability
availability ofofmodifcation
modificationbased
basedononsubsequent
subsequent
Another
conditions. Commercial
Commercialagreements
agreements are scrutinized to determine
determine unconscionability
as of the
as
the moment
moment that they are
are executed.
executed. Thus,
Thus, contract
contract formation
formation and
and the
the facts
facts
surrounding it are relevant. Hindsight
in condition are
surrounding
Hindsightand
andsubsequent
subsequent changes
changes in
are not
considered. Matrimonial
on the
considered.
Matrimonial agreements,
agreements, on
the other
other hand,
hand, are subject
subject to ongoing
ongoing
review and
judicial modifcation.
and judicial
modification.That
Thatreview
reviewmay
maytake
takeinto
intoaccount
account conditions
conditions and
and
events subsequent
subsequenttotothe
theexecution
execution of
of the
the agreement.
agreement. For
events
For example,
example, an
an agreement
agreement to
pay a set sum as
as support
support and
and maintenance
maintenance may
may be
be reasonable
reasonable when
when reached,
reached,but
but if
if at
the time of judicial
review
it
can
be
shown
that
the
effect
is
to
render
the
recipient
a
judicial review it can be shown that the effect is to render the
welfare
charge,
reformation
can beonordered
the basis of 53
welfare charge,
reformation
can be ordered
the basis on
of unconscionability.
unconscionability.53
But for
for all
allthe
thethings
thingsthat
thatdistinguish
distinguishcommercial
commercialagreements
agreements from
fromthose
those reached
reached
to memorialize
any assortment
assortmentofoffamily
family law
law rights,
rights, they
they share
shareaastark
starksimilarity.
similarity. A
memorialize any
contested
unconscionability but
rather an
an unwise
unwise
contestedprovision
provisionmight
might reflect
reflect not unconscionability
but rather
decision. Judgments
about propriety
propriety are
are unavoidably
unavoidably subjective.
subjective. No public interest
decision.
Judgments about
interest
is served
measurethe
theunconscionability
unconscionability of
of a term claimed
served when aa court attempts
attempts to measure
inauspicious by an examination of
of correctness.
correctness. Doing
Doingso
soundermines
undermines the
the basic
basic tenet
tenet
that parties
parties must
must make
make good
good on any
any lawful
lawfulcommitment
commitment or
oragreement
agreement freely
freely
that
reached.54
if the
reached.54 Claims of unconscionability
unconscionability should
should not
not be
be recognized
recognized if
the outcome
outcome is
nothing more than relief from
from aa valid
validpledge
pledge or
or promise.
promise.
53

53

New York
Yorkatatleast,
least,if ifthe
theprovision
provisionis is
embeddedinina separation
a separationagreement
agreement that
that
In New
embedded
survives
later date
date but
upon aa
survives aa divorce,
divorce, the
the order
order or
or judgment
judgment can
can be
be modified
modified at
at aa later
but only upon
REL. LAW
LAW
showing
“extreme hardship,"
hardship,” not
notunconscionability.
unconscionability. See
DOM. REL.
showing of "extreme
See N.Y.
N.Y. Dom.
§ 236(B)(9)(b). This
Thiswould
wouldseem
seemtotoindicate
indicatethat
thatan
anextreme
extremehardship
hardship isissomething
something less
less than
than
unconscionability.
Sassv.
v. Sass,
Sass,716
716N.Y.S.2d
N.Y.S.2d686
686(N.Y.
(N.Y. App.
App. Div. 2000).
unconscionability. See
See Sass
2000).
54

54

As the court
court stated
stated in
in Simeone
Simeone v.
v. Sinieone:
Simeone:
prenuptialbargain
bargainisisnot
not aa proper
proper subject
subjectfor
for judicial
judicial
Further, the reasonableness
reasonableness ofofaaprenuptial
review. Geyer
Geyerand
andearlier
earlierdecisions
decisionsrequired
requiredthat,
that,atatleast
leastwhere
wherethere
there had
had been
been an
an
inadequate disclosure
disclosure made
made by the parties,
inadequate
parties, the
the bargain
bargain must
must have
have been
been reasonable
reasonable at
its inception.
inception. See
See Geyer, 516 Pa.
Pa. at 503, 533
533 A.2d
A.2datat428.
428.Some
Somehave
haveeven
evensuggested
suggested
that
should be
be examined
examinedwith
with regard
regard to whether their terms
that prenuptial agreements
agreements should
terms
remain reasonable
atthe
thetime
time of
of dissolution
dissolution of the parties'
reasonable at
parties’ marriage.
marriage.
however,the
thefunctioning
functioningand
andreliability
reliability of
By invoking
invoking inquiries
inquiries into
intoreasonableness,
reasonableness, however,
prenuptial agreements
severely undermined.
undermined. Parties
agreements isis severely
Parties would
would not
not have
have entered
entered such
such
agreements, and,
and,indeed,
indeed,might
might not
not have
have entered
enteredtheir
their marriages,
marriages, ifif they did not
agreements,
not expect
expect
their agreements
to be
be strictly
strictly enforced.
agreements to
enforced. IfIfparties
partiesviewed
viewedananagreement
agreementas
asreasonable
reasonable
at the time of
of its
itsinception,
inception,as
as evidenced
evidenced by
by their
theirhaving
havingsigned
signedthe
theagreement,
agreement, they
be foreclosed
foreclosed from
from later trying
trying to
that it was not in
should be
to evade
evade its terms by asserting
asserting that
fact reasonable.
reasonable. Pertinently,
Pertinently, the
thepresent
present agreement
agreement contained
contained a clause
clause reciting that
that
"each of the parties considers
considers this
this agreement
agreementfair,
fair, just
just and
and reasonable
reasonable. ...
."
“each
. . .”
Further, everyone
everyone who enters
enters aa long-term
long-term agreement
agreement knows
knows that
that circumstances
circumstances can
can
change during
during its term, so that what initially
initially appeared
change
appeared desirable might prove
prove to
to be
be an
an
unfavorable bargain.
risks that
that contracting
contracting parties
parties routinely
routinelyassume.
assume.
unfavorable
bargain. Such
Such are
are the risks
Certainly, the possibilities of
of illness,
illness, birth
birthofofchildren,
children,reliance
relianceupon
uponaaspouse,
spouse, career
career
change, financial
financial gain
change,
gain or
or loss,
loss, and
and numerous
numerous other
other events
events that can
can occur in
in the
the course
course
of aa marriage
marriage cannot
cannot be
be regarded
regarded as
as unforeseeable.
unforeseeable. If parties
parties choose
choose not
not to
to address
address
such
matters in their
their prenuptial
prenuptial agreements,
agreements, they
must be
be regarded
regarded as
as having
having
such matters
they must
the risk
risk of events that alter the value of their
contracted to bear the
their bargains.
bargains.
We are
are reluctant
reluctant to interfere
interfere with
with the
the power
powerofofpersons
persons contemplating
contemplating marriage
marriage to
agree upon,
upon, and
and to
to act
act in
in reliance upon, what they regard
acceptable distribution
distribution
agree
regard as an acceptable
schemefor
for their
their property.
property. AAcourt
scheme
courtshould
shouldnot
notignore
ignorethe
the parties'
parties’expressed
expressed intent by
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UNCONSCIONABILITY
THE DOCTRINE OF UNCONSCIONABILITY

the family
family law
Judicial subjectivity and
and activism
activism carry
carry unique
unique consequences
consequences inin the
arena. Cases
involving matrimonial
arena.
Cases involving
matrimonial rights
rights are
are ofen
oftencontentious,
contentious,and
andconcerns
concerns about
judicial
judicial subjectivity
subjectivitycan
canmake
makeititimpossible
impossiblefor
forthe
theparties
partiestotounderstand
understand and
and accept
accept
judicial
judicial determinations.
determinations. The
less subjective
subjective the
the rules
rules and
and standards
standards used
used in
The less
determining unconscionability,
unconscionability, the
the more
morelikely
likely it is
determining
is that
that the
the parties
parties will
willrespect
respect the
the
outcome.
Of all
allthe
theexpressions
expressions used
used to describe conduct that is said
said to
to be
be unconscionable,
unconscionable,
in the
the family
familylaw
lawarena,
arena,the
theones
ones most
most frequently
frequently heard
heard are
are "overreaching"
“overreaching” and
and
"unequal bargaining position."
“unequal
position.” The
Thedangers
dangers presented
presented by such
such conduct
conduct have
have been
been
addressed, in
in large
large measure,
measure, by
by the
the existing regulatory
addressed,
regulatoryschemes.
schemes.
Overreaching can
can easily
easily be
be confused
confusedwith
with duress
duressand
andeven
evenfraud.
fraud. But itit must
Overreaching
must be
be
kept in mind that itit is
have in
in common
common is
is the
the reality
reality of
of
is neither.
neither. What
Whatthe
the three
three terms
terms have
dominance by
by one
one party.
party. But
manipulation and dominance
But this
this isiswhere
where the
the commonality
commonalityends.
ends.
Duress
refuse to
sign was
was cut
cut off
off and
and that
that the
the subject
subject
Duress implies
implies that
that the
the right
right to
to refuse
to sign
agreement was
was not entered
requires deceitful concealment
agreement
entered into voluntarily.55
voluntarily.55 Fraud requires
concealment
of aa material
materialfact.56
fact.56 But where unconscionability
unconscionabilityisisthe
theissue,
issue, neither
neither of
of these
these factors
is present
present and
and the
the alleged
alleged putative
putative party always
always has
has available
available an alternative:
alternative: not
signing and resolving
resolving the
the issue in court.
court.
A
A domineering
domineering and
and controlling
controlling spouse
spouse can
can easily
easily be
be pigeonholed
pigeonholed as
as one who
hijacks his or
or her
her mate
mate by
by taking
taking unfair
unfairadvantage
advantage of
ofemotional
emotionalweaknesses
weaknesses revealed
classic claim is
is overreaching
overreaching by aa male
male
during the
the course
course of
ofthe
therelationship.57
relationship.57 A classic
who demands,
as aa condition
condition of marriage,
from a would-be
demands, as
marriage, a prenuptial agreement
agreement from
wife who
who isis already
already pregnant
pregnant with his
his child.
child. Frequently,
Frequently,the
thedominating
dominatingspouse
spouse is
hand regarding
regarding knowledge of the
also the sole provider and
and therefore has the upper hand
the
family's fnancial
cases
family’s
financialaffairs.
affairs.Many
Many
casesinvolve
involveclaims
claimsthat
thata adomineering
domineeringspouse
spouse has
has
proceeding to
determine whether
view,
proceeding
to determine
whether aa prenuptial
prenuptial agreement
agreementwas,
was,inin the
the court’s
court's view,
reasonable
thetime
time of
of its inception or the
reasonable atatthe
the time
time of
of divorce.
divorce.These
These are
are exactly
exactly the
the
sorts of judicial
sorts
judicialdeterminations
determinations that
that such
such agreements
agreements are designed
designed to avoid.
avoid. Rare
Rare
indeed is the
indeed
the agreement
agreement that
that isis beyond
beyondpossible
possiblechallenge
challengewhen
whenreasonableness
reasonableness is
placed at
Parties can
can routinely
routinely assert
assert some
some lack
fairness relating
relating to the
the
placed
at issue.
issue. Parties
lack of fairness
therebyplacing
placingthe
thevalidity
validity of
of the agreement
agreementatatrisk.
risk. And
inception of the agreement,
agreement, thereby
if reasonableness
thetime
time of
of divorce
divorce were
if
reasonableness atatthe
were to be
be taken
taken into account
account an
an additional
additional
problem would arise.
arise. Virtually
Virtually nonexistent
nonexistent is
is the
the marriage
marriage in
in which
whichthere
therehas
has been
been
problem
absolutely no change
of either spouse
absolutely
change in the circumstances
circumstances of
spouse during the course
course of the
the
marriage. Every change
or not, and substantial
marriage.
change in circumstance,
circumstance, foreseeable
foreseeable or
substantial or not,
not,
might be
as aabasis
basisfor
for finding
fnding that
might
be asserted
asserted as
thatan
an agreement
agreement is
is no
no longer
longerreasonable.
reasonable.
581 A.2d 162,
162, 166
166 (Pa.
(Pa. 1990).
55

55

See,e.g.,
e.g.,Knutson
Knutsonv.v.Knutson,
Knutson,639
639N.W.2d
N.W.2d 495,
495, 503
503 (N.D.
(N.D. 2002);
2002); Lyons v. Lyons, 734
See,
N.Y.S.2d 734 (N.Y.
(N.Y. App.
App. Div.
Div.2001),
2001),app.
app.den.
den.sub
subnom.
nom. Anonymous
Anonymous v.
v. Anonymous,
Anonymous, 771
771
N.E.2d 834 (N.Y.
(N.Y. 2002).
2002).
56

56

1944); Panossian
See, e.g.,
e.g.,Matter
Matter of
of Phillips, 58
See,
Panossian v. Panossian,
Panossian, 569
58 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 504
504 (N.Y. 1944);
Div. 1991).
1991). See
See also
N.Y.S.2d 182
182 (N.Y. App. Div.
alsoPaul
PaulBennett
BennettMarrow,
Marrow,Crafting
Crafing aa Remedy
Remedyfor
fr
the Naughtiness
Unconscionability,34
34CLIMB.
CUMB. L.
L. REV.
REV. 11 (2003).
(2003).
Naughtiness of
of Procedural
Procedural Unconscionability,
57

57

See,e.g.,
e.g.,Pacelli
Pacelliv.v. Pacelli,
Pacelli, 725
725 A.2d
A.2d 56,
56, 58
58 (N.J.
(N.J. Super.
Super. Ct.
Ct. App.
App. Div. 1999)
1999) (“In
("In midSee,
1985, plaintiff
plaintiff informed
1985,
informed defendant
defendant that
that he
he would
would divorce
divorce her
herunless
unless she
she agreed
agreed to certain
certain
terms
regarding their
their economic
economicrelationship.
relationship. To punctuate
his demand,
demand,plaintiff
plaintiff moved
moved out
out of
of
terms regarding
punctuate his
the marital bedroom
above the
the garage.”).
garage."). See
also Mathie v. Mathie,
bedroom and
and into an
an apartment
apartment above
See also
Mathie,
363 P.2d 779 (Utah 1961).
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withheld fnancial
financial information
informationand/or
and/or meddled
meddled ininthe
theselection
selectionofofananattorney.58
attorney.58
withheld
These
baseline argument
argument that
that an
an offending
offendingagreement
agreement was
was
These activities
activities lead
lead to aa baseline
executed
“the
Thisargument
argument isis emotionally
emotionally
executedbecause
because
"thedevil
devilmade
madememedodoit.”
it." This
explosive. As
Asaaresult,
result,courts
courtsfrequently
frequentlyperceive
perceivethe
theneed
need to
to step
step in
in and
and restore
restore the
the
status
quo by
by application
application of
of the
the doctrine
doctrine of
of unconscionability.
unconscionability. Judicial
status quo
Judicial activism
activism at
this level can give the appearance,
appearance,ifif not
not the
thereality,
reality, of
of subjectivity.
subjectivity.
The harsh
The
harsh reality is
is that
that the
thedevil's
devil’sbehavior
behaviornotwithstanding,
notwithstanding,an
anacceptable
acceptable
alternative always exists: The complaining party
party has
has the option to refuse
refuse to sign, and
that refusal does
not cut off
off the
does not
the right
rightto
tohave
have issues
issues resolved by a court at
at some
some later
time.
time.
as “overreaching”
"overreaching" and/or evidence of an
Today many of
of the
the concerns
concerns categorized as
Some statutes
"unequal bargaining
statutes even
“unequal
bargaining position"
position”are
areaddressed
addressed by
bylegislation.59
legislation.59 Some
take into account the concerns
concerns of
of those
thosewho
who are
arecollaterally
collaterally impacted
impacted by
by matrimonial
matrimonial
agreements.
Those that
that leave
leave the
the term
term "unconscionable"
“unconscionable” undefned
undefined are
are best
best
agreements. Those
interpreted
the
interpretedso
soasastotoinhibit
inhibit judicial
judicial activism
activism and
and subjectivity.
subjectivity. Application of the
proposals
madeinin this
this Article simplifes
the ambiguities
ambiguitiesleft
lef
proposals made
simplifies and
and standardizes
standardizes the
unresolved by the legislature.
legislature.
A. Role
Defning Unconscionability
Role of
of Regulatory
Regulatory Schemes
Schemes ininDefining

regulating family
family relationships
many, ifif not
Modern statutory schemes
schemes regulating
relationships address
address many,
the need
need for
for judicial determinations
at law
all, "procedural"
“procedural” matters
matters and
and reduce
reduce the
determinations at
concerning
Judicial
concerning conduct
conduct during
during the
the negotiation
negotiation phase
phaseofof contract
contractformation.
formation. Judicial
intervention is confned
confinedtotodeterminations
determinations about
about the
the impact
impact of
ofterms
terms and
and conditions.
conditions.
and in particular,
By limiting
limitingthe
thecircumstances
circumstances that
that can
can be
be judged
judged unconscionable,
unconscionable, and
restricting the
the impact
impact a term
term has
has on children
children of the
the
restricting
the scope
scopeof
of the
the inquiry
inquiry to the
marriage or the state
as suggested
suggestedininthis
thisArticle,
Article, the concept
concept of
of unconscionability
unconscionability as
state as
as
modernized and
and the
thepossibilities
possibilities for
for subjectivity
subjectivity
applicable to the family law
law arena
arena is modernized
dramatically reduced.
dramatically
reduced.
The
concept of
unconscionability isis aa component
component part
virtually every
every
The concept
of unconscionability
part of
of virtually
regulatory
regulatory scheme
scheme that
that involves
involvesmatrimonial
matrimonialagreements.60
agreements.60 Most statutes
statutes focus on
58

58

SeeLevine
Levine v.
v. Levine,
Levine, 436
436 N.E.2d 476
476 (N.Y. 1982);
See
1982); Goodison
Goodison v. Goodison,
Goodison, 399 N.E.2d
601 N.Y.S.2d
1993). See
952 (N.Y. 1979);
952
Tal, 601
N.Y.S.2d 530
App. Div. 1993).
See also
also Nancy
Nancy
1979); Tal
Tal v. Tal,
530 (N.Y.
(N.Y. App.
Schembri, Note, Prenuptial
Prenuptial Agreements
Agreements and the Signifcance
SignificanceofofIndependent
Independent Counsel,
Counsel, 17
17 ST.
ST.
J. L
LEGAL
COMMENT.
313(2003).
(2003).
JJOHN'S
OHN’S J.
EGAL C
OMMENT. 313
59
59

See
65.
See infra
infra notes 61, 62, 63 and 65.

60
60

are exceptions.
exceptions. For
For example, aa Wisconsin
Wisconsin statute on property division
There are
divisionstates:
states:
Any
Any written
writtenagreement
agreement made
made by the
the parties
parties before or during
during the
the marriage
marriage concerning
concerning
for property distribution;
any arrangement
arrangement for
distribution;such
such agreements
agreements shall be binding upon
upon the
the
court except that no such agreement
agreement shall be binding where
where the
the terms
terms of
of the
the agreement
agreement
are inequitable as to either
are
either party.
party. The
The court
courtshall
shallpresume
presume any
any such
such agreement
agreement to be
be
equitable as to both parties.
parties.
WIS.
STAT.
767.255(3)(L) (2004)
(2004) (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added). In
TAT. §§ 767.255(3)(L)
In Minnesota,
Minnesota, the
the statute
statute regulating
regulating
WIS. S
and postnuptial
postnuptial contracts
contracts does
doesnot
notdirectly
directly mention
mention unconscionability.
unconscionability. Instead
antenuptial and
Instead the
the

statute
such agreements
agreements must
and substantively
substantively fair and
and
statute requires
requires that
that such
must be
be “procedurally
"procedurally and
." MINN.
equitable both
both at
at the
the time
time of its
equitable
its execution
execution and at the time of
of its
itsenforcement
enforcement .. . . .”
MINN.
STAT.
519.11(la)(1) (2004). "Inequitable"
S
TAT. §§519.11(1a)(1)
“Inequitable”has
hasbeen
beeninterpreted
interpretedtotohave
havesubstantive
substantiveaspects
aspects
not dissimilar from
from those
those traditionally found
found in
in the
the doctrine
doctrine of unconscionability.
unconscionability. See
See Button
v. Button, 388 N.W.2d
N.W.2d 546 (Wis.
(Wis. 1986).
1986).
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unconscionability
within the
and specifiy
specify the
unconscionability within
the context
context of
of support
support and
and maintenance
maintenance and
the
exact contents
contents of
of matrimonial
matrimonial agreements
and list
list conditions required
exact
agreements and
required to
to assure
assure that
61
the
agreement
be legally
enforceable."
result
that
while
the agreement
will will
be legally
enforceable.
The resultThe
is that
whileisthe
opportunity

the opportunity
61
61For
example,the
theUniform
UniformPremarital
PremaritalAgreement
AgreementAct
Act(“UPAA”),
("UPAA"), Section
For example,
Section 3,
3, provides
provides as
as
follows:
CONTENT.
with respect
(a) Parties to a premarital agreement may contract with
respect to:
to:
in any of the property
(1) the rights and obligations of each
each of the parties
parties in
of either
either or
or both
both of
of them
them whenever
whenever and
and wherever
wherever acquired or
or located;
(2)
the right
righttotobuy,
buy,sell,
sell,
use,
transfer,
exchange,abandon,
abandon, lease,
lease,
(2) the
use,
transfer,
exchange,
consume,
interest in,
in, mortgage,
mortgage,
consume, expend,
expend, assign,
assign, create
create aa security
security interest
dispose of,
of, or otherwise manage
and control
control property;
encumber, dispose
manage and
(3) the disposition of
of property
property upon
upon separation,
separation, marital
marital dissolution,
dissolution, death,
death,
or the occurrence or nonoccurrence of any other event;
modifcation or
(4) the modification
orelimination
eliminationofofspousal
spousal support;
support;
(5) the
the making
making of aa will,
will,trust,
trust,ororother
otherarrangement
arrangement to carry
carry out
out the
the
provisions
provisions of
ofthe
the agreement;
agreement;
ownership rights
rights in
in and
and disposition
disposition of
of the
the death
deathbenefit
beneft from a life
(6) the ownership
insurance policy;
policy;
insurance
(7) the choice of law
law governing
governing the
the construction
construction of
ofthe
theagreement;
agreement; and
and
(8) any other matter, including their
their personal
personal rights and obligations, not in
violation
violation of
of public
publicpolicy
policyororaastatute
statute imposing
imposing aa criminal
criminal penalty.
penalty.
(b) The
The right of
of aa child
childtotosupport
supportmay
maynot
notbe
beadversely
adversely affected
affected by aa
premarital
premarital agreement.
agreement.

In New York,
York, the
the Domestic
Domestic Relations
Relations Law § 236(B)(3)
236(B)(3) is
is applicable
applicable to any
any matrimonial
1) Testamentary
agreementand
and provides
provides that
that parties
parties can
can make
make provisions
provisions in four
agreement
fourareas:
areas: 1)
Testamentary
dispositions and
and waivers
waivers of
of the
the right of
dispositions
of election;
election; 2) ownership,
ownership, division
division or
or distribution
distribution of
separate
marital property;
property; 3) maintenance;
maintenance; and
and 4) custody,
custody, care,
care, education
education and
and
separate and
and marital
maintenance of
of children
children of the marriage.
marriage. N.Y.
maintenance
N.Y.Dom.
DOM.REL.
REL. LAW
LAW § 236(B)(3).
The Uniform Marital
Marital Property
Property Act
Act ("UMPA")
(“UMPA”)has
hasbeen
beenadopted
adopted in
inWisconsin.
Wisconsin. Section
Section
The
766.58 on marital
marital property
propertyagreements
agreements permits
permitsseparation
separation agreements
agreements and makes them subject
to the doctrine of unconscionability:
unconscionability:
(1) A
A marital
maritalproperty
propertyagreement
agreement shall
shall be
be aa document
document signed
signed by both
both
spouses.
the spouses
spouses may
parties to
marital property
property
spouses. Only the
may be
be parties
to aa marital
agreement.
A marital
maritalproperty
propertyagreement
agreement isis enforceable
enforceable without
without
agreement. A
consideration.
may not adversely
affect the
the right
right of a
(2) A
A marital
marital property
property agreement
agreement may
adversely affect
child to
child
to support.
support.
(3) Except as provided in §§
§§ 766.15,
766.15, 766.55
766.55 (4m),
(4m), 766.57
766.57 (3)
(3) and
and 859.18
859.18
(6), and in
in sub.
sub. (2),
(2), in
inaa marital
maritalproperty
propertyagreement
agreementspouses
spouses may
may agree
agree
with
any of
of the
the following:
following:
with respect
respect to any
(a) Rights in and
and obligations with
withrespect
respect to
to any
any of
ofeither
eitheror
orboth
bothspouses
spouses
property
property whenever
whenever and
and wherever acquired or
or located.
located.
(b) Management and control of
of any
any of
of either
either or
orboth
bothspouses
spouses property.
(c) Disposition
Disposition of
of any
any of
ofeither
eitherororboth
bothspouses
spouses property upon dissolution
or death or upon the occurrence or nonoccurrence of any other
other event.
event.
(d) Modification
Modification or
orelimination
eliminationofofspousal
spousalsupport,
support, except
except as
as provided in
sub. (9)
(e)
will,trust
trustororother
otherarrangement
arrangement to carry
carry out
out the
the marital
marital
(e) Making a will,
property
property agreement.
agreement.
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Providing that
that upon
upon the
the death
death of
of either
either spouse
spouse any
both
(f) Providing
any of either or both
spousesproperty,
property, including
including after-acquired
spouses
after-acquired property,
property, passes
passes without
probate toto a
a designated
designated person,
other entity
entity by
by
probate
person,trust
trustoror other
nontestamentary
disposition. Any such provision in a marital property
nontestamentary disposition.
agreement isis revoked
revoked upon
upon dissolution
dissolution of the marriage as
as provided
provided in
agreement
s. 767.266 (1)
s.
maritalproperty
propertyagreement
agreement provides
provides for the
the
(1) IfIfaamarital
nontestamentary
disposition of
of property, without
nontestamentary disposition
without probate,
probate, at
at the
the death
death
at any
any time after the
of the
the 2nd
2nd spouse,
spouse, at
the death
death of the
the first
firstspouse
spouse the
the
surviving
spouse may
amend the
property agreement
agreement with
surviving spouse
may amend
the marital property
regard to
property to be
be disposed
disposed of at
at his
his or
orher
herdeath
death unless
unless the
the
regard
to property
marital property
marital
property agreement
agreement expressly provides otherwise
otherwise and
and except to
the extent
extent property is held
held ininaatrust
trustexpressly
expresslyestablished
established under
under the
the
marital property
marital
property agreement.
agreement.
(g) Choice
Choice of
of law
lawgoverning
governing construction
construction of the
the marital
marital property
property
(g)
agreement.
Any other
other matter
matter affecting
affecting either
either or
or both
both spouses
spouses property
property not
(h) Any
not in
violation
violation of
of public
publicpolicy
policyororaastatute
statute imposing
imposing aa criminal
criminal penalty.
penalty.
(3m) Chapter
Chapter 854 applies
applies to transfers
transfers at death
death under
property
under aa marital property
agreement.
or revoked
revoked only
only by aa
(4) A
A marital
maritalproperty
propertyagreement
agreement may
may be
be amended
amended or
later marital
marital property
propertyagreement.
agreement.
(5) Persons
Persons intending
each other
marital
intending to
to marry
marry each
other may
may enter
enter into
into a marital
property agreement
as ifif married, but the
agreement as
the marital
marital property
propertyagreement
agreement
becomes
effective only upon their
becomes effective
their marriage.
marriage.
before or during marriage
(6) A
A marital
maritalproperty
propertyagreement
agreement executed
executed before
marriage is
enforceable if
the spouse
spouse against
against whom
whom enforcement
enforcement is
is sought
sought
not enforceable
if the
proves
any of
of the
the following:
following:
proves any
(a) The marital
marital property
propertyagreement
agreement was
was unconscionable
unconscionable when
when made.
made.
(b)
That spouse
spouse did
did not
notexecute
execute the
themarital
maritalproperty
propertyagreement
agreement
(b) That
voluntarily.
(c) Before
Before execution
execution of
ofthe
the marital
maritalproperty
propertyagreement,
agreement,that
thatspouse:
spouse:
1. Did
1.
Didnot
notreceive
receivefair
fairand
andreasonable
reasonable disclosure,
disclosure,under
under the
the circumstances,
circumstances,
property or
or financial
financial obligations;
obligations; and
of the other spouses
spouses property
and
2.
2.
Did not
not have
have notice
notice of
ofthe
theother
otherspouses
spouses property
property or
or financial
financial
obligations.
....
(8) The issue of whether a marital
marital property
property agreement
agreement is unconscionable is
for the
the court
court to decide
decide as
Inthe
theevent
event that
that legal
legal
as aa matter
matterof
of law.
law. In
counsel is
is retained
counsel
retained in connection
connection with
with aa marital
maritalproperty
propertyagreement
agreement
the fact that
that both
both parties
parties are
are represented
represented by one counsel
counsel or that
that one
one
party is
is represented
represented by counsel and the other party
party isis not
notrepresented
represented
by counsel
counsel does
does not
by itself
itselfmake
make aamarital
maritalproperty
propertyagreement
agreement
not by
unconscionable
or otherwise
otherwise affect
affect its
its enforceability.
unconscionable or
WIS.
§ 766.58(1)-(6),
(8)
TAT. § 766.58(1)-(6),
(8) (2004).
WIS. SSTAT.

(2004).
The
The Uniform Marriage
Marriage and
and Divorce Act ("UMDA")
(“UMDA”)has
hasbeen
been adopted
adopted in some
some form in eight
eight
states. In
states.
In Kentucky,
Kentucky,section
section403.180
403.180of
ofthe
theRevised
Revised Statutes
Statutes provides:
provides:
Separationagreement
agreement– -Court
Courtmay
mayfind
fid unconscionable
Separation
unconscionable (1) To
To promote
promote
amicable settlement
disputes between
between parties
marriage
amicable
settlementof
of disputes
parties to
to aa marriage
attendant
upon their
their separation
separation or
or the
the dissolution
dissolution of their
attendant upon
their marriage,
marriage, the
the
parties may
may enter
enter into
into aawritten
writtenseparation
separationagreement
agreement containing
containing
parties
provisions for
maintenance ofof either
them, disposition
disposition of any
any
provisions
for maintenance
either of
of them,
property owned by either
and visitation
either of
of them,
them, and
and custody, support and
of their children.
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(2) In
In aa proceeding
proceeding for
for dissolution
dissolution of
of marriage
marriage or
or for
forlegal
legalseparation,
separation, the
the
terms of the
the separation
separation agreement,
agreement, except
the
terms
except those
those providing
providing for the
support, and
and visitation
visitation of children, are binding upon
custody, support,
upon the court
unless itit fnds,
finds,after
afterconsidering
considering the
theeconomic
economic circumstances
circumstances of the
the
unless
parties
and any other relevant
parties and
relevant evidence
evidence produced
produced by the parties,
parties, on

their own
own motion
motion or
or on
onrequest
request of
ofthe
thecourt,
court,that
thatthe
theseparation
separation
their
agreement is unconscionable.
(3) IfIfthe
thecourt
courtfinds
findsthe
theseparation
separationagreement
agreement unconscionable,
unconscionable, itit may
may
request
the parties
parties to submit aa revised
request the
revised separation
separation agreement
agreement or may
orders for
for the disposition
disposition of
make orders
of property,
property,support,
support,and
and maintenance.
maintenance.
(4) IfIfthe
thecourt
courtfinds
findsthat
thatthe
theseparation
separationagreement
agreement isis not
notunconscionable
unconscionable
as to
to support, maintenance, and property:
property:
as
(a) Unless
agreementprovides
provides to
to the
the contrary,
Unless the
the separation
separation agreement
contrary, its terms
terms
set forth verbatim
shall be set
verbatim or
or incorporated
incorporated by
by reference
reference in
in the
the decree
decree
of dissolution
dissolution or
or legal
legal separation
separation and
and the
the parties
parties shall be
be ordered
ordered to
perform
them;or
or. ...
perform them;
...
(b) IfIfthe
set forth
forth
the separation
separation agreement
agreement provides that its terms shall not be set
in the
the decree,
decree, the decree
decree shall identify
identifythe
theseparation
separation agreement
agreement and
and
state that
that the
the court
court has
has found
found the terms not unconscionable.
state
by all
(5) Terms
Terms of
of the
the agreement
agreement set
set forth in
in the
the decree
decree are enforceable
enforceable by
remedies available
enforcement of
judgment, including
including
remedies
availablefor
for enforcement
of aa judgment,
contempt,
contempt, and
and are enforceable as contract terms.
(6) Except
Except for terms
terms concerning
concerning the
support, custody,
the support,
custody,or
or visitation
visitation of
children,
decree may
may expressly
expresslypreclude
precludeororlimit
limit modification
modification of
children, the
the decree
terms ifif the
so provides.
provides. Otherwise,
Otherwise, terms
terms of aa
the separation
separation agreement
agreement so
separation
separation agreement
agreementare
areautomatically
automaticallymodified
modifiedby
by modification
modification of
the decree.
Ky.
ANN.
403.180 (Banks-Baldwin
(Banks-Baldwin 2004).
2004). Compare
Y. REV.
REV. STAT.
STAT. A
NN. §§ 403.180
Compare the
the Kentucky
Kentucky statute
statute
K
with
with §§ 236
236 B (3) New
New York
York Domestic
Domestic Relations
Relations Law:
Maintenance
and distributive award.
Agreement of
of the parties. An
Maintenance and
award. 3. Agreement
An agreement
agreement by
the parties,
made before
before or
or during the marriage,
shall be
parties, made
marriage, shall
be valid and
and enforceable
enforceable in aa
matrimonial action
action ifif such
such agreement
agreement is
writing,subscribed
subscribed by
by the
the parties,
parties, and
and
matrimonial
is in writing,
acknowledged or proven in
in the
the manner
manner required
required to
to entitle
entitleaadeed
deed to
to be
be recorded.
recorded. Such
Such
an agreement
agreement may
may include
include (1)
(1) aa contract
contract to
to make
make aa testamentary
testamentaryprovision
provision of
of any kind,
or a waiver of any right to
to elect
elect against
against the
for the
the
the provisions
provisionsof
of aawill;
will; (2) provision for
ownership,
separate and
ownership, division
division or
or distribution
distribution of separate
andmarital
maritalproperty;
property;(3)
(3)provision
provisionfor
fr
the
amount and
duration of maintenance
maintenance or
other terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions of the
the
the amount
and duration
or other
marriage
relationship, subject
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 5-311 of the
the general
general
marriage relationship,
subject to
to the
obligations law, and provided
and reasonable
reasonable at
provided that
that such
suchterms
termswere
werefair
fir and
at the
the time
time of
of
making of the agreement
agreementand
andare
are not
not unconscionable
unconscionableatatthe
thetime
timeofofentry
entryofoffinal
fnal
the making
judgment;
judgment; and
and (4)
(4) provision
provisionfor
forthe
thecustody,
custody,care,
care,education
education and
and maintenance
maintenance of any
child of
of the
the parties,
parties, subject
subject to
the provisions
provisions of section
section two
hundred forty
this
to the
two hundred
forty of this
chapter.
subdivision shall
any
chapter. Nothing
Nothing in
in this
this subdivision
shall be
be deemed
deemedtoto affect
affect the
the validity
validity of any
agreement made
madeprior
prior to
to the
the effective
effective date
date of
of this subdivision.
agreement
N.Y.
REL. LAW
LAW §§ 236(B)(3)
236(B)(3)(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
N.Y.Dom.
DOM.REL.
The New York
York statute
statute is silent
silent with
withrespect
respect to
to the
the applicability
applicabilityofofthe
thedoctrine
doctrinetotoarrangements
arrangements
involving the
the ownership,
ownership, division
division or
or distribution
distributionofofseparately
separately owned
owned and
and marital
marital property.
property.
The Court of
before the
the adoption
adoption of
of
of Appeals
Appeals in
in Christian
Christian v.v.Christian,
Christian,however,
however,aacase
case decided before
New York's
York’sEquitable
EquitableDistribution
Distributionstatute,
statute,determined
determinedthat
thatprenuptial
prenuptialagreements
agreements are
are subject
subject
the traditional
traditional doctrine
doctrine because
because “unlike
business contracts,
to the
"unlike ordinary business
contracts,involve
involveaa fiduciary
fduciary
relationship requiring the utmost of good faith. There
There isis aa strict
strict surveillance
surveillance of
of all
alltransactions
transactions
between
zealous in this
this
between married
married persons,
persons,especially
especiallyseparation
separationagreements.
agreements.Equity
Equity isis so
so zealous
respect
that aa separation
separation agreement
agreementmay
maybe
beset
setaside
asideon
ongrounds
groundsthat
thatwould
would be
beinsufficient
insufficient to
respect that
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for judicial
if not
judicial activism
activismisissubstantially
substantially reduced
reduced if
not eliminated.
eliminated. Many
Manyofofthe
theschemes
schemes
called “procedural”
"procedural" matters,
i.e., those
those involving
involving the conduct of the
specify that so
so called
matters, i.e.,
the
parties
are to
to be
be dealt
dealt with by
parties in the
the negotiation
negotiation of the
the agreement,
agreement, are
by the
the courts
courts as
as
matters
are complied
complied with, aa compact
matters
of of
fact.62 Assuming that the applicable statutes
statutes are
fact.62
the perspective
perspective of
unconscionability only ifif the
the operation
operation on any
any
is improper from the
of unconscionability
party has an
an unacceptable
unacceptableconsequence.
consequence.“Unacceptable”
"Unacceptable" almost
almost always
always is
is aa function
function
of economic
economic fairness,
fairness, an
upon courts
courts to rule
rule on
onadequacy
adequacy and
and
an issue
issue that
that calls
calls upon
propriety,
propriety,issues
issuesthat
thatare
areper
perse
sesubjective.63
subjective.63
1977) (citations
(citations omitted).
vitiate an
an ordinary
ordinary contract."
contract.” 365 N.E.2d 849, 855 (N.Y. 1977)
omitted).
vitiate
Subsequent rulings
rulings have determined that Christian is
Subsequent
is applicable
applicable to
toagreements
agreements governed by
by the
the
111 (N.Y. App. Div.
Domestic Relations
See Goldman
Goldman v.
v. Goldman,
Goldman, 500
500 N.Y.S.2d
N.Y.S.2d 111
Domestic
Relations Law.
Law. See
1986); Zipes
Zipes v.
v. Zipes,
Zipes, 599
599N.Y.S.2d
N.Y.S.2d 941
941(N.Y.
(N.Y. App. Div.
Div. 1993).
1986);
1993).
In Minnesota
Minnesota all
all matrimonial
matrimonialagreements
agreements are required
required "to
“to be
be procedurally
procedurally and
and substantively
substantively
fair and equitable
equitable both
bothat
atthe
thetime
timeofof. ...
and at
atthe
thetime
timeofof. ...
. . execution and
. . enforcement."
enforcement.” MINN.
MINN.
STAT.
519.11(la)(2)(c).
S
TAT. §§519.11(1a)(2)(c).
62

62UPAA
provides as
as follows:
follows:
UPAA Section 6(a)(2), adopted in twenty-seven states
states provides

(a) A
A premarital
premarital agreement
agreement is not enforceable
enforceable ifif the
the party
party against
against whom
enforcement is sought proves that
(2) the
the agreement
agreement was unconscionable when itit was
was executed
executed and,
and, before
before
execution of
of the
the agreement,
agreement, that party:
(i) was
was not
not provided
provided aa fair
fairand
andreasonable
reasonable disclosure
disclosure of
of the property or
financial obligations
obligations of
of the
the other
other party;
(ii) did
did not
not voluntarily
voluntarily and
and expressly
expressly waive,
writing, any
any right to
to
waive, in
in writing,
disclosure
obligations of the
the other
other party
party
disclosureof
of the
the property
property or
or financial
fnancial obligations
beyond the disclosure provided; and
(iii) did
didnot
nothave,
have,ororreasonably
reasonably could
couldnot
nothave
havehad,
had,ananadequate
adequate
knowledge
of the
property or financial obligations of the
knowledge of
the property
the other
other party
....
UNIF.
6(a)(2) (2004).
(2004).
PREMARITAL AAGREEMENT
GREEMENT AACT
CT § §6(a)(2)
UNIF. PREMARITAL
Some states
stateslike
like Colorado
Colorado limit
limit the proof of
Some
of procedural
procedural matters.
matters. Colorado
ColoradoRevised
Revised Statute
Statute §§
14-2-307(1)(b) provides as
as follows:
follows: "Enforcement.
14-2-307(1)(b)
“Enforcement. AAmarital
maritalagreement
agreement or
or amendment
amendment thereof
or revocation
revocation thereof
thereof is not
not enforceable
enforceable ifif the
the party
partyagainst
against whom
whom enforcement
enforcement is
is sought
sought
proves .... . (b) Before
Before execution
execution of
ofthe
theagreement,
agreement, amendment,
amendment, or revocation, such
such party was
was
proves
not provided a fair
disclosureofofthe
theproperty
propertyor
or financial
fnancial obligations of the
fair and
and reasonable
reasonable disclosure
the
party." COLO.
STAT.
14-2-307(1)(b) (2004).
(2004). In
REV. S
TAT. §§14-2-307(1)(b)
In Minnesota,
Minnesota, the
the statute
statute provides
provides
other party.”
COLO. REV.
that "[a]
is valid and
enforceableonly
onlyifif at
at the
the time
time of its
“[a] post
post nuptial
nuptial contract
contract or settlement
settlement is
and enforceable
execution
spouse is
is represented
represented by
by separate
separate counsel."
counsel.”
M
INN. STAT.
STAT.
MINN.
execution each
each spouse
§ 519.11(1a)(2)(c).
63
63A
number of
of cases
caseshave
havedetermined
determinedthat
that an
anagreement
agreementisisunconscionable
unconscionableifif by its terms a
A number
spouse isis rendered
renderedaapublic
public charge,
charge,aarisk
risk that
that outweighs
outweighs the
the freedom
freedom to
to contract.
contract. See
spouse
See Lutz v.
v.
Lutz, 563 N.W.2d 90 (N.
(N. D.
D. 1997);
1997); In
In re
reMarriage
Marriageof
ofDechant,
Dechant, 867
867 P.2d
P.2d 193 (Colo. Ct. App.
App.
1265
1982); Justus v.
1993); Newman
Newman v. Newman, 653 P.2d 728 (Colo. 1982);
1993);
v. Justus,
Justus, 581 N.E.2d 1265
1984). Some
(Ind. Ct. App.
App. 1991);
App. 1984).
Some statutes
statutes
356 N.W.2d
N.W.2d 49
49 (Minn. Ct. App.
1991);Hill
Hill v.
v. Hill, 356
identify the
as aa third
third party beneficiary
benefciary and
identify
the state
state as
and either
either prohibit
prohibit enforcement
enforcement of
of any
any term
term that
that
renders aa signatory
renders
signatory aa public
public charge
charge or
or give
give the
the court
court the
the power
power to order the other party to
provide a level of
of support
support that will
willeliminate
eliminatethat
thatpossibility.
possibility.See
SeeN.Y.
N.Y.GEN.
GEN.OBLIG.
OBLIG. LAW
LAW § 5311 (2004): Except as
311
as provided in section
section 236
236 of
of the
the domestic
domestic relations
relations law,
law, aahusband
husband and
and
cannot contract
to
wife cannot
contract to
to alter
alter or
or dissolve
dissolve the
the marriage
marriageororto
to relieve
relieve either
eitherof
of the
the liability
liability to
support the
the other
other in such a manner
that he
he or she
will become
support
manner that
she will
become incapable
incapable of
of self-support
self-support and
and
therefore
will likely
UPAA § 6(b):
therefore will
likelybecome
become aa public
public charge.
charge. See
See also UPAA
6(b):
If aa provision
If
provision ofofaapremarital
premaritalagreement
agreement modifes
modifiesororeliminates
eliminatesspousal
spousal support
support and
and
modification or
orelimination
eliminationcauses
causes one
one party to the
the agreement
agreement to
that modifcation
to be
be eligible
eligible for
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Consider
agreement that
that provides
provides for
forsupport
supportand
andmaintenance.
maintenance.
Consider an
an agreement
amount for support and
and maintenance,
maintenance,ifif
Determinations about what is an appropriate
appropriate amount
made by an
between the
the parties,
parties, can
can only be
made
an agreement
agreement between
be seen
seen as
as being adequate
adequate or
inadequate. There
inadequate in
in the
the eyes
eyes of the
the
inadequate.
Thereisis no
no middle
middle ground.
ground. IfIf ititisisinadequate
supposedbeneficiary,
beneficiary,itit is so
supposed
so only ififthe
thebargain,
bargain,when
whenmade,
made, was
was aa poor
poor bargain.
bargain.
been noted
noted throughout
throughout this
this Article,
Article, aa poor
But, as
as has
has been
poor bargain
bargain is
is not
not necessarily
necessarily an
unconscionable
Somehow it has
unconscionablebargain.64
bargain.64 Somehow
has to be
be established
established that there is something
more that compels the conclusion
conclusion that
that the
the bargain
bargain is
is unconscionable.
unconscionable.
shouldthe
thecourt
courtapply?
apply? The standard
citedin
in New
New York’s
York's
But what
what standard
standard should
standard cited
Christian v.
that there
there must
must be
be inequality
inequality that is so “strong
"strong and
Christian
v. Christian,65
Christian,65 that
and manifest
as to shock
the conscience
conscienceand
andconfound
confoundthe
thejudgment
judgmentof
of any
any [person]
[person] of common
as
shock the
66
sense,"66
sense,”
provides little
guidance. In
In actuality
actuality this
this "standard"
“standard” is
is undefned
undefined and
and
provides
little guidance.
ephemeral,
anything. By
Bycontrast,
contrast,if ifthe
theagreement
agreementrenders
renders the
the
ephemeral,telling
telling us
us little
little if
if anything.
complaining party a public
public charge,
charge, public policy
policy has
has been
been violated and
and there is no
no
need for aa subjective
subjective determination.67
determination.67
requring involvement
involvement by the
The issue
issue of economic
economic neediness
neediness requring
the state
state comes
comes into
focus: (1) when the agreement
signed;(2)
(2) upon
upon review
review by
by aa court
court at
at the
the time
time of a
agreement isis signed;
divorce proceeding; and (3) at anytime following
followingaadivorce
divorcedecree,
decree, assuming
assuming that
that the
the
agreement survives
survives the
the divorce
divorce order or judgment.
agreement
judgment.
When aa matrimonial agreement
signed,itit must
must be
be at
at the
the very least
When
agreement isis signed,
least fair and
and
reasonable,68
equitable,and
andnot
notunconscionable
unconscionableunder
underthe
theUniform
UniformFamily
Family Law
Law Acts.
Acts.
reasonable,68 equitable,
In states
states like New
New York,
York, stated
stated public
public policy
policyprohibits
prohibitsany
anyagreement
agreement that
that when
when
signed contains
containsaa provision
provision that
that can
can result
result in
in either
either party becoming
"incapable of
of
signed
becoming “incapable
self-support and
andtherefore
therefore. ...
self-support
. . likely
likelyto
tobecome
become a public charge."
charge.” When
When reviewed
reviewed by
a court at
at the
the time
time of
of aa divorce
divorce proceeding,
proceeding,the
theUniform
Uniform Acts entitle courts to review
the current circumstances
of the
the parties
parties to
to determine
determine ifif the agreement
unfair or
circumstances of
agreement isis unfair
unconscionable.
unconscionable. Finally, in
in the
the afermath
aftermath of
ofaadivorce
divorceproceeding
proceeding the
the terms
terms of the
the
agreement can
can be
be scrutinized,
scrutinized, taking
taking into account
agreement
account the current
current circumstances
circumstances of the
the
party suggesting
unconscionability, except
exceptthat
thatin
in states
stateslike
like New
New York,
York, the review
suggesting unconscionability,
support
assistance at
separation or marital
marital
support under
under aa program
program of
of public assistance
at the
the time
time of separation
dissolution, a court, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the terms
terms of
of the
the agreement,
agreement, may require the other
party to provide support to the extent
extent necessary
necessarytotovoid
voidthat
thateligibility.
eligibility.
64

64

SeeMcFarland
McFarland v.
v. McFarland,
McFarland, 519
519 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 303
303 (N.Y.
(N.Y. 1987); Christian v.
See
v. Christian,
Christian, 365
365
1977); Clermont v. Clermont, 198
198 A.D.
A.D. 2d 631 (N.Y. App.
N.E.2d 849 (N.Y. 1977);
Dept.
App. Div.
Div.3rd
3rd Dept.
rd
170 A.D. 2d 792
1991);
Dept. 1991);
1993); Cantamessa
1993);
Cantamessa v.
v. Cantamessa,
Cantamessa, 170
App. Div.
Div. 33rd
792 (N.Y.
(N.Y. App.
Golfnopoulos, 144
Golfinopoulos v. Golfinopoulos,
144 A.D.
A.D. 2d
2d 537
537 (N.Y.
(N.Y. App.
App. Div.
Div.2nd
2ndDept.
Dept. 1988).
1988).
65

65

365 N.E.2d 849 (N.Y.
(N.Y. 1977).

66

66

Id
Id.atat 855.
855.

67

67

follows that
that ififananobligation
obligationtotopay
paymaintenance
maintenance is
is so
so great
great that
that ititcreates
creates the
the
It follows

possibility that
will become
that the
the party
party making
making such
such payments
payments will
become aa public
public charge,
charge, or
or conversely
conversely
that the amounts
being paid are
so paltry as
amounts being
are so
as to require
require payments
payments by the state,
state, the obligation
must be
be reformed
reformed to
to avoid
avoid an
anunacceptable
unacceptableresult.
result.Bloomfield
Bloomfield v. Bloomfield,
Bloomfield, 764
764 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 950,
950,
(N.Y. 2001).
953 (N.Y.
2001).
68

`fair and
`conscionability' standard
68"In
our view, aa ‘conscionability’
“In our
standard is not the
the same
same as
as a ‘fair
and reasonable'
reasonable’
standard. Although
of
standard.
Although there
there may
maybe
besubstantial
substantial overlap
overlap between
between the
the standards,
standards, a standard
standard of
conscionability generally
conscionability
generally ‘requires
greater showing
showing of inappropriateness."'
inappropriateness.’” Upham
Upham v.
`requires aa greater
Upham, 630 N.E.2d 307, 310-11 (Mass.
(Mass. Ct.
Ct. App.
App. 1994) (citation omitted).
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must be made
if there
The standard
standard of
of
made to determine
determine if
there is
is proof
proofofofextreme
extremehardship.69
hardship.69 The
extreme hardship, clearly something
extreme
something greater
greater than
than aa mere
mere change in circumstances
circumstances is,
vagueand
anddifficult
diffcult to pin down. For
like the term unconscionable,
unconscionable, vague
Forthat
thatreason,
reason, the
the
standard ought
ought to
to be,
be, at
atthe
theleast,
least,aacontract
contractterm
termthat
thatinterferes
interfereswith
withaaparty’s
party's ability
ability
standard
to seek
seek reform and
and avoid having to seek
seek public assistance.
assistance. This criterion does
does not
require aa party
party to
to wait until
until afer
afterbecoming
becomingaapublic
publiccharge
charge to
to seek
seek relief.
relief.
The vast
vast majority of
dealexclusively
exclusively with
with the
the distribution
distribution
of prenuptial
prenuptial agreements
agreements deal
of property
property brought
brought to the marriage
marriage by
the parties,
parties, as
by the
as well
well as
as the
the distribution
distribution of
of
property acquired
Occasionally, provision
made for
property
acquiredduring
during the
the marriage.
marriage. Occasionally,
provision is
is made
maintenance and
andsupport.
support. In states
such as
asNew
NewYork,
York, these
theseprovisions
provisions must
must be
be“fair
"fair
maintenance
states such
and reasonable”
reasonable" when
when made
made and
andnot
not “unconscionable”
"unconscionable" when
when application is made
and
made to
the court for an order of divorce. Other
Otherstates
states permit a court to review the terms
terms for
support
divorce taking
taking into
into consideration
consideration a change
change in
support upon
upon application
applicationfor
for aa divorce
circumstances70.7' A
A change
is a standard
change in circumstances
circumstances is
standard that does
does not speak
speak to
circumstances.
unconscionability,
as isis the
the case
casewith
with “fair
"fair and reasonable."
even in
in New
unconscionability, as
reasonable.” Indeed,
Indeed, even
the standard
standard for
review, extreme
extreme hardship
York, the
for review,
hardshipatatanytime
anytimeafter
afer the
the entry
entry of aa
judgment, is
standard that
does not
address unconscionability.
judgment,
is aa standard
that does
not address
unconscionability. The
The Uniform
PremaritalAgreement
AgreementAct71 requires
Premarital
requires as
condition for
forenforcement
enforcementadequate
adequate
as a condition
Act71
disclosure
and evidence
evidence that
that the
the agreement
was entered
enteredinto
into voluntarily, thereby
disclosure
and
agreement was
thereby
removing from the
involving the actions
the determination
determination issues
issues involving
actions of the parties
parties in the
the
contract
requirement that
that the
the court
court make
make
contract formation
formationprocess
processinin favor
favor of
of aa requirement
determinationsas
asaamatter
matterofoffact
fact on
on certain
certainspecified
specifed matters.
matters. The rules urged
determinations
urged in
this Article
Articlespeak
speak to
to the
the operation
operation of
ofthe
theagreement
agreement on
on third
third parties
parties in
inlarge
largemeasure
measure
because neither
disclosure or the
the
because
neitherchildren
childrennor
northe
the state
statehave
havethe
the benefit
beneft of disclosure
opportunity to negotiate.
negotiate. Unconscionability
Unconscionabilityisisseparated
separated from
from issues
issues of
of disclosure
disclosure
and deliberateness.
deliberateness. This suggests
thatthe
thedefinition
defnition must
and
suggests that
must lie
lie someplace
someplace other than
with
with the
the actions
actions of
ofthe
theparties
parties themselves.
themselves.
appear frequently
frequently in
Support and maintenance issues
issues appear
in separation
separation agreements
agreements and
stipulations
The Uniform Acts
Acts deny
deny enforcement
enforcement ifif a provision
provision is
is
stipulations of
of settlement.
settlement. The
69

69

SeeN.Y.
N.Y. D
Dom.
REL.
LAW
236 (B)(9)(b).
(B)(9)(b). See
See
OM. R
EL. L
AW §§ 236
See also Pintus v. Pintus,
Pintus, 480 N.Y.S.2d
N.Y.S.2d 501
501
(N.Y.
REV.STAT.
STAT. § 572-22 (2004) provides:
provides:
(N.Y. App.
App.Div.
Div.1984);
1984);HAW.
HAW.REv.
A
with her
A married
married person
person may
may make
make contracts,
contracts, oral
oral and
and written,
written, sealed
sealed and
and unsealed,
unsealed, with
if she
or his spouse, or any other person,
person, in
in the
the same
same manner as if
she or
or he
he were
were sole.
sole.
An agreement
between spouses
spousesproviding
providing for
for periodic payments
agreement between
payments for the
the support
support and
and

maintenance
other, or
or for
forthe
thesupport,
support,maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
maintenanceofof one
one spouse
spouseby
by the
the other,
education of
of children of
is made
made in
in contemplation
contemplation of
of
education
of the
the parties,
parties, when
when the agreement
agreement is
divorce or judicial
judicialseparation,
separation, is
is valid
validprovided
providedthat
thatthe
theagreement
agreement shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
proceeding for
for divorce or judicial
approval by the court in
in any
any subsequent
subsequent proceeding
judicial separation
separation
and that future payments
payments under
under an
an approved
approved agreement
agreement shall
shall nevertheless
nevertheless be subject to
increase, decrease,
decrease,orortermination
terminationfrom
fromtime
timeto
to time
time upon
upon application
application and a showing
increase,
of circumstances
thereof.
circumstances justifying
justi -ing aa modification
modifcation thereof.
1987,
All
whenever made,
made, whether
whether before
before or after
Allcontracts
contracts made
made between
between spouses,
spouses, whenever
after June
June 6,
6, 1987,
REV.STAT.
STAT. § 572-22.
572-22.
and not otherwise invalid
invalidbecause
because of
of any
any other
other law,
law, shall
shallbe
be valid.
valid.HAW.
HAW.REv.
(emphasis added).
70
70See,
e.g.,Lepis
Lepisv.v.Lepis,
Lepis, 416
416 A.2d
A.2d 45 (N.J. 1980);
1980); Guglielmo
Guglielmo v. Guglielmo, 602 A.2d
See, e.g.,
Super. Ct.
Ct. App.
App. Div.
Div. 1992);
741 (N.J. Super.
1992); Gross
Gross v. Gross,
Gross, 464 N.E.2d 500 (Ohio 1984); Gentry v.
v.
(Ky. 1990).
Gentry, 798 S.W.2d 928 (Ky.
1990).
71

UNIF. PPREMARITAL
REMARITAL AAGREEMENT
GREEMENT ACT
§ 6(a)(2).
INN. SSTAT.
TAT. §§519.11(1).
71UNIF.
ACT
§ 6(a)(2).See
SeeMMINN.
519.11(1).
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unconscionable
when signed.
signed. However, these
acts also
also require,
require, as
as aa condition
condition for
unconscionable when
these acts
enforcementand
andaadenial
denialofofaafinding
fnding of unconscionability, fnancial
enforcement
financialdisclosure
disclosure and
and
72
evidencethat
thatthe
theagreement
agreementwas
was
entered
into
voluntarily.'
The practical
practical effect
effect of
of
evidence
entered
into
voluntarily.
The

these provisions
the same
same as
as that
thatdescribed
described above
above concerning
concerning premarital
premarital
these
provisions is
is the
agreements.
parties a great
great deal
provided that
that there
there is
agreements. The
The Acts permit parties
deal of latitude provided
adequate disclosure
disclosure and
and evidence
evidence that
that the
the agreement
agreement was
was entered
enteredinto
into voluntarily.
voluntarily.
adequate
Unconscionability is
separated from issues
issues ofofdisclosure
disclosureand
anddeliberateness
deliberateness
Unconscionability
is separated
suggestingthat
thatthe
thedefinition
defnition must
other than
than with the actions of the
suggesting
must lie
lie someplace
someplace other
the
parties themselves.
themselves.
Arrangements involving
result in aa
Arrangements
involving the
the distribution
distribution of
of property
property are
are unlikely
unlikely to
to result
party becoming
becoming aa public
publiccharge
charge and
and are
are therefore
therefore best
best considered
considered using
using the
the general
general
rules
even here
here virtually all
all statutory
statutory
rules that
that apply
apply totocommercial
commercialcontracts.73
contracts.73 Yet even
schemesin
in effect today
schemes
today impose
impose aa requirement
requirement that
that there
therebe
beadequate
adequate disclosure.
disclosure.
Most statutory
statutory schemes
schemes also
seek the
the advice
advice of
ofindependent
independent
also compel
compel parties
parties to
to seek
counsel. The
limited to
counsel.
The judicial
judicialrole
rolehas
has been
been limited
to ensuring
ensuring compliance with the statutory
mandates. The existing
mandates.
existing statutory
statutory setting
setting hints
hints at
at the
the rules
rules of
ofconstruction
constructionsuggested
suggested
this Article.
Article. AsAshas
hasalready
alreadybeen
beennoted,
noted, conduct
conduct of
of the
the parties
parties is,
is, in
in some
some
in this
schemes,eliminated
eliminatedasasananissue
issueofoflaw.
law. The Uniform
schemes,
Uniform Premarital
Premarital Agreement
Agreement Act
provides that
prenuptial agreement
provides
that aa prenuptial
agreementisisnot
not enforceable
enforceableififitit was
was not
not voluntarily
executed, was
was unconscionable
unconscionablewhen
when executed,
executed,there
therewas
wasaafailure
failureto
to provide
provide fair and
executed,
reasonable
disclosure,or
or one
one party
party did
did not have
knowledge of
of the other
reasonable disclosure,
have adequate
adequate knowledge
other
party's
UPAA provides
party’s property
property or
or financial
financialobligations.74
obligations.74 Moreover, the UPAA
provides that
that where
where
causesone
oneparty
party to
to become
becomeeligible
eligible for public
a premarital agreement
agreement causes
publicassistance
assistance at
the time of
of separation
separation or
divorce, the
court may
may modify the
the terms
terms to avoid
avoid such
such
the
or divorce,
the court
75
eligibility.75
eligibility.
Similarly, the
the Uniform
Uniform Marital
MaritalProperty
Property Act
Actrequires
requires disclosure
disclosure and
and
deems unenforceable
unenforceableany
anyagreement
agreementnot
notentered
entered
intovoluntarily.
voluntarily. Moreover,
Moreover, this
this Act
Act
deems
into
bars
parties from
from making
thatadversely
adverselyaffect
affectthe
therights
rightsof
of aa child
child to
bars parties
making agreements
agreements that
76
support.76
support.
In addition,
addition, the
the Act
Act gives
gives the
the court
court the
the power
power to
to modify
modifyany
anyagreement
agreement
that results
results in
a party's
party’s becoming
becoming eligible
public assistance."
assistance.77 The
The Uniform
Uniform
that
in a
eligible for
for public
Marriage and
and Divorce Act
Act removes
removes from
from any
any consideration
consideration about unconscionability
the
of custody,
custody, support
supportand
andvisitation
visitationof
of children
children and
and limits
limits inquiry about
the issues
issues of
about

72
72

See supra
supra notes 60, 61, 62, and 63.
See

73

73

See,e.g.,
e.g.,Gross
Grossv.v.Gross,
Gross,646
646N.E.2d
N.E.2datat509.
509. Upon the consideration
See,
consideration of provisions
relating to the division
division or
or allocation
allocation of
ofproperty
propertyatatthe
the time
time of
ofaa divorce,
divorce, the
the applicable
applicable
standardsmust
mustrelate
relateback
backtotothe
thetime
time of
of the
the execution
execution of the contract and not to the
standards
the
time of the
the divorce. As
Astotothese
these provisions,
provisions, ifif ititisisfound
foundthat
thatthe
theparties
parties have
have freely

entered
antenuptial agreement,
each, a court
court
entered into
into an
an antenuptial
agreement,fixing
fixing the
the property
property rights
rights of each,
substitute its
its judgment
judgment and
and amend
amendthe
thecontract.
contract. A
A perfect or equal
equal division
division
should not substitute
of the marital
marital property
property is
is not
not required
required to
to withstand
withstand scrutiny
scrutinyunder
under this
thisstandard.
standard.
Id.
74
74

UNIF. PREMARITAL
PREMARITAL A
GREEMENT AACT
CT §§6(a)(1),
UNIF.
AGREEMENT
6(a)(1), (2).
(2).

75
75

UNIF. PREMARITAL
PREMARITAL A
GREEMENT A
CT §§ 6(b).
UNIF.
AGREEMENT
ACT
6(b).

76

W1S.
STAT.
§
WIS. STAT
. § 766.58(2),
(6).
766.58(2),
(6).
77 WIS. STAT. §
WIS. STAT. § 766.59(9)(b).
766.59(9)(b).
76
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unconscionability to
“the economic
economic circumstances
circumstances of
the parties
parties and
and any
any other
other
unconscionability
to "the
of the
relevant
relevant evidence
evidence produced
produced by
bythe
theparties."78
parties.”78
B. Representative
Representative cases
cases

A
A review
reviewofofsome
somerecently
recentlyreported
reporteddecisions
decisions illustrates
illustrates the
the problems
problems presented
presented
judicial activism
activism in
in the
the family
familylaw
lawarena.
arena.There
Thereare
arecommon
commonthreads
threads running
running
by judicial
through all the
the decisions
decisions discussed
discussed in
in this
thissubsection.
subsection. They
exemplify the
the
through
They exemplify
consequencesofofhow
howjudicial
judicial activism
activism can
can trap
trap aa court
court into becoming
embroiled in
consequences
becoming embroiled
the propriety
propriety of
of the
the actions
actions of
of the
the parties.
parties. InIneach
eachcase:
case:
One party made aa very
very poor decision;
There was
was no compulsion
There
compulsion to
to sign
sign the
thecontested
contested agreement
agreement or stipulation;
stipulation;
and
The
party contesting
contesting the agreement
agreement or
stipulation had
had available
available as
as an
an
The party
or stipulation
the right
right to petition a court for relief.
alternative to signing the
relief.
was a doctor
this case,
case, the
the husband
husband was
Consider
Crawford.79 In this
Considerfirst
frst Crawford
Crawfrd v.v. Crawfrd.79
and the
the wife
wife was
was college-educated
college-educatedwith
withprofessional
professionaltraining
trainingininthe
thefield
feld of
of criminal
and
justice.
justice. The
Thewife,
wife,however,
however,had
had taken
taken aa job
jobas
as aameat
meat wrapper
wrapper earning
earning a paltry
salary. Under
receivedtitle
title to
to the
the marital
marital dwelling subject
salary.
Under aa stipulation,
stipulation, the
the husband
husband received
to a mortgage
and custody
custody of
of the
the children.
children. He
mortgage and
He also
also agreed
agreed to pay
pay the
the wife
wife spousal
spousal
support for
for only six
support
six months.
months. The
Thewife
wifeagreed
agreedto
toaa visitation
visitationschedule
schedule and
and also
also to pay
aa nominal
nominal sum
sum as
support. Afer
Afterjudgment
judgmentwas
wasentered
entered incorporating
incorporating the
the
as child
child support.
stipulation's terms
stipulation’s
terms the wife
wife had
had second
second thoughts
thoughts and sought
sought reformation, claiming,
she had
had not
not fully
fully understood
of
among other things, that she
understood what
what she
she was doing because
because of
treatments
shewas
wasreceiving
receivingfor
foraabrain
braintumor.
tumor. The
The lower court found that the wife
treatments she
knew what
well educated
what she
she was doing
doing when
when she
she signed the settlement; she was well
educated and
had
not
offered
any
proof
that
her
health
impaired
her
judgment.
The
appeals
had not
The appeals court
reversed,
giving as the reason
the dramatic
dramatic disparity in
reversed, giving
reason the
in income
income between
between the
the parties
parties
and the
the fact that the stipulation
and
stipulation entitled
entitled the
the husband
husband to keep
keep most
most of his
his income,
income,
leaving the wife
wife to
to make
make do
do with
withlittle
littlemore
morethan
thanher
hermeager
meagersalary.80
salary.80 In the court's
court’s
justify the
effort to justify
the fnding
findingofofunconscionability,
unconscionability, ititignored
ignored the
the reality that
that nothing in
the
suggestedthat
thatthe
thewife
wifewas
wasplaced
placedatatrisk
riskof
of qualifying
qualifying for public
the stipulation
stipulation suggested
public

78

78

Uniform Marriage
The Uniform
Marriage and
and Divorce
DivorceAct
Acthas
hasbeen
been adopted
adopted in
in eight
eight states.
states. The
Thelanguage
language
Ky.
ANN.
403.180. The Kentucky act
quoted is from the
the Kentucky
Kentucky version.
version. See
See K
Y. REV.
REV. STAT.
STAT. A
NN. §§403.180.
act
is silent
silent as
as to
to disclosure
disclosure and
and independent
independent representation.
version adopted
adopted in
representation. The
The version
in Arizona
makes no reference
reference to
to unconscionability.
unconscionability. Instead,
makes
Instead,ititspeaks
speakstotoeconomic
economicarrangements
arrangements that
that are
are
fair and
25-317 (2004).
(2004). See
REV. STAT.
STAT. §§ 25-317
Seealso
alsoCOLO.
COLO.REV.
REV. STAT.
STAT. § 14fair
and reasonable.
reasonable. See
See ARIZ.
ARIZ. REV.
10-112 (2004); 750 ILL.
STAT.
5/502 (2004); MONT.
40-4-201 (2004);
10-112
ILL. COMP.
COMP. S
TAT. 5/502
MONT. CODE
CODE AANN.
NN. §§ 40-4-201
WASH.
REV.
CODE
26.09.070 (2004);
(2004); MINN.
EV. C
ODE §§26.09.070
MINN. STAT.
STAT. § 519.11.
WASH. R
79

79

524 N.W.2d 833.

80

80The
court stated:
The court
stated:
agree that
that the stipulation
stipulation is
is so
so one-sided
one-sided and
and creates
creates such
We agree
such hardship
hardship that
that itit is
130,000
unconscionable.
Under the
the stipulation,
stipulation, Kenneth
Kenneth retained
retainedalmost
almostall
all of
of his $ 130,000
unconscionable. Under
acquired custody
custody of
of the
the couple’s
couple's four children, whose
income and
and acquired
whose primary
primary care
care Leslie
had provided
provided throughout
throughout Kenneth's
Kenneth’s lengthy
lengthy education
education and
having
had
and training.
training. Leslie, having
survived the
the brain tumor, acquired
that to
to date
date has
has not
not provided
provided her
her with
survived
acquired a degree
degree that
earnings of more than $ 3,600 annually.
Id.
Id. at
at 835.
835.
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assistance. The court conceded
and the
the potential that itit suggested,
assistance.
conceded her education and
suggested, but
nevertheless ignored
ignored the
the actuality
actuality that her circumstances
circumstances were
were of
of her own making.
nevertheless
In aa sharply
sharply worded
worded dissent,
dissent, Justice
Justice Neumann
Neumann objected
objected to
to the
the vague
vague standard
standard
used
to define
define unconscionability
unconscionability and
and pointed
pointed out
out that
that the
themajority
majority was
was inviting
inviting other
used to
judges
indulge in patronizing, paternalistic
paternalistic meddling
meddling “with
"with very little
judges to indulge
little guidance
guidance or
81
principle other that [their] own
senseofofwhat
whatfeels
feelsfair
fairand
andright.”
right.""
Justice
own personal
personal sense
Justice
Neumann
properly recognized
that there
there was
was nothing
nothing about
the settlement
that in
Neumann properly
recognized that
about the
settlement that
integrity of
anyway undermined
undermined the integrity
ofthe
thecontracting
contractingprocess
process or
or the
the enabling
enabling statute.
statute.
The
wife had
had simply
simplymade
made aadeal
dealthat,
that,forforwhatever
whateverreason,
reason,she
shesubsequently
subsequently
The wife
regretted.
of precedent,
precedent,Crawford
Crawfrd tells
regretted. From
From the
the perspective
perspective of
tellsthe
the observer
observer only
only about
about
judicial
judicialattitudes
attitudeson
onthe
thesubject
subject of
ofsaving
savingpeople
peoplefrom
fromtheir
theirown
ownpoor
poordecisions.82
decisions.82
Pacelli v.
v. Pacelli83
Pacelli83 is an
an extreme
extreme example
example of the
the same
same phenomena.
phenomena. This
This case
case
involved the
involved
the entire
entire spectrum
spectrum of
of economic
economic concerns,
concerns, including
includingsupport,
support, maintenance
maintenance
and
equitable distribution.
Theparties
parties entered
entered into
into aa"mid-marriage
“mid-marriage agreement"
agreement”
and equitable
distribution. The
after
the husband
husband expressed
The wife
wife resisted
resisted the
the
after the
expressedhishisdesire
desireforforaadivorce.
divorce. The
dissolution of
of the
the marriage
marriage and
and accepted
accepted the terms of the
the agreement
agreement hoping that her
marriage could be saved.
marriage
saved. When
Whenthe
theagreement
agreement was
was signed,
signed, the
the husband
husband had a net
worth of
of $6,053,100.
$6,053,100. The
The wife
wifewas
wasunemployed.
unemployed. The
Themarital
maritalestate
estate was
was valued
valued at
approximately $3,000,000.
Under the
the agreement,
agreement, in
$3,000,000. Under
in the
the event
event of
of aa divorce the
the wife
agreed
sum payment
payment ofof$540,000.84
$540,000.84 In exchange,
exchange, the
agreed to accept a lump
lump sum
the wife granted
the husband
husbandaarelease
releasefrom
fromany
anyclaim
claimfor
forequitable
equitabledistribution
distributionand
andalimony.
alimony. Prior to
the wife
wife consulted
signing the agreement,
agreement, the
consulted with an
an attorney
attorney who
who advised
advised her
her against
against
signing it. She
signing
Shedisregarded
disregarded this
thisadvice
advice because
because of her
her hope
hope that
that her
her cooperation
cooperation
would insure
insure the viability
viability of
ofthe
themarriage.
marriage. Eight
Eightyears
yearslater
laterthe
thehusband
husband sought
sought aa
divorce. By
divorce.
Bythis
thistime
timehis
hisnet
networth
worthhad
hadincreased
increasedtoto$11,241,500
$11,241,500 and
and the
the marital
marital
estate
$8,000,000.
estate had
had increased
increasedto
to approximately
approximately $8,000,000.
made itit clear
clear that
that itit knew
knew aa bad
baddeal
dealwhen
whenititsaw
sawone.
one. The
Thecourt
courtfirst
frst
The court made
agreement was
was“unfair”
"unfair" when
concluded that the agreement
when signed:
signed:

We conclude
that in
in 1985
1985 the
the marital
marital estate
estatewas
was$$3,000,000
3,000,000. ...
conclude that
. . . Thus,
the $ 540,000
540,000 provided in
in the
the agreement
agreement was 18% of
of the
the marital
maritalestate.
estate.
husband's lawyer]
lawyer] testified
testifed that
advised plaintiff
plaintiff that
[The husband’s
that he
he had advised
that he could
expect “the
"the probable range
expect
range of equitable distribution
distribution could
could be
be somewhere
somewhere
around . . . one-third.
around
Could be
be less,
less, it could
could be
be more."
more.” [The
wife’s
[The wife's
one-third. Could
lawyer] testifed
testified that
that an
anequitable
equitable distribution
distribution range
range would
would be
be between
between
thirty and
and forty
forty percent
percent of
of post-marital
post-marital assets.
assets. Thus,
Thus, the
the $$ 500,000
500,000 buy
thirty
out was approximately
approximately half of
of aa potential
potential equitable
equitable distribution
distribution award,
award,
using the low
low end
end of
of the
the range.
range.

81
81

Id.
Id. at
at 837
837 (Neumann,
(Neumann, J.,
J., dissenting).

82

82

For additional examples
examples of unwarranted
unwarranted judicial intervention
intervention designed
designed to save
save a party
1992);
see In
In re
re Marriage
Marriage of Richardson,
606 N.E.2d
N.E.2d 56
56 (Ill.
(Ill. App. Ct.
from aa poor
poor decision
decision see
Richardson, 606
Ct. 1992);
Estate
599 N.Y.S.2d
N.Y.S.2d 328
328 (N.Y.
Estate of Lutz, 563 N.W.2d at
at 90;
90; Vandenburgh
Vandenburgh v. Vandenburgh,
Vandenburgh, 599
App. Div.
Div. 1993).
1993).
83

83

725 A.2d 56. (N.J. Super Ct. 1999)

84

84

as consideration
considerationfor
for signing
signing the
the agreement.
agreement. The
The balance,
balance, ifif
The wife received
received $40,000
$40,000 as
was to
to be
be paid
paid upon
uponentry
entryof
of aajudgment
judgmentof
of divorce.
divorce. Id.
any, was
Id. at
at 62.
62.
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$500,000 also
The $ 500,000
purchased defendant’s
waiver
ofofalimony.
also purchased
defendant's
waiver
alimony. An
alimony
award in
in1985
1985would
wouldhave
havebeen
beensubstantial,
substantial, perhaps
perhaps approaching
alimony award
1984 and
six
figures. Plaintiffs
Plaintiff’sannual
annual income
income in 1984
1985 averaged $
and 1985
six fgures.
$500,000.The
Theparties
partieslived
livedwell.
well. They
500,000.
They lived
lived ininan
anexpensive
expensive home,
home, drove
luxury
automobiles and
vacationed atat some
the most
most desirable
desirable
luxury automobiles
and vacationed
some of the
destinations.
Plaintiffestimated
estimatedthat
thatdefendant
defendant spent
spent $$ 20,000
20,000 to $$ 30,000
30,000
destinations. Plaintiff
per year
as Bergdorf
Bergdorf Goodman.
Goodman. Their
year on clothing from
from stores
stores such
such as
Their son,
son,
Tony, went
Tony,
went to
to Deerfield
DeerfieldAcademy,
Academy,and
andFranco
Francowent
wenttotoChoate.85
Choate.85

was “unfair”
"unfair" when
The court then determined that the agreement
agreement was
whenmeasured
measured at
at the
time of
of the
the divorce.

It is
is apparent
apparent that the
the agreement
agreementisisalso
alsounfair
unfairwhen
whenmeasured
measuredinin1994.
1994. At
At
11,000,000, and
and post-martial
that time, plaintiff's
plaintiff’s net
net worth
worthexceeded
exceeded $ 11,000,000,
that
assets
approximately seven
seven percent
assetswere
were$$8,000,000.
8,000,000. Thus, $ 540,000 is approximately
assets. The parties
parties built
built a home
home at
at the
the Saint
Saint Andrews
Andrews Club
Club in
of the 1994 assets.
agreement. It
Florida after executing the agreement.
It is
is in
injoint
jointnames
names and
and defendant
defendant
,200,000 equity,
entitled to one-half
one-half of the
the $ 1,200,000
Even
equity, or $ 600,000.
600,000. Even
is entitled
considering
this
asset,
defendant's
distributionisisless
lessthan
thanfifteen
ffeen per
considering
asset, defendant’s distribution
per cent
of the
the marital
marital estate.
estate. InInlight
lightofofthe
theinherently
inherentlycoercive
coercivecircumstances
circumstances
leading
to
the
agreement,
the
result
is
unfair,
inequitable
and
leading to the agreement, the result is unfair, inequitable and
unenforceable.
unenforceable. The
The trial
trialcourt,
court,on
onremand,
remand,must
mustmake
makedeterminations
determinations
regarding equitable
and other
other ancillary
ancillary
regarding
equitable distribution
distribution and
and alimony,
alimony, and
economicissues,
issues,
if 86
economic
if any.
$1

any.86

Unquestionably, the wife
wife in
inPacelli
Pacellihad
hadmade
madeaa series
series of
of very
very poor
poor decisions.
decisions.
She disregarded
disregarded her
her attorney’s
attorney's advice not to
•• She
to sign
sign the
the agreement;
agreement;

••

She
swayed by
compulsion to save
save her
her
She permitted
permitted herself
herself to
to be
be swayed
by her compulsion
marriage; and
She accepted
accepted monetary
monetary terms
terms that were not in
•• She
in her
her best
best interests.
interests.
As was the case
case in
in Crawford,
Crawford, there was nothing about the language
language of
of the
the Pacelli
Pacelli
agreement that
that suggested
suggestedthat
that the
the wife
wife was destined to seek public
public assistance
agreement
assistance or that
such
there was
was no
no
such an
an application
applicationwas
wasimminent.
imminent. As
As was
was the
the case
caseinin Crawford,
Crawfrd, there
suggestion that
that the
the contested
contestedterms
termsserved
servedtotoundermine
underminethe
theintegrity
integrity of
of either the
suggestion
the
system or
or any
any enabling
enabling statute.
statute. In Pacelli there
contracting system
there is the additional fact that
at the time that
that the
the wife
wifesigned
signedthe
theagreement,
agreement, the
the husband
husband had
had advised
advised her that
that he
he
wanted aa divorce.
Herhusband's
husband’s declaration
declaration gave
immediacy of her
her
wanted
divorce. Her
gave rise
rise to
to the immediacy
rights to petition
petition aa court
court to
tosettle
settle her
her claims
claims for
foralimony
alimonyand
andaaproperty
propertysettlement.
settlement.
shewaived
waivedher
herentitlement
entitlementtotojudicial
judicialintervention.
intervention. Yet
By signing
signing the
the agreement
agreement she
the court,
court, for
for no
no reason
reason grounded
grounded in law,
law, reinstated
reinstated her
her right
right to
toseek
seek equitable
equitable
the
87
distribution. 87
distribution.
85

85

Id.
Id. at
at 62-63.

86

Id.at
at 63.
63.
"Id.
87

87

Husbands
make poor decisions
decisions when
comes to marital
marital rights.
rights.
Husbandsare
arejust
justas
aslikely
likely to make
when it comes
103 (N.Y. App. Div.
752 N.Y.S.2d 103
Consider what
what happened
in Lounsbury
Consider
happened in
Lounsbury v. Lounsbury,
Lounsbury, 752
without the
2001). There,
There, the
the husband,
husband, without
the beneft
benefitofofcounsel,
counsel,agreed
agreed to
to transfer
transfer the marital
marital home
home
to the wife.
mortgage until
until it
wife. He
Hefurther
furtheragreed
agreedthat
thathe
he would
wouldmake
make all
allpayments
payments against
against the mortgage
was satisfied
and would pay
pay all
all real
real estate
estate taxes
taxes on
children of the
the
was
satisfed and
on the
the property
property until
until the children
marriage turned
turned eighteen
eighteeneven
evenifif the
thewife
wife remarried
remarried or
or cohabited
cohabitedwith
with another
another adult.
adult. "Here,
marriage
“Here,
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As aa contrast
contrast to Crawfrd
Crawfordand
andPacelli,
Pacelli,consider
considerSteiner
Steinerv.v.Steiner.88
Steiner.88 There,
There, the
the
husband signed
signed an
an agreement
agreementtotopay
payalimony.
alimony. Some
husband
Some years
years later, he
he sought
sought to
to have
have
this obligation terminated
claiming ill
ill health
in the
the wife’s
wife's income
terminated claiming
health and
and an
an increase
increase in
income
from other
other sources.
sources. When
Whenthe
theagreement
agreement was
was signed,
signed, the husband's
husband’s primary
primary source
source
of income
income was
payments. While
While his
his physical
physical condition
condition had
had
was his
his military disability payments.
deteriorated,that
thatfact
factdid
did not
not have
haveaa negative
negativeimpact
impacton
onhis
hisbenefit
beneft payments.
payments. In
deteriorated,
had increased,
increased,so
sohad
hadisisdisability
disability payments.
payments. The
fact, while his
his medical
medical expenses
expenses had
involved:
court would not get involved:

What must
be kept
kept in mind
What
must be
mind concerning
concerning this divorce is that
that the
the property
property
settlement agreement
agreement was
was just
just that,
that, an
an agreed
agreed payment
payment whereby
whereby Kenneth
settlement
with his
contracted with
his former
formerspouse
spouse as part of an overall property
property agreement
agreement
make payments
payments of
periodic alimony.
That
900 per
per month
month for
for periodic
alimony. That
to make
of $ 900
Kenneth might have made
made aa bad
bad deal
deal does
doesnot
notrelieve
relievehim
him of
of his duty to
Kenneth
live
up to
to his
his end
end of
of the
the bargain.
bargain. InInproperty
propertyand
andfnancial
financialmatters
matters
live up
between the divorcing
divorcing spouses
spouses themselves there is no question that,
that, absent
absent
the parties
parties should
shouldbe
beallowed
allowedbroad
broadlatitude.
latitude. When
fraud or overreaching, the
the parties have reached
and the
the chancery
chancery court has
reached agreement
agreement and
has approved
it, we
take as
asdim
dim aaview
view of
of efforts to modify
modify it,
we ought to enforce it and take
it, as
as
we ordinarily
ordinarily do
do when
when persons
persons seek
seek relief
relief from
from their
their improvident
improvident
we
contracts.89
contracts.
g9
as aa contrast
contrast to
to Crawford
Crawford and
and Pacelli,
Pacelli,consider
consider the
the circumstances
circumstances in
Also, as
90
Haynes
v. Haynes,
Haynes,90
case
that
involvedthe
thedistribution
distributionofofmarital
maritalproperty.
property. The
Haynes v.
a acase
that
involved
The
husband
won $3,000,000
$3,000,000 in
in aa state
statelottery.
lottery. The wife
husband won
wife was
was aware
aware of
of his
his good
good fortune.
fortune.
Some months
months later
later the
the husband
husbandadvised
advisedhis
hiswife
wifethat
thathe
hewanted
wantedaadivorce.
divorce. The
The wife
wife
Some
elected not
not to resist. The
elected
Thehusband
husband asked
asked his attorney
attorney to
to draf
draftthe
thenecessary
necessary papers
papers
and they
they were
were presented
presentedtotothe
thewife.
wife. Her
sought, and
and she
shewillingly
willingly
and
Her signature
signature was
was sought,
gave it.
it. Embedded
wasan
anaffidavit
affdavit that contained
waiver of
of
gave
Embedded in the documentation
documentation was
contained aa waiver
her right to equitable
equitable distribution. She
Shedid
didnot
notseek
seek advice
advice from
froman
an attorney
attorney and
and no
no
one explained
to her
her signature.
signature. The court
one
explained to
her the
the consequences
consequences ofofher
court refused
refused to
reinstate
the wife’s
wife's claim to equitable distribution:
distribution:
reinstate the
that “a
"a party
party will
will not
from his
his [or
It is
is extremely
extremely well-settled
well-settled that
not be
be excused
excused from
the contents
contentsof
of aa release.”
release." When
her] failure to
to read
read and
and understand
understand the
When a
party signs a document
and without any
document without having read
read its contents
contents and
excuse for having
having failed to
to do
do so,
so, such
such party
party isis chargeable
chargeable with
valid excuse
knowledge of
terms (citations)
(citations) and
and is "conclusively
“conclusively bound"
bound” thereby
thereby
knowledge
of its terms
....
the clauses
in the
the agreement
agreementrequiring
requiring defendant
defendant to
to pay
pay off
off the mortgage and to pay property
clauses in
taxes
se unconscionable.
unconscionable. In our view,
taxes until the children turn
turn 18
18 are
are not per se
view, although
although defendant
defendant
`given more’
more' than
may have
have ‘given
than he
he might legally
legally have
have been
been compelled to give, considered
considered in its
107 (citations
the separation
separation agreement
agreement hardly ‘shocks
at 107
totality, the
`shocksthe
the conscience.’”
conscience."' Id.
Id. at
So. 2d 771
771 (Miss 2001); Knutson v. Knutson,
omitted). See
See also
also Steiner
Steiner v. Steiner,
Steiner, 788 So.
Knutson, 639
639
N.W.2d
N.W.2d 495
495 (N.
(N. Dakota
Dakota 2002).
2002).
88

88

788 So. 2d 771.

89

89

Id.
Id. at
at 776 (citation omitted).

90

90

2003 N.Y.
N.Y. Slip Op. 50867U (N.Y. App. Div.
2003
Div. Mar.
Mar.20,
20, 2003).
2003).
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While ititmight
While
mightnot
nothave
havebeen
been prudent
prudent for
for Yvonne
Yvonne Haynes
Haynes to
to have
have signed
signed
the waiver,
waiver, her action
action does
does not
“confound judgment"
judgment” and
does not
not
the
not "confound
and it does
"shock the
“shock
the conscience"
conscience”totohold
holdher
hertotothe
theconsequences
consequencesofofher
heractions.91
actions.91

provides aa good
good illustration
illustration of
The situation in
in Yuda
Yuda v.
v. Yuda92
Yuda92 provides
of aa case
case where
where a
court
found unconscionability
unconscionability based
based on
conclusion that
an
court properly found
on the
the conclusion
that terms
terms of an
agreement could
could reasonably
reasonably result
result in
in a party having to seek public
public assistance.
agreement
assistance. There,
There,
the husband
committed himself to pay
husband committed
pay maintenance
maintenance in an
an amount
amount that
that was
was so
so great
great
that he
he was
was in danger
danger of
becoming aa public
addition, the
the wife
wife had
had
that
of becoming
public charge.
charge. In addition,
possession ofofthe
when she,
she, in her
her sole
sole
possession
themarital
maritalhome
homeand
andwas
wasfree
freetoto sell
sell itit when
discretion, deemed
deemeditit appropriate.
appropriate. When
was entitled
entitled to
to half the
discretion,
When sold,
sold, the
the husband
husband was
the
proceeds from
from the sale.
sale. The
unconscionable, citing
citing
net proceeds
The court
court declared
declared the
the agreement
agreement unconscionable,
the illusory
illusory nature
nature of
of the
theagreement's
agreement’s provisions
provisions applicable
applicable to the
the home
home together
together
with the
the observation
observation that
that the
the support
support provisions
provisions of
of the
the agreement,
agreement, as a practical
practical
the husband
husbandin
in danger
dangerofofbecoming
becomingaapublic
publiccharge.
charge. Neither
Neither of
of
matter, would render the
these
reasonswas
wassubjective
subjectivein
in the
the sense
sensethat
thatthey
theywere
wererooted
rootedin
in aa limited
limited desire to
these reasons
correctforfor
poor
correct
poor
judgment.93

judgment.93
91

91

Id
Id.atat7,
7, 99 (citations
(citations omitted).
omitted).

92

92

93

533 N.Y.S.2d
N.Y.S.2d 75
75 (N.Y.
(N.Y. App. Div.
533
Div. 1988).
1988).

93

Sandersv.
v. Sanders,
Sanders,287
287A.2d
A.2d464
464(N.J.
(N.J.Super.
Super.Ct.
Ct.Ch.
Ch.Div.
Div. 1972), is another
another example
example of
of
Sanders
basedupon
uponaaconcern
concernover
overpublic
public assistance.
assistance.This
This time
time the
the fear
fear was
was linked to aa
a decision
decision based
demand to
to dispose
dispose of
of real
real property.
property. The
demand
Theparties
parties purchased
purchased a home shortly after
after they
they were
were
married. The
Thehusband
husband provided
providedthe
thecash
cash portion
portionofofthe
thepurchase
purchaseprice
priceand
andthe
theparties
partiesassumed
assumed
liability for
liability
forthe
themortgage.
mortgage. Title
Titlewas
wastaken
takenas
as tenants
tenants by the entirety. Throughout
Throughout the
the duration
of the
the marriage,
marriage, the
the husband
husband made
made all payments
payments for the
the mortgage
mortgage together
together with
with taxes
taxes and
and
insurance. The
insurance.
The wife
wifemade
made no
no contributions
contributions towards
towards the
the purchase
purchase price or the servicing of
of the
the
associatedwith
with the
the home.
home. Some
mortgage and payment of other expenses
expenses associated
Some years later she
she left
her husband.
husband. While
manner of
of holding title
Whilethe
theparties
parties did
didnot
nothave
have an
an agreement,
agreement, the manner
title served
served aa
similar function. The
Theparties
parties petitioned
petitioned the court for disposition of the home.
home. At
Atthe
the time,
time, the
the
husband's
sole source
sourceof
of income
income was
washis
hissocial
socialsecurity
securitybenefits.
benefits. In addition,
husband’s sole
addition, he
he was
was going
blind and
blind
and had other physical problems. The court held:
held:
We find
find that
that taking
takinginto
intoconsideration
considerationall
allthe
thefacts
factsand
and circumstances
circumstances of
of this
this case
case –- the
the
equities of the
the parties, the course
course of conduct of the
the parties
parties on acquisition,
acquisition, support
support and
and
maintenance of
of the
the marital abode
the years,
years, the
the age,
age,health
healthand
andinfirmities
infirmities of the
maintenance
abode over the
the
parties, her abandonment
of the marital
abandonment of
marital abode
abode and the marital
marital status
status (and
(and indeed
indeed the
the
marriage,
to the
the
marriage, which
which was
was the
the only
only reason
reasonfor
for her
her enjoying
enjoying an
an interest
interest in
in the
the title to
premises) -– such
such rigorous
rigorous relief
relief as
as sought
sought and
and provided
provided under
underthe
theold
old law
law of
distribution of
distribution
of marital
maritalproperty
propertyupon
upondivorce
divorcewould,
would,ininthis
thiscase,
case, be
be inequitable,
inequitable, unjust
and
would cause
cause an
good faith
faith
and unconscionable.
unconscionable. ItIt would
an old
old man
man who
who has
has dutifully
dutifully in good
provided aa home
to lose
lose his
his home
home to
to aa much
much
provided
home for
for himself
himself and
and his
his wife, his family, to
younger
younger woman
woman who has
has fled
fled the
the marital
maritalabode,
abode, abandoned
abandoned the marriage
marriage and
and now
seeks
to liquidate
liquidate her
her legal
legal interest
interestat
athis
hisexpense.
expense.At
At his
his age
age and
andwith
with his
his infirmities
infirmities
seeks to
and limited income,
and
income, he would be
be unable
unable to refnance
refinance his
his home
home to
to protect
protect his
his interest
interest
her interest
interest or
or another
anotherhome.
home. Such
on partition sale,
sale, or to purchase
purchase her
Such an
an action
action under
under
the circumstances
of this case
violates the
the whole concept of tenancy by the
circumstances of
case violates
the entirety
entirety as
as
a protection of
security to both spouses
during coverture
coverture of
of
of the
the parties
parties to a marriage as
as security
spouses during
marital
assets that
marital economic
economic life and
and the
the
marital assets
thatwere
werethe
the work
work product
product of
of their marital
additional
the surviving spouse
spouse upon
union by
additional security
security to
to the
upon the
the termination
terminationof
of their
their union
death of the other.
Id.
Id. at
at 465-66.
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UNCONSCIONABILITY
THE DOCTRINE OF UNCONSCIONABILITY

All
rules suggested
suggestedininthis
thisArticle,
Article, would
would
Allofofthe
theabove
above cases,
cases, if resolved using the rules
have
resulted
in
determinations
about
unconscionability
that
were
free
have resulted determinations about unconscionability that were free from
subjectivity. The
Thecourts
courts ininCrawford
Crawfordand
andPacelli
Pacellicould
couldhave
havemade
made the
the determination
determination
about unconscionability
unconscionability by looking no further
of public assistance.
about
further than
than the issue
issue of
assistance. In
both cases
thedenial
denialof
of the
the claim
claim of unconscionability
been justified
justifed
cases the
unconscionability would have
have been
because
each case
casethe
thepetitioner
petitionerwas
wascapable
capableofofcaring
caring for
for herself
herself without the
because inin each
the
benefits provided for
for ininthe
thecontested
contested agreement.
agreement. The
TheSteiner
Steinerand
and Yuda
Yuda courts
courts made
made
their determinations by considering
considering the
the question
question of
of the
the outer
outer boundaries
boundaries of
of the
the need
need
for public assistance.
assistance. The
The Haynes
Haynes court
the petitioner's
petitioner’s
court properly
properly found nothing in the
anything other than a poor decision.
cooperation that suggested
suggested anything
decision.

IV.
CONCLUSION
IV. CONCLUSION
are no
no hard
hard and
andfast
fastrules
rulesfor
for the
thedefining
defning what is
It is
is not
not an
an accident
accident that there
there are
meant by “unconscionable.”
"unconscionable." Legislatures
the possibility
possibility
meant
Legislaturesand
and courts
courts have
have approached
approached the
foreboding, fearing
restrictions on
the
with foreboding,
fearing that
that restrictions
on the
the doctrine
doctrine might
might result
result in the
elimination of aafail-safe
elimination
fail-safemechanism
mechanism against
against predatory
predatory practices
practices not
not otherwise
otherwise
addressedby
bythe
thelaw.
law. But as
illustrated in this Article,
are not
not justified.
justifed.
addressed
as illustrated
Article, these
these fears
fears are
Our current legal system
has
as
a
bedrock
tradition
the
evolution
of
legislation
system has as a bedrock tradition the evolution of legislation for
the control and regulation of the human inclination to
to take
take unfair
unfair advantage.
advantage. These
These
are aa statement
statementofof the
the public’s
public's interest
legislative designs
designs are
interest in the preservation
preservation of a
lfexible and
for contract
contract integrity.
integrity. Placing
the ability
flexible
and reliable
reliable system
system for
Placing limitations on the
expand on
on the
thelegislature’s
legislature's declaration
declaration of
of public
public policy outweighs
of the courts to expand
outweighs the
risk that a deserving
deservingpetitioner
petitionerwill
will be
be denied
deniedrelief.
relief. The role of the judiciary should
therefore be
restricted to
either the
the enforcement
enforcement of the
the legislative
legislative schemes
schemes or
therefore
be restricted
to either
pronouncements
aboutpublic
public policy
policy that serve
pronouncements about
serve to
to supplement,
supplement, not
not displace,
displace, the
the
legislative schemes.
legislative
schemes. The
The rules
rules outlined
outlined in
inthis
thisproposal
proposalprovide
providethe
theproper
properbalance.
balance.
assumethat
thatitit is
is appropriate
appropriate for
for private parties
parties to freely
The rules proffered here
here assume
reach
agreementswith
with two provisos:
reach agreements
provisos: (1)
(1) that
that in
indoing
doingso
sothe
the parties
parties must
must be
be prepared
prepared
to live
and (2)
(2) the
the arrangement
arrangementisisnot
nototherwise
otherwiseininconflict
confict with
with
live up
up to
to the
the agreement
agreement and
public
interest in
in insuring that
public policy.
policy.These
Theserules
rulesalso
alsoassume
assume that the public
public has
has an interest
parties
refrain from agreeing
to terms
terms that,
that, if
if enforced,
underminesthe
theintegrity
integrity of
of
parties refrain
agreeing to
enforced, undermines
matrimonial agreements,
our contracting
contracting system
system or, in
in the
the special
special case
case of matrimonial
agreements, to force the
state to
to provide
provide public assistance
or adversely
adverselyimpact
impactthe
therights
rightsof
of children
children of aa
state
assistance or
marriage. To
Tothe
theextent
extent that
that these
these conditions are
are met, judicial
judicial declarations
declarations about
about the
resulting unconscionability
unconscionabilityof
ofthe
theterm
termare
are appropriate.
appropriate.
Acceptance
of these
these rules
rulesby
by the
thepublic
public and
and the
thejudiciary
judiciary will
will require
Acceptance of
require aa great
great deal
deal
of adjustment.
adjustment. No longer
longer will
will ititbe
bepossible
possible for
for parties
parties to claim
claim the
the right to
to be
be
divested of
of responsibilities
assumedby
bythe
the contracting
contractingprocess.
process. For
For their part,
divested
responsibilities assumed
part,
judges
judges will
willhave
havetotorelinquish
relinquishthe
thepower
powertotoassist
assistthose
those they
they perceived
perceived as
as being either
disadvantaged by
by chance
chance circumstances,
circumstances,and
andby
bydoing
doing so
sowill
will have to
an underdog or disadvantaged
forego the granting
granting of
of "get
“getout
outofofjail
jailfree"
free”cards
cardstotothose
thosewho,
who,for
forwhatever
whateverreason,
reason,
enter into
into improvident
improvident arrangements.
arrangements. The
The judiciary
judiciary will
will have
enter
have to
to short-circuit
short-circuit any
any
inclination to
inclination
to substitute
substitute a judge's
judge’s wisdom
wisdom about
about the propriety of
of any
any arrangement
arrangement in
favor of
of policing
policingagainst
against only
only those
those terms
terms that impact the public interest. The
The search
search
will have
for what is and
and what is not unfair to
to or
or for
foraaparty
party totoan
an agreement
agreement will
have to
to be
be
abandonedinin favor
favor of keeping
abandoned
keeping an
an eye
eye out
out for
forterms
terms that
thatshould
shouldbe
beunenforceable
unenforceable
because
of their
their impact
impact on the
the public’s
public's interest in
because of
in aa reliable
reliable system for contracting.
contracting.
Only those
accept responsibility
responsibility for
Only
those who
who are
are not prepared
prepared to accept
for aa poor decision stand
to lose by my proposal.
proposal. There
There is no public
public interest
interest in facilitating
facilitatingthe
the avoidance
avoidance of an
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improvident compact.
term, an
an inability
inability to
compact. Excuses
Excuses such as
as failure to understand
understand aa term,
afford the
of counsel,
counsel, failure
failure to read the contract,
contract, overreaching,
overreaching, inequality
inequality
afford
the assistance
assistance of
in bargaining
of a party on the
bargaining position
position or the
the insistence
insistence of
the use
use of aa standard
standard form
agreement,and
andissues
issuesinvolving
involving the
the behavior
behavior of
of the parties
agreement,
parties during the
the contract
contract
fail to
formation process,
process, fail
to justify
justifyaadeclaration
declarationofofunconscionability
unconscionabilitybecause
because none
none
explain why the
party accepted
acceptedthe
theagreement.
agreement.In
In the
the final
fnal analysis
explain
the aggrieved
aggrieved party
analysis the
the
requirement
that aa party
party must
must honor
honor aa commitment
commitment is
is in
in the public interest and
and only
requirement that
proof of fraud,
or violation
violation of a stated
public policy should
be sufficient
suffcient to
fraud, duress
duress or
stated public
should be
justify
justifyexculpation
exculpationfrom
fromaacommitment
commitmentmade.
made.
being proposed
proposedempower
empowercourts
courtstotoprovide
provideaafail-safe
fail-safemechanism.
mechanism.IfIf
The rules
rules being
these rules
The
these
rules are
areimplemented,
implemented,then
thenthere
therewill
willbe
beaachange
changeininjudicial
judicial focus.
focus. The
emphasiswill
will shift
party from
from responsibility to an
emphasis
shift from
from excuses
excuses allowed to absolve
absolve aa party
emphasis on
on the
theelimination
elimination of threats
by private parties
parties to
to the
the integrity
integrity of
emphasis
threats by
of the
the system
for contracting.
contracting.

